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Neogene evolution of the Pacific - Australia plate boundary zone in NE
Marlborough, South Island, New Zealand
I\I}S.tRAC]T
Six new palaeomagnetic localities in NE Marlborough, sampled from Late
Crctaceous - Early Tertiary Amuri Formation and Middle Miocene Waima Formation,
all yield clockwise declination anomalies of 100 - 150o. Similarity in the magnitude of
rull new declination anomalies and integration of these results with previous data implies
that clockwise vertical-axis rotation of this magnitude affected the entire
prliteoma-gnetically sampled part of NE Marlborough (an area of 
-700 sq. km) after -18
Ma. Previous palaeomagnetic sampling constrains this rotation to have occurred before
-7 Ma. The regional nature of this rotation implies that crustal-scale vertical-axis
rotutions were a fundamental process in the Miocene evolution of the Pacific - Australia
plute boundary in NE South Island.
The Flugs Creek Fault System (FCFS) is a fold-and-thrust belt that formed in
Inrrrillc cr.rnditions above n subduction complex that developed as the Pacific - Australia
plate Lroundary propagated through Marlborough in the Early Miocene. Thin-skinned
tuult offset uccommodated at lcast 20 km of horizontal shor"tening across a leading-edge
imbricate fan. Mesoscopic structures in the detormed belt indicate thrust vergence to the
southeast. The palaeomagnetically-determined regional clockwise vertical axis rotation
of 
-100o must be undone in order to evaluate this direction in the contemporary
geographic framework of the thrust belt. Therefore the original transport direction of the
lhrust sheets in the FCFS was to the NE, in accordance with NE-SW plate motion
vect()r l'retween the Pacific and Australian plates during the Early Miocene.
The two new palaeomagnetic localities that are within 
-3 km of the active dextral
stnke-slip Kekerengu Fault have the highest clockwise declination anomalies (up to
150'). Detailed structural mapping suggests that the eastern ends of the FCFS are
sinrilarly clockwise-rotated, by an extra45o relative to the regional average, to become
south-vergent in proximity to the Kekerengu Fault. This structural evidence implies the
prc'-sence ot'it zone of Plio-Pleistocene dextral shear and vertical-axis rotation within 2-3
km of the Kekerengu Fault, Local clockwise vertical-axis rotations of up to 50o are
infen'ed to have accrued in this zone, and to have been superimposed on the older,
regional, 
- 
I00' Miocene clockwise vertical-axis rotation.
The Late Quaternary stratigraphy of fluvial ten'aces in NE Marlborough has been
revised by the measurement of five new optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dates
on loess. This new stratigraphy suggests that the latest aggradation surface in the
Awatere Valley (the Starborough-l terrace) is, at least locally, -9 ka old, several
thousand years younger than the previous l6 ka thermoluminescence age for the same
sitc. This new surface abandonment age implies that terrace-building events in NE
Marlborou-eh lasted well after the last glacial maximum (-17 ka). The timing of terrace
aggrldation in this peri-glacial region is compared with oxygen isotope data.
Dow'nstream transport of glacially derived sediment at the time of maximum
deglaciation/warming is concluded to be the primary influence on the aggradation of
rna.ior fill terraces in coastal NE Marlborough. This interpretation is generally
applicable to peri-glacial central New Zealand.
Patterns of contemporary uplift and directions of landscape tilting have been
;.tnulvsed by assessing the rates of stream incision and by the evolution of drainage
networks over a wide tract of NE Marlborough that includes the termination of the
dextral strike-slip Clarence Fault. Relative elevations of differentially aged terraces
sug,qests an increase in rates of incision over the last 
-10 ka. Uplift is highest in the area
immediately surrounding the fault tip and is generally high where Torlesse basement
rocks are exposed. Independently derived directions of Late Quaternary tilting of the
landscape display a similar pattern of relative uplift in a broad dome to the north and
rvest of the fault tip. This pattern of uplift suggests dissipation of strike-slip motion at
the Clarence Fault tip into a dome-shaped fbld accommodating: l) crustal thickening
tupliit) and 2) up to 44o of vertical-axis rotation of a-40 km2 crustal block, relative to
more inland domains, into which the fault terminates. The distribution of incision rates
is compared with the pattern of crustal thickening predicted by elastic models of strike-
slip l'ault tips. The observed pattern and spatial extent of uplift generally conforms with
the distribution of thickening predicted by the models, although the rate of
incisioniuplift over the last 
-120 ka has been variable. These differences may be due to
variability in the strike-slip rate of the Clarence Fault, superimposition of the regional
uplift rate or to interaction with nearby fault structures not accounted tor in the models.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis is concerned r.vith the tectonic evolution of the Pacific 
- 
Australia plate
boundury that propagated through NZ in the Early Miocene and, in particular, how
ongoing crustal deformation has been accommodated in NE Marlborough since that
rnalor tectonic event took place. Deformation associated with the Early Miocene
initiation of subduction of Pacific Plate beneath the east coast of NZ (Fig. 1.1) was
achieved by crustal shortening in extensive fold and thrust belts that developed along
the length of the margin above the incipient subduction-trench system. Importantly tbr
Marlborough tectonics, this subduction front did not propagate southwards of the region
that is today the Chatham Rise (Fig l.l).
This work documents a changing style of deformation from dip-slip reverse and
thin-skinned crustal shortening in the Early Miocene to transcurrent dextral strike-slip
det'ormation today.
The thesis is fbrmatted such that each chapter is an independent paper intended for
scp;r'ate publication describing a different aspect of how deformation has been
lcc()nrrlodutcd in tlris transitionul segnrent of the Pacific-Australia plate boundary zone.
ln Chapter 2. new palaeomagnetic data are presented for large-magnitude clockwise
vertical-axis tectonic rotations aff'ecting parts of the Hikurangi margin since the Middle
Miocene (Fig. L l). Basement terranes in NE Marlborough contain a distinct NE-SW
strikin-e, steeply-dipping structural tabric. In proximity to the Alpine Fault, this fabric
makes a spectacular > 90"change in strike. a change which distinguishes the New
Zealund Orocline. New and existing palaeomagnetic data from Marlborough suggest
that this NE strike was attained in the period 18 
- 
8 Ma and was accompanied by 100"
of regional clockwise vertical axis rotation of Marlborough. Thus the orocline is
interpleted as Middle Miocene in age.
On a smaller scale, in NE Marlborough, the Flags Creek Fault System is also
spcctacularly tblded and, in part, lies at a high angle to the tlE-SW striking strucrural
fabric of Marlborough (Fig. 1.2 a). The Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS) formed above
a subduction trench in the Early Miocene as part of the early thin-skinned tectonic
Introduction 2
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Figure L l. A reconstruction for the New Zealand region at 25 Ma, based on Sutherland [995, 1999], with
rrgidly relocated coastline lbr reference shown in black; the present-day North Island and Hikurangi margin
are llso shown (in grey) to emphasise the rotation of the southern part of the Hikurangi margin since ihe
Farlv Miosene. The Maitai Tenane/Junction Magnetic Anomaly is a steeply dipping basement tenane that
e .tn bc used us il strain marker for measuring offset along the Alpine Fault. The long-wavelength sigmoidal
shape ot'the Maitai Terrane is here int'ened to be pre-Miocene in age, whereas its tighter folding in a zone
nl'ar the Alpine Fault is consistent with 
-100o clockwise vertical axis rotation of Torlesse Terrane basement
I l-ittlc & Roberts, 19971, >90" clockwise rotation of the Early Miocene Flags Creek Faults System (FCFS)
lQlapqeL 3l and a l00o "regional" clockwise rotation of 60 - 17 Ma rocks in Marlborough lWalcott et al.
198 | : Vickery. 1994; Chapter 2J.
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dettlrmation episode (e.g., Fig. l.l). Today, the FCFS is conspicuously arcuate in map
view, with folding that defines the NNE-trending, gently plunging Ben More anticline
(Fig. 1.2 b). Previous palaeomagnetic sampling in Marlborough has mostly been from
coastal sites. on the eastem limb of the Ben More anticline. where 60 
- 
l8 Ma old rocks
have been clockwise rotated by 
-100'. This research addresses the question of whether
the uxis oi the large fold structure functions as a boundary of crustal-scale vertical-axis
teclonic rotutions, suggested by Little & Roberts 119971, but a hypothesis which had not
been tested. New palaeomagnetic dirta from the western part of the arcuate Ben More
massil'suggests that there has been a similar amount of clockwise vertical axis rotation
during the period l8 
- 
8 Ma on both limbs of the fold, thercby discounting the Ben
More anticline as a vertical-axis rotation boundary and demonstrating that the large
Post-Miocene vertical-axis rotations are both regional in nature and not related to the
Ben More anticline.
Two ol' the new palaeomagnetic localities and several of the existing ones that are
close to active strike-slip fiaults, such as the Kekerengu Fault, exhibit clockwise
declination unomalies that are significantly greater than the regional 100", with some
bcing as lurge as 150o. The "extra" rotation at these localities, also bome out by
sl.rucl.urell mapping, is ascribed to distributed dextral shear in a zone parallel to the
acttve l'aults and to have accrued since Pliocene inception of the strike-slip faults.
Younger rocks document a different pattern of vertical-axis rotations than those
recorded by adjacent, older rocks. Some pafts of NE Marlborough, especially the lower
Awatere Valley (the Awatere Block [Roberts, 1992]; Fig. 1.3), are continuing to rotate,
whereas others are not. resulting in a complicated distribution of vertical-axis rotations
in space and time. This younger, spatially variable rotation is, in part, attributed to
onshore termination of the dextral strike-slip Clarence Fault and is revisited in Chapters
_5&6.
ln Chapter 3 , the direction, timing and amount of transport of the large thrust
sheets within the arcuate FCFS (Fig. 1.2 b) is investigated. These faults probably
fbrrned in response to contraction within the accretionary wedge of the Early Miocene
subduction complex. Some parts of the fault system were locally uplifted and subject to
syntecionic erosion and deposition, providing a syntectonic source for the Great
Murlborough Conglomerate, which an extremely poorly sorted olistostromal unit that
huroduction 4
IrgLrtc l.lA.'l'he NE-strikrng structural tubric ot Marlborough and the active Marlborr"rugh Fault System
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Figure 1.3. Simplified geological map of the Awatere - Ward area emphasising the distribution of Mid -
Late Cretaceous Torlesse Terrane (shown in grey), after Russel tl959l and Lensen |1962l. Active struc-
tures include the Awaterc, London Hill and Clarence faults, the latter of which terminates near the centre
of the study area. Other faults that may be active are the Hog Swamp Fault (HSF) and the Haldon Hills(HHF) and Flarbourne faults. The Ward and Cape Campbell synclines are also actively being deformed
[Townsend, 1996].
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has an Aquitanian 
- 
Burdigalian (Otaian 
- 
Altonian; 
-24 
- 
16 Ma) age. Rare kinematic
slip indicatols on the fault surfaces and abundant mesoscopic structures adjacent to the
larger f'aults, such as small-scale faults, minor shear zones, asymmetric folds, stylolitic
clclva-ge urtd iractures indicate a consistently SE-directed transport direction across the
rnuiority of'the Flags Creek Fault System, in present-day coordinates. This direction,
parallel to the continental margin trcnd, is anomalous with respect to the NE-SW
direction of contraction implied by Early Miocene plate boundary reconstructions (e.g.,
Fig. l.l). When corrected for the regional clockwise vertical-axis rotation, however
(clocunrented in Chapter 2), these SE-vergent directions become NE-vergent,
perpendicular to the continental margin, reflecting the Early Miocene contraction
direction within the nascent plate boundary zone.
The regional pattern of SE-directed thrust transport is complicated by later
overprinting of the Early Miocene tectonic fabrics by younger reactivation of the (now-
rotated) fault structures. These relationships provide important new data on the
ct'trlutitlt of the Pacific-Australia plate boundary zone. Deformation has changed from
prirrtrtrily thin-skinned thrusting in the Early Miocene, through an interval of large
tnugnitude. regional clockwise vertical-axis rotation (100'), to the current regime of
dcxtrrl strike-slip faulting.
An analysis of Late Quatemary deformation across a large tract of NE Marlborough
is also presented. The Late Quaternary stratigraphic framework of NE Marlborough is
rcrrscd in Chullter 4. to aid irr the accurate determination of rates of Late Quaternary
deformation. This revision is focused particularly on the Awatere River valley (Fig.
L3), where Late Quaternary fluvial terraces are spectacularly preserved. These ten'aces
have been mapped on the basis of aerial photogrammetry and, using the refined
stratigraphy, have been correlated with coeval surfaces external to the Awatere Valley.
Five new optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) ages on loess have enabled
t'clinctttcnt ol' the morphostratigraphic sequence of NE Marlborough [Eden, 1989].
Datrng ol'the Starborough-l terrace, the latest aggradation surface in the Awatere
Vulley. at 
-9 ka suggests that, at least locally, this aggradation event lasted several
thousand years longer than previously interpreted [Little et al., 1998]. Older terraces
returned ages of 
-60, -80, -100 and -120 ka, which correlate with warming peaks in
the oxygen isotope ratio lMartinson et al., 1997]. A model of tenace aggradation at the
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tinre of peuk deglaciation is presented in Chapter 4, whereby outwash of
glacial/colluvial debris and terrace formation is lagged with respect to sediment
availability. This model differs from previous models of timing of aggradation, which
assume that ten'ace-forming events are related to outwash of glacially derived material
durin,e the time of maximum glacial extent [e.g., Penck & Bruckner, 1909]. Steady
tectonic uplift and relatively sofi bedrock are necessary preconditions for the model
prcsented here.
Spatial termination along strike of the active dextral strike-slip Clarence Fault near
the Murlborough coast offers a globally important opportunity to study how strain is
distributed into the tip region of a major transcurent fault. In Chapter 5, the rate of
streilm incisron over the last 
-120 ka into t'luvial terraces correlated in Chapter 4 is
invcstigated. Rates of uplift in this inland region, including the tip area of the Clarence
Flult, are inferred from these rates of stream incision and a spatial pattern of
incision/uplifi rates is resolved in relation to the fault tip. These inferred uplift rates are
partially "calibrated" by reference to nearby coastal sites for which the rate of uplift of
marrne terraces has been documented previously [Ota et al., 1996; Townsend, 1996].
Directions of landscape tilting are assessed independently by the study of drainage
netrvorks and stream pirucy patterns. Abandonment of stream channels in favour of
topogruphically lower courses suggest uplift or "doming" of an area that lies to the
north of the Clarence Fault termination. This area is the Haldon Hills (Fig. 1.3), where
Torlesse terrane basement is exposed. The distribution of uplift/tilting inferred from
older ten'aces is similar to that infened from younger surfaces, suggesting that uplift
patterns have not substantially changed over the last 
-120 ka.
Models of 3-D elastic strain predict areas of differential uplift and subsidence in the
\'rcrntty ol'a strike-slip I'ault tip [ten Brink et al., 1996]. The distribution of uplift
inf'erred from pattems of diflerential stream incision is compared with the pattern of
uplift predicted by the 3-D model of elastic strain. The area of fastest uplift predicted by
the elastic model coincides approximately with the area observed to have the highest
rate of incision/uplift in NE Marlborough. This suggests that strain modelled elastically
in the vicinity of a strike-slip fault tip is preserved by finite deformation, such as uplift
ol-tcrrace surfaces, in a way that can be predicted. Vertical-axis rigid block rotation of
the at'ea into which the fault terminates is also inferred to be a mechanism by which tip
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stresses ale distributed, resulting in local convergence (and divergence) along the
boundaries of the rotating blocks (e.g., the Awatere Block; Fig. 1.3).
In Chapter 6, the Neogene tectonics of the coastal area between the mouth of the
Awaterc River and Cape Campbell (Fig. 1.3) is investigated. This paper was written and
published dulin,e early Ph.D. research and is rcferred to hereafter as Townsend & Linle
[998]. The field research was conducted as part of a B.Sc. (Hons) project by the author
[Tou'nsend, 1996]. This work included a kinematic analysis of populations of
mesoscopic faults that crop out along the coastal cliffs and a study of the London Hill
Flult, about which little was previously known. The direction of principal horizontal
shortening strain (PHS) calculated from these fault slip data suggest a change in the
direction of contraction from the north of the coastal region, where the PHS direction
trertds -090'. to the southern rcgion, where the PHS direction trends 
-L54o. East of the
l-orrdon Hill Fault, in the Cape Campbell syncline, the direction of PHS is again
oriented NW-SE and parallel to the regional geodetic shortening direction of 1l0o
IBibby. l98l](Fig. 1.3). This changing pattern of infinitesimal strain is interpreted as
representing a clockwise rotation of the "Awatere Block", bounded to the east by the
London Hill Fault. Palaeomagnetic evidence also argues that the London Hill Fault is a
maior crustal discontinuity, separating the rapidly rotating Awatere Block ro the west,
l}om the Cape Campbell Block. to the east, which exhibits a smaller finite vertical axis
rotiltion than parts of the Awatere Block.
Chapter 2: Mechanism, timing and tectonic significance of vertical-axis
fault block rotations within the northern part of the Marlborough
Fault System, New Zealand.
r\usttr,tct
Trvelve new ltalaeomagnetic localities have been sampled over a -25 x l5 km area from Late
Cretaceous 
- 
Early Tertiary Amuri Formation limestone and Middle Miocene Waima Formation siltstone
frrltn eastern Marlhorough, totalling more than 260 samples. Of these new samples, approximately one
thiril lrc intelpreted as producing reliable tectonic results, which consistently display clockwise
deciination anomalies of between 100 and 150'. Early-Middle Miocene rocks are rotated as much as
Pallcoge ne rocks, suggesting that legional clockwise venical-axis rotation of a large part of the NE South
Islunr.l occurred atier l8 Ma. Palaeomagnetic sam;rles from across a tblded Early Miocene thrust belt, the
Flags Creek Fault System, exhibit similar declination anomalies on either timb of the fbtd (the Ben More
unticline), suggesting that this tbld did not folm as a result of dittbrential vertical axis rotation between
the limbs, as has been hypothesised. The regional nature of this rotaticln implies that vertical-axis
rotittions lvere il fundamental detbrmation process in the evolution of the Early Miocene Pacific 
-
Australiu plltc houndary in NE South Islund.
Busemenl rocks of NE Marlbnrough, the Middle Cretaceous Torlesse terrane, contain a steeply-
rli;t1rrrrv. donrinantly NE-SW -striking slructural fahric that delineates one limb of the New Zealand
rtt'oc'line. Tertiary rocks overlyin-q the Torlesse terrane in Marlborough have been regionally clockwise-
lotltcd. r'elative to the Pacific Plate. by at least l00o since the early Middle Miocene (18 Ma). This paper
argues that the present-day NE-SW -oriented structural fabric of Marlborough is a consequence of the
regionul 
-100'clockwise vertical-axis rotation of originally NW-SE -striking basement rocks, a rotation
thut is also recorded throughout the palaeomagnetically sampled parts of NE Marlborough. The timing of
this r'otation is constrained by new palaeomagnetic and structural evidence to have occurred since the
eatly'Middle Miocene. This rotation is interpreted to have developed in a zone of distributed dextral shear
ldjacent to the incipient Alpine Fault. Dextral strike-slip faulting is the dominant deformation process in
NE Marlborough today. The two new palaeomagnetic localities that are within 
-3 km of the active,
dextral strike-slip Kekerengu Fault huve locally anomalous clockwise declination anomalies of up to
150o. New structural mapping undertaken in NE Marlborough suggests that early Miocene transport
directions of large-scale thrust sheets of the Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS) are similarly clockwise-
lotuted in ploximity to the Kekerengu Fault by up to 45o (i. e., from SE-verging over the majority of the
FCFS to S-verging near the Kekerengu Fault). This structural evidence implies the presence of a zone of
Plit'-Pleistocene distributed dextral shear and vertical-axis rotation within 2 
- 
3 km of the Kekerengu
Fault. Local clockwise vertical-axis rotations of up to 50o are interpreted to have accrued in this zone, and
Io ltrtve heen superimposed on the older, regional, 
-100o Miocene clockwise vertical-axis rotation
meutioned above.
Tectonic vertical-axis rotations l0
INlRooucrtoN
Vertical axis rotation of crustal blocks commonly occurs within zones of
continental convergence or transform motion and has been widely documented in New
Zelland by palaeomagnetic studies [e.g. Walcott et al., l98l; Mumme & Walcott, 1985;
Roberts, 1992; Vickery, 1994; Vickery and Lamb, 1995; Wilson & McGuire, 1995;
Little & Roberts, 19971. However, despite the extent of palaeomagnetic sampling, the
lirnit of crustal blocks which have undergone rotation, the position of their boundaries
with unrotated regions and the timing of rotations are generally poorly known.
Numerous hypotheses have been presented to explain the mechanism by which
tnotion in transcurrent plate-boundary zones is transferred between translation and
ve r.ticul axis rotation [e.9. Lamb, 1987, 1988; McKenzie & Jackson, 1983; Roberts,
It)t)-5: Little & Roberts, 19911. Kinematic models for fault-block rotation include slat or
trellis systems, variously pinned at one or both ends and also the case of freely floating
rigid blocks embedded within a continuously deforming substratum. Little & Roberts
ll997l prcsent the special case for Marlborough, New Zealand, where vertically dipping
blsement rocks ilre thought to have undergone crustal-scale kink-style fblding about
r,eltical axes.
The most obvious crustal scale geological t'eature of New Zealand is the change of
basement strike through the central part of the New Zealand continent (Fig.2.l). The
origin of this bending is poorly understood, as is the timing of its formation [e.g.
Walcott, 1978; Kamp, 1987; Little & Roberts, 19971. The Maitai Terrane is a narow
1<-5 km wide) zone of rocks that can be traced almost the entire length of New Zealand.
Ie.g. Sutherland, 1996]. In the South Island, the Alpine Fault dextrally offsets the
t'crtically-dipping Maitai Ten'ane marker by an apparent maximum distance of 450 km.
Recent plate reconstructions [Sutherland, 1999] indicate as much as 800 km of total
displucement between the Pacific and Australian plates since the Eocene (45 Ma).
These reconstructions also suggest that basement rocks were originally linear in late
Eocene times (Fig, 2.1, inset), but provenance studies of clastic rocks from the West
Coast of the South Island suggest that the arcuate shape had been acquired some time
prior to 4.5 Ma [Sutherland, 1996]. Thus, the timing of formation of the New Zealand
Orocline is poorly constrained. If the plates arc treated as rigid, removal of 800 km of
dextral slip on the Alpine Fault results in a reconstruction with 
-350 km of apparent
sinistral offset of basement rocks before the development of the Pacific-Australia plate
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Figure 2.1. The tectonic setting of New Zealand showing prominent bending of basement terranes that pro-
duces the New Zealand Orocline; redrawn from Sutherland [999]. Inset: relative position of the Maitai
Terrane at 45 Ma (after Sutherland Ii995]) with rigid plate relocation (shown in grey) and assuming that
dextral shear within the evolving plate boundary has curved the originally NW-SE striking marker (shown
in black).
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boundary through New Zealand (Fig.2.1, inset). Motion between rigid plates is not a
viable theory, as Pliocene and younger deformation in the South Island, New Zealand,
hus been distributed over a zone that is several 100's of km wide [e.g. Walcott, 1998].
The gradual change in strike of basement rocks in the central part of New Zealand as
one approaches the Alpine Fault also suggests that non-rigid deformation has occurred
in u broad zone along the plate boundary. This style of deformation may have been
I'aroured because of the steep dip of the basement rocks, that allowed crustal-scale
tbldin-s about vertical axes in the lower part of the crust [e.g. Little & Roberts, 19971,
while unconformably overlying strata, which had more gentle dips, would have been
pussively rotated about vertical axes as folding took place beneath. The driving
mechanism behind this deformation is inferred to be the accommodation of strain that
accumulated at the southern termination of the Hikurangi subduction margin. A pre-
existing zone of weakness along what is now the Alpine Fault may have allowed the
linking of iault segments within a shear- or fold- zone as the Early Miocene plate
boundary propagated through New Zealand [Norris et al., 1990].
In this paper, new palaeomagnetic data are presented from a strongly clockwise-
rotated part of the Marlborough region, in the nofthern part of the South Island, New
Zealund (Fig. 2.1). I will argue that the New Zealand Orocline in this region formed
rupidly in the middle-late Miocene, by the initiation of a dextral shear zone, originating
lt the sollthern termination of the Hikurangi subduction margin, that became the
through-going Alpine Fault.
Gsot-ocrcAt, sETTINc oF NE MlnlsonoucH
Present tectonics of the Marlborough Fault System
ln the central South Island, shortening between the Pacific and Australian plates is
cun€ntly concentrated largely on the dextral-reverse Alpine Fault [Norris & Cooper,
1997.|. ln the NE of the South Island, this pattern changes to distributed deformation
over a width of 
-200 km on a series of 5 crustal-scale strike-slip faults that make up the
plate boundary zone in Marlborough (Figs. 2.1 & 2.2). These faults are the
Mlrlborough Fault System (MFS), which links subduction of the Pacific Plate beneath
the Hikurangi margin to oblique dextral-reverse slip on the Alpine Fault. Faults of the
MFS collectively accommodate 80 
- 
1007o of the Pacific-Australia Plate motion [Holt
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Figure 2.2. Northern South Island relief map generated from l: 50 000 map series digital contours. Major
valleys correspond to the position of the Marlborough faults (white lines), which change strike near the
southem limit of the seismically active subducted Pacific Plate (dashed line). FF: Fidget Fault; KF: Kek-
erengu Fault; l: Inland Kaikoura Range;2: Seaward Kaikoura Range.
& Haines, 19951, which is approximately 38 mm a'r in central New Zealand [DeMets et
al., 19941.
The MFS has been divided into two domains on the basis of a change in mean fault
strike near Kaikoura [e.g. Lamb & Bibby, |.989]. The boundary between the northern
and southern domains trends NW-SE and coincides approximately with the southem
linrit of the subducted Pacific Plate [Lamb & Bibby, 1989] (Fig.2.2).In the southern
domain, the Marlborough faults strike 
-075o, approximately parallel to the
Pacific-Australia relative plate motion vector and deformation there is almost purely
strike-slip. The northern domain faults strike 
-055o and more obliquely to the relative
plate motion vector. This region is underlain by seismically active, subducted Pacific
Plate [Eberhart-Phillips & Reyners, 1997]. The misalignment of faults in the Northern
Marlborough Domain (NMD) with current relative plate motion results in a large
component of dip-slip motion on the faults and is responsible for uplift of the Kaikoura
ranges [Van Dissen & Yeats, l99l]. Lamb & Bibby [989] interpreted these faults to be
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reactivated Early Miocene dip-slip faults that initiated with a NW-SE strike. A
component of up-to-the-west dip slip on the NMD faults is suggested by inliers of
Pulueogene rocks that are preserved in their footwalls, juxtaposed against Mesozoic
rocks of the Torlesse Terrane on their NW sides. No correlative inliers of Palaeogene
rocks exist on the footwalls of the Southern Marlborough Domain (SMD) faults. The
tractional eff'ects of the underlying, subducted Pacific Plate in the NMD may also play a
large part in the crustal dynamics of this region [Eberhart-Phillips & Reyners,I997l.lf
the interface between subducted Pacific Plate and overriding Australian Plate is locked
lreneath northem Marlborough, as suggested by Bibby [981], then the orientation of
strLlctures accommodating defbrmation in that region almost certainly will not conform
to typical patterns of strike-slip or rcverse faulting observed in areas where there is no
slab effect,
The northern part of the MFS is continuing to rotate today. Clockwise vertical axis
rotlltions of up to 44o have been documented from rocks as young as Pliocene (-4 Ma)
near the onshore termination of the Clarence Fault [Roberts, 1992). The region
undergcling contemporary vertical axis rotation is generally referred to as the Awatere
Block [Roberts, 1992] (Fig. 2.3). The extent of the Awatere Block has been defined by
trnlor.rted 6-7 Ma old rocks along its westem boundary fl-ittle & Roberts, 1997] and 3-4
Ma old rocks to the south near Kekerengu [Roberts,1992; Vickery, I9g4).
Miocene tectonics of New Zealand
The late Oligocene 
- 
early Miocene was a time of widespread tectonic change in
New Zealund. Incrcased early Miocene clastic sedimentation suggests that an emergent
landmass was present and the onset of andesitic volcanism in the north of New Zealand
indicates that subduction of the Pacific Plate beneath the Australian Plate was well
established by c. 2l Ma [e.g. Rait et al. l99l]. Tectonic inversion of older extensional
basins by reverse faulting at this time has been documented from the West Coast of the
South Island [Bishop & Buchanan, 1995], from Taranaki [King & Thrasher, 1992] and
from Southland [Norris et al., 1990] (see Fig.2.l), indicating a change from an
e,rlensional or passive tectonic regime to one of increasing convergence or
transpt'ession. Parts of a NW-SE -oriented Mesozoic subduction zone, which had ceased
activity near the end of the Cretaceous [Bradshaw, 1989], were reactivated at this time,
as activity migrated southward into New Zealand [Walcott, l97S]. Importantly, this
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ear'ly Miocene subduction front did not propagate eastwards of the area that is today the
Chltham Rise, possibly due to thickened oceanic crust of the Hikurangi Plateau (part of
the Pacific Plate) being too buoyant to subduct fEberhart-Phillips & Reyners, 1997]. In
the early Miocene, NW-SE -striking fold and thrust belts developed above the
reactivated subduction zone. These are preserved onshore in Northland, Raukumara
Peninsula, East Coast/Wairarapa and Marlborough (the Flags Creek Fault System;
FCFS) lPrebble, 1976; Rait et al., l99l]. Stratigraphic and structural evidence in
Marlborough indicate that the FCFS was active tiom 
-24 to l8 Ma ago [Prebble,1976:
Vickery. 19941.
The buoyancy of Chatham Rise continental crust [Eberhart-Phillips & Reyners,
1991) (Fig. 2.1) is probably an important kinematic boundary condition in the
development of the plate boundary through New Zealand. The western end of the
Chtthum Rise is interpreted to have formed a hinge-zone at the termination of the
Miocene subduction zone, about which the overriding Australian Plate to the north has
piroted 
-100'clockwise since the middle Miocene [Lamb & Bibby, 1989]. As this
legion has rotated clockwise, so has the Australia 
- 
Pacific relative plate motion vector,
srvinging from 
-035" in the early Miocene to 078' today [DeMets et al., 1994;
Sutlrerland, 199-51, which has possibly enabled some of the clockwise-rotated structures
in Marlborou-qh to be reactivated, or to remain active for longer than they would have
had they not been rotated (see below).
Previous palaeomagnetic studies in Marlborough
The earliest studies of vertical axis rotations including data from Marlborough are
based on a sparse dataset and do not attempt to define spatial or temporal patterns of
rotations within a regional context [Walcott et al., l98l; Mumme & Walcott, 1985].
Larnb and Bibby [989] incorporated a detailed structural analysis of the Kekerengu
arert (Fig. ?.3) with palaeomagnetic data from one locality near Kekerengu and
intcrpreted an >87o clockwise regional rotation of Marlborough, relative to the Pacific
Plarte, to have taken place since 18 Ma. Roberts II992l, however, sampled Late
Miocene to Pliocene mudstone rocks of the Awatere and Wairau valleys over a narrow
geographtc interval and obtained consistent clockwise rotations of 
-20 - 35o. Roberts
U992] interpreted these data to represent a contemporary "regional" clockwise rotation
ol'10o, that affects all rocks to the north of the Kekerengu Fault, with additional rotation
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of parts of the lower Awatere Valley due to a second order rotation mechanism. These
vertical axis rotations affect rocks as young as 4 Ma, though no rotation occurred
between 8 and 4 Ma, attesting to a punctuated rotational history in Marlborough. The
significance of the Clarence Fault termination was noted by Roberts [1995] as a means
of irnparting additional clockwise rotation to rocks of the Awatere Valley. Rigid-body
I'otuLion ol'a block that pivots about the Clarence Fault tip was proposed to explain the
distribution of palaeomagnetic declination anomalies in that area.
Pulaeomagnetic studies of early Tertiary rocks from Marlborough [Vickery, 1994;
Vickery and Lamb, 19951 corroborated the interpretation of Lamb & Bibby [989], that
the entire Marlborough region has been affected by a regional clockwise rotation of 60 -
100', which occurred between l8 and 8 Ma. In the model of Vickery and Lamb [1995],
this regional rotation was l'ollowed by a further 4 Ma to present-day rotation of 
-20o,
aff'ecting all rocks between the Wairau and Kekerengu faults, with the strongly rotated
Lower Awatere Valley area identified by Roberts tl995l receiving an additional -15" of
clockrvise rotation (Fig. 2.3). A fufther 30 
- 
40" of localised clockwise rotation adjacent
to itctive faults was inferred from rocks that have clockwise declination anomalies as
high as 
-145' (Fig. 2.3, sites wCl&2, BBI&2) lvickery, 1994]. The assumption that
the erttire area between the Wairau and Kekel'engu faults is currently undergoing
clockrvise verticill axis rotation was disproved by Little and Roberts [1997], who
olrtuined an unrotated site mean direction for 6 
- 
7 Ma old rocks from the middle
Auratere Valley (Fig. 2.3, site FC). Little and Roberts U9971also argued that, because
the Torlesse bedrock of Marlborough acquired its steep dip prior to the onset of
rotational deformation, changes in bedding strike can be used to define boundaries
between blocks that have experienced different amounts of vertical axis rotation.
Stratigraph.v of eastern Marlborough
Basement rocks of Marlborough are made up of siliciclastic Late Cretaceous
Torlesse temane that accumulated in a subduction trench off the coast of the Gondwana
supercontinent. In the western Kekerengu region (Fig. 2.3), a short hiatus occurred in
the Mid. Cretaceous (Motuan srage); in the easr this period of non-deposition lasted a
l'urther 
-10 Ma until the Mangaotanean [Crampton & Laird, 1997], resulting in Burnt
Crcek Formation conglomerate and mudstone being unconformably deposited on
Torlesse rocks (Fig. 2.a). Paton Formation glauconite sandstone marks a period of
Tectonic vertical-axis rotations 18
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Figure 2.4. Generalised stratigraphic column for the Kekerengu area, emphasising the lithologic differences
to the SW and NE of the Deep Creek Fault (see Figure 2.5). The thickness of the Mead Hill and Amuri for-
mations on the regional column is from Strong et al. [995].
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lower sedimentation rates and the initiation of the "East Coast Basin" [Moore, 1988].
Late Cretaceous Hening Formation shale was deposited in this anoxic basin, which
extended along tlre entire eastern margin of New Zealand [Moore, 1988]. Deposition of
thc siliceous Mead Hill Formation flint and calcareous Amuri Formation limestone and
marls in the Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary [Strong, et al., 1995] attest to the
developntent of a passive margin environment. The Woodside Member of the Amuri
Formation is a <200m thick unit of siltstone and mudstone turbidites with interdigitating
bodies o[ 
-eabbro, but crops out solely to the NE of the Deep Creek Fault [Prebble,
197(rl (Fig. ?.5). Cabbroic units of the Woodside Member exhibit chilled lower margins
tvith the host nrudstone becoming contact metamorphosed to a hard, recrystallised
marble. Petrographic thin-sections of the host rock reveal the presence of a
recrystallised calcite matrix, enveloping clastic/detrital grains of the original
sedimentary rock. Chilled margins within the gabbro bodies are also prevalent,
indicating several episodes ol' igneous intrusion. Upper contacts of the igneous bodies
i.lre not exposed, leaving open the possibility that these gabbroic sequences are flows
t.rtlter than sills, Other igneous rocks in Marlborough include the extrusive Eocene-
agcd Grasseed Volcanics, outcropping 60 km to the SW of the FCFS, in the Clarence
Valley [Reai', t993] and the Early Miocene Cookson Volcanics (Fig. 2.5). If igneous
rocks of the Woodside member of the Amuri Formation are extrusive, their Eocene age
(constrained by the 
-50 Ma host rock turbidites [Prebble, 1976]) makes the Grasseed
Volcanics a possible lateral correlative. If the Woodside Member igneous rocks are
itttt'usive, either Grasseed or Cookson volcanic rocks are likely candidates as temporal
correlatives. Further petrographic and geochemical study is necessary to determine their
affiliation with other volcanic rocks of Marlborough.
ln Eastem Marlborough, middle Eocene marl is unconformably overlain by Early
Miocene Weka Pass Formation [e.g., Strong et al., 1995], which is known locally as
Whalesback limestone [Prebble, 1976]. An increase in clastic sedimentation during the
latcst Oligocene (Waitakian Stage [Vickery, 1994]), that marks the onset of the current
subduction regime along the east coast of central New Zealand, also marks the
dcvelopment of the Flags Creek Fault System in Marlborough. Early Miocene
olistostromal deposits in Marlborough (the Otaian to Altonian aged Great Marlborough
Conglomerate [Prebble, 1976]) attest to the wide-scale deformation along this part of
the plate boundary. Although this deformation episode was short-lived, lasting only
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Figure 2.5. Detailed view of the Flags Creek Fault System and new palaeomagnetic localities; abbreviations
are UW: Upper Waima River; BM: Blue Mountain Stream; NSl, NS2 & WR: Narrows syncline: W"W:
Waima Hills Amuri Formation Woodside member; WH Waima Hills Amuri Formation limestone; LN:
Laings Nut; WC3: Woodside Creek and BH: Black Hill Station. Previous sample locations WCI & 2:
Woodside Creek and HC I & 2: Heavers Creek [Vickery, 1994].
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rhout 5 Ma [Rait et al., l99l], rocks of this age are well represented in the Kekerengu
area. with the transition from calcareous Whalesback limestone to Waima Formation
siltstone (Otaian 
- 
Middle Altonian; Vickery [994]) recording an increasingly
ten'igenous sedimentation sequence (Fig. 2.4). Thrust faulting and syntectonic erosion
resulted in the localised formation of Early Miocene unconformities that truncate many
of the older, overthrust units. Variably sorted lenses of Great Marlborough
Conglomerate (GMC) are scourcd into these units, resulting in buttress unconformities
with varying angular relationships to the structurally deformed units below. In some
areas (e.g., Valhalla Stream; Fig.2.5), eastward tilting of Early Miocene siltstone and
conglomerate facies rocks is implied by eastward thickening sequences. Eastward tilting
ol'this region is also suggested by a basal post-Early Miocene unconformity exhuming
Eocene Amuri Formation marl in the west, but only eroding as deeply as Whalesback
limestone in the east [Chapter 3]. Syntectonic deposition and eastward dip-fanning in
this region is also int'erred from preliminary results of a shallow seismic
reflection/refraction survey along the south bank of Heavers Creek (Fig. 2.3)
[Henderson. in prep.]. As tectonic activity abated, these faulted, folded sequences were
ovcrlain by Middle Miocene sandstone and siltstone of the (Upper Lillbumian 
- 
Upper
Wuiauian [Vickery, 1994]) Heavers Creek Formation, Widespread syntectonic
deposrtion in the Awatere basin, l0 km to the north of the FCFS, resumed in the early
Lrtc Miocene, lncreasingly convergent relative plate motion at the end of the Miocene
possibly resulted in thrust reactivation of the FCF and erosion of its Torlesse terrane
hangingwall rocks [Chapter 3]. This period of activity waned in the Latest Miocene
(K:tpitean Stage) and deposition of fine-grained clastic rocks within the Awatere basin
continued into the middle Pliocene [Roberts & Wilson, 1992].
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THn usr oF pALAEoMAGNETISM IN DETERMINING vERTICAL.AXIS TEcroNIc
RO'I'ATIONS
Primary detrital or thermo-remanent magnetisation preserved in rocks can record
the direction of the instantaneous geomagnetic field at the time of formation of the rock
[Butler. 1992]. A major assumption in palaeomagnetic studies is that the time-averaged
-qe()rna-snetic lield can be modelled by a geocentric axial dipole (GAD). This is the
GAD hypothesis [Butler, 1992). The declination of a normal polarity GAD field is zero
at rll locations. The mean inclination, /, varies depending on the latitude of the site in
question and is determined by the equation:
tan/=2xtan),,
where ). is the site latitude [Butler, I992J.ln Marlborough, at a Iatitude of -41.9" S, the
GAD inclination is 
-60.9". The present day magnetic field direction isD:22.2",I:
-.6r).7" flnternational Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)]i. The difference is due to
non-GAD components of the field. These non-GAD components vary with time (as
does the magnitude of the GAD), resulting in the secular variation observed in all
elements of the field (declination, inclination and magnitude). At mid-latitudes, the
arnplitudes of typical variations in declination and inclination are +40" and t20",
respectivel-v. Palaeomagnetic time series suggest that the non-GAD field averages to
z.cro over periods of between l0r to lOs years. A mean palaeomagnetic direction,
uvcraged over a stratigraphic interval spanning in excess of lOs years, should therefore
correspond to the GAD field direction for the site location unless:
l) there has been continental drifr of the locality;
2) and./or there has been tectonic crustal block movement relative to the
continental interior (where the crustal block is defined as being sub-continental in
size);
3) and/or there are outcrop-scale structural variations in the bedding attitude
of the locality.
If drift of the continental plate on which the site is located is documented in terms
of an apparent polar wander path (APWP), then the expected time-averaged
pulleomit-snetic direction for the site for a particular time interval can be calculated
' l'he ICRF is published every 5 years by the International Association for Geomagnetism and Aeronomy(AGSO). Software for calculating individual magnetic field components is available at the AGSO
welrsite: www.agso.gov.au.
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from the palaeomagnetic pole of the appropriate age. Marlborough lies well to the east
of the Alpine Fault, which has been a locus of deformation between the Pacific and
Australian plates since the Miocene [Norris et al., 1990; Sutherland, 1995; Walcott,
19981. Therefore, it seems most fitting to regard this NE part of Marlborough as
belonging to the Pacific Plate and palaeomagnetic directions are compared with
ref'erence (or expected mean) directions calculated from the Pacific Plate APWP
[Petronotis et al., 1994].
Over the last 60 Ma, the Pacific Plate palaeopole has moved mostly northward with
little variation in longitude [Petronotis et al., 1994]. Marlborough, at a longitude of I74o
E. is near the 180'meridian, along which the Pacific Plate palaeopole has moved.
Thcretirre. there has been negligible difference in palaeomagnetic declination along this
line of longitude due to Tertiary APW of the Pacific Plate.
Petronotis et al. [994] calculated a 57 Ma palaeopole at78.2o N,4.8o g (dp - 4.1o,
dm = 6.4" @ 93o from north) for the Pacific Plate based on a skewness analysis of
crossing marine magnetic anomaly 25r. The palaeopole has moved little between 57 Ma
ancl 39 Ma. therefore this pole can be used to calculate the reference directions for both
the -60 Ma Amuri Formation Iimestone and the -50 Ma Woodside member of the
Amuri Fornration. These poles ure listed in Table 2.1.
If we have confidence in local structural corrections, based on extensive and
detailed structural mapping (see below), we would expect the mean direction of a
palaeomagnetic pole measured in 60 Ma old rocks to coincide with this expected
pitlaeopole unless there have been local vertical-axis rotations. This expected direction
is termed the "ref'elence direction". The "declination anomaly" (positive clockwise) is
tlre tn-sulur difference between the measured mean declination of a set of
palac'omagnetic data and the declination of the reference direction for the time of rock
fblmation. The declination anomaly is presumed to be a measure of the amount of
tectonic vertical axis rotation of a locality.
Between 26 Ma and the present-day, the Pacific Plate palaeopole has moved from a
latitude of 
-80o N to its curent location, along the 0o meridian [Acton & Gordon,
19941. This means that, although the expected inclinarion has shallowed from 
-68.5" to
-60.9" over the past 26 Ma, the expected declination has changed only from 358.8 to 0",
which is well within the uncertainty calculated from the 957o confidence limit on the
pole.
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Palaeopole latitude Palaeopole longitude
Paciiic Plate pole (57 Ma) 78.2" N 4.80 E
Locality latitude Locality longitude
Wo<ldside Creek 41.932' S 174.025" E
Blue Mountain Stream 41.875" S 173.994'E
Reference declination Reference inclination
\\'oodside Creek 356.3'+ 6.9" -69.7"+ 2.8"
Blue Mountain Stream 356.3" + 6.9o -69.6"+ 2.8o
Tahle 2.1. Summary of palaeomagnetic poles. site location parameters and expected directions for57 Ma
old rocks of the Pacific Plate (95%, confidence dm = 6.4o @ 93" from north; dp = 4.lo) [after Petronotis et
al.. 19941. Blue Mountain Stream is in the farNWof the study area, while the WoodsideCreek locality is
neal the coast. There is negligible ditterence in reference field declination or inclination across the region
stutl ied.
Locul structural con'ections pedormed on new palaeomagnetic data
All of the new palaeomagnetic sites reported in this study are contained within
t'ocks that have been a part of. and have remained within, the New Zealand plate
boLrndary zone since its formation in the Late Oligocene 
- 
Early Miocene [Chapter 3].
The locality-mean vectors in Palaeogene rocks are interpreted here as primary detrital or
thet'mo-remanent magnetisation directions (see below). These directions have been
variubly rotated due to deformation associated with episodes of Miocene thrusting and
tolding and later by Pliocene to Recent strike-slip faulting [e.g., Lamb & Bibby, 1989].
Structural corrections of bedding to account for the effect of Miocene deformation are
relatively simple, because folding of strata originally took place about sub-horizontal
axes which have been tilted approximately 30o to the NE since the Late Miocene
IChapter 3]. Removal of the "regional" plunge of the folds is achieved by untilting
bcrlding and the site magnetisation vector about a horizontal axis that is perpendicular
lo lhe 052"-trending fold hinge (Fig. 2.6A). This restoration removes the regional fold
plunge (-28" in the lowest thrust sheet) which has been confidently determined by
detailed structural mapping of the FCFS [Chapter 3]. The second step in the correcrion
is to restore bedding to horizontal by rotation about its strike (Fig. 2.68). This 2-stage
pt'ucess yields a magnetisation vector in "corrected" coordinates (Fig. 2.6C).
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Present-day plunglng fold :
Mfr*
fold plunge removed
fr'*
removal of
resulting
stratal tilt
/ pataeomagnetic f Rol" to/ vector I bedding
Figure 2.6. Plunging tbld correction performed on the new palaeomagnetic data. The regional tbld plunge(052', 28") is subtracted from all data during the first step. The second step involves a rotation of bedding
about its (plunge-corrected) strike back to the horizontal.
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Sampling strategy
One sampling strategy was to target the pink member of the Palaeocene Amuri
Formation ltmestone, from which Vickery [994] reported stable palaeomagnetic
results. Sites were chosen from around the arcuate Ben More massif to determine the
nature oi folding and role ol' vertical axis rotations, if any, in development of the Ben
More anticline (Fig.2.3). Where possible, the overlying Early Miocene Waima
Formation siltstone was also sampled to constrain temporal changes in the vertical axis
rotation history. Thus, clarification of both spatial and temporal variations of vertical-
axis rotations in this part of the plate boundary zone was attempted.
Samples were drilled with a standard petrol-powered drill with a diamond tipped
['rit. Water was used as a drilling lubricant and pumped in to the drill by a garden sprayer
purnp. Once cores had been oriented, labelled and wrapped, they were immediately
trunst'erled to a p-metal magnetic shield for transport and storage.
At each new locality, samples were taken from a wide enough stratigraphic interval
to ilverage out the non-dipole effects of secular variation, as discussed above. For
slorvlv-accumulating Iithologies such as the micritic Amuri Formation limestone
IMtrore, 1988], sampling over i.l distance of greater than approximately 2m will ensure
that secular variation is averaged. For lithologies such as Waima Formation siltstone,
that mry have accumulated more rapidly than the fine-grained limestone, the sediment
accumulation rate is more difficult establish. Where possible, sampling of the siltstone
lithology was executed over several tens of metres.
Laboratory procedures and conventions
Demagnetisation of cores was carried out at three different laboratories: by the
ruLrlhor at Victoria University of Wellington and Oxford University and by Dr. Gillian
Turner at the Australian Geological Survey Organisation, Canberra, Australia. A subset
of cores from each site or lithology was demagnetised using the alternating field (AF)
technique, but the majority of samples underwent stepwise thermal demagnetisation.
Burlk magnetic susceptibility was measured after each thermal demagnetisation step to
monitor the alteration and/or growth of magnetic minerals as a result of heating. Other
selectrvely applied rock-magnetism laboratory experiments include acquisition of
isothermal remanent magnetisation (IRM) and temperature-dependent susceptibility
measurements. Examination of Zijderveld plots, together with principal component
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analysis, were used to identify and determine the direction of the characteristic
component of the natural remanent magnetisation (NRM). These directions were then
structurally corrected for folding and local bedding dip using the stereographic
proiection program "Stereonet 4.6a" [Allmendinger, 1988].
Silc descriptions
Each new site is described below in a present-day geographic order, rather than in a
clrronostratigraphic reference frame, followed by a summary of the demagnetisation
chrracteristics of localities that yielded rcliable palaeomagnetic data (see below). The
eilstern, coastal part of the field area is described first, followed by the more inland sites
(Fig. 2.7, Table 2.2). The palaeomagnetic data, including the declination anomalies,
with respect to the Pacific Plate, arc summarised at the end of this section in Table 2.3.
All demagnetisation data for new localities are archived on CD-ROM in Appendix l,
back pocket.
Localities that did not yield stable demagnetisation characteristics (WF, WR, NS2,
UW. MS) and/or are statistically undersampled (e.g., WF, LN, WR 
-Table 2.2) are not
considered tor tectonic analysis. Other localities from this complexly deformed region
(e.g.. NSl. BM) are difficult to interpret, displaying a complicated pattern of remanent
ntagnetisation directions. These localities are included but are not weighted greatly in
the overall analysis. All of these sites are described in Appendix 2. Other sites,
considered to have yielded reliable data, are described below,
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Figure 2.7. Location of the new palaeomagnetic sites (see Table 2.2). Abbreviations are BH: Black Hill
Station; WC3: Woodside Creek Amuri Formation limestone; WF: Woodside Creek Amuri Formation(Woodside member); LN: Laings Nut; WH: Waima Hills Amuri Formation; WW: Waima Hills Amuri
Formation (Woodside member); WR: Waima River; NSl& 2: Narrows syncline; BM: Blue Mounrain
Stream; LIW: UpperWaima River and MS: Mead Stream.
Black Hill Sration locality (BH)
Black Hill Station is the southernmost of the new palaeomagnetic localities on the
eastern limb of the Ben More anticline (Fig. 2.5), where a 
-l0m-thick sliver of NW-
dipping pink Amuri Formation limestone crops out between refolded splays of the Deep
Creek Fault (DCF). This sequence of Herring Formation and Amuri Formation, which
lies on the hangingwall of the DCF, tectonically overlies Miocene Waima Siltstone to
the west of the fault trace (Fig.2.8.1). Parts of the limestone may have been contact
metamorphosed in proximity to a nearby gabbro sill that crops out along the DCF, as
some outcrops have a sugary, recrystallised texture. These rocks are assumed to be
simifar in age to the 60 Ma old pink limestone [Vickery, L994] -3 km ro rhe NE at
Woodside Gorge, as pink limestone seems to occur at only one stratigraphic position in
the Amuri Formation.
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l'ahle 2.2. Summary of palaeomagnetic localities sampled in this study. "structural integrity" indicates
whe ther the outcrop can be confidently placed within a regional structural and stratigraphic framework,
l-S'l' = Arnuri Forrnation limestone: SST/MST = Amuri F., Woodslde member; ZST = Waima F.
silt.stone; W LST = Whalesback limestone.
Four cores werc sampled over an interval of 
-2m as an initial investigation into the
magnetic charactedstics of the pink limestone. Several of these cores were long enough
to yield 2 or 3 specimens, totalling l2 for this site. Demagnetisation of samples from
this locality showed that a single component was progressively removed up to 
-400oC,
intcrpreted here as a primary detrital magnetic remanence (Fig. 2.8.2). The tight
clustering of the data (Fig. 2.8.3) suggests that this site has not successfully averaged
secular variation. This may be due to sampling over a narrow stratigraphic range. At
sediment accumulation rates of < 2 cm ka-' for pelagic limestones [Morris, L987], 2
metres of outcrop represents a minimum of 0.1 m.y. of accumulation. It is desirable to
Localitv
(abbrel'iation )
Crid Ref.
(P30. P29)
No.
samples/
sites
Structural
integrity
Lithology Mean
bedding
(RHR)
Used for
study?
Black Hill Station
(BH)
9770- I 808 4t4 Poor LST 077t32 Y
Wr)()dside Creek
(WC3)
9894-1912 l2l4 Excellent LST 300/50 Y
Wtrodside
Forrnution (WF)
9915-1919 1/4 Satistactory SST/MST 343/46 N
Laings Nut (LN) 9752-2031 5/5 Excellent LST 218135 N
Wuima IJills (WH) 9658-2 I 82 22ilO Satisfactory LST 325t30 Y
Waima Woodside
F. (WW)
96t8-2218 24t7 Satisfactory SST/gabbro 322t40 Y
Nurrows I (NSl) 9434-2408 69il5 Excellent ZSTIW LST 310/40 Y?
Waima River (WR) c)5t7-2137 t2t4 Poor ZST/IV LST t60t40 N
Nulrrws I (NS2) 9396-2473 I 8/5 Satisfactory ZSTIW LST 060t22 N
lJlue Mountain S(r'
rllM r
q265-2667 t8t7 Poor LST/basalt 053/58 Y?
Upper Waima R.
([ W)
859 l -2356 20/7 Excellent ZST t70t50 N
illead Stream (MS) 7605- l 595
7540- I 629
59/21 Excellent LSTZST General:
230t50
N
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Figure 2.8.1. A: General stratigraphy of the BH locality, showing tectonic repetition of the section; B: loca-
tion map with imbricates of pink Amuri Formation limestone, Grasseed(?) volcanics and Herring Formation
which are "thrust" over Waima Formation across the Deep Creek Fault, forming a tectonic melange.
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Figutp 2.8.2. Thermal demagnetisation of the stable, single magnetic component in the pink Amuri Forma-
tion limestone from Black Hill Station.i,ll plo-ts are dz sita coordinates. Top left: magnetisation decay dur-
ing stepwise thermal demagnetisation. Top right and bottom left: vector component diagrams with th-e ver-
tical componenl plotted against an arbitrary horizontal and east, respectively. Open (closed) symbols
indicate projections onto the vgrtical (horizontal) plane. Bottom right stereographiC projection of demag-
netisation data. Open symbols indicate projections onto the upper hemisphere.
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Figure 2.8.3. himary magnetisation component from the Black Hill si!e; A: rn situ coordinates and, B: cor-
rected for folding and bedding tilt. Expected declination and inclination for these rocks is 
-356o, -69",
hence 153" of clockwise rotation is infened at this site. The tightly clustered data suggest that secular varia-
tion may not be averaged for this locality. See text for discussion.
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average secular variation by sampling a time interval of I x 104 
- 
105 years [Butler,
19921, which may not be the case at this site. Alternatively, proximity to a gabbroic
body cropping out along the nearby Deep Creek Fault may have thermally reset the
magnetic r-emanence. However, Amuri limestone at the BIue Mountain Stream site
(Appendix 2.3), which is in contact with volcanic rocks, yielded data that suggest a
tlrernral overprint did not occur at that location. Therefore, the mean in situ remanence
vector of 033", -76" at the Black Hill site is interpreted as detrital and primary. The
strircturally corrected vector is 149o, -66" (Fig. 2.8.38). Comparison with the 57 Ma
rel'erence dircction for rocks of the Pacific Plate (Table 2.1) yields an inferred clockwise
roti.ltion of 153". This is sirnilar in magnitude to locality WC2, near Woodside Creek
IVickery, 1994], which yielded a clockwise vertical axis rotation of l54o for the same
lithology.
Worulsic[e Creek loculirlt (WC3l
While nrany pulaeomagnetic samples have been taken from Woodside Creek,
notalrly ut the Cretaceous 
- 
Tertiary boundary, few data have been published [e.g.
Vickery. 19941. The pink Amuri Formation limestone at Woodside Creek was
resampled in Mar-ch 1998, with a total of l2 samples drilled at 4 stratigraphic horizons
over a stratigraphic range of -20 m. To preserve this world-renowned outcrop, the
oldest sumples were taken from a stratigraphic distance of 
-25m above the Cretaceous 
-
Terriary boundary (Fig. 2.9.1).
Demagnetisatiott of the pink limestone removed a low temperature/coercivity
component that cleaned off by 
-10 mT or 150"C (Fig.2.9.2 A & B). This componenr is
rvell-grouped and in the direction of a reversed geomagnetic field with a modern
declination (176.5, 51o; cr95 - 4.2"), which is anomalous. The tight clustering of this
reverse polarity overprint leads to the suspicion of a rapidly imparted alteration of the
rocks during some tectonic or thermal "event", possibly a lightning strike [e.g. Butler,
l99ll. Progressive dernagnetisation of the reversed polarity component increased the
maximum intensity (J*,u*) to values of approximately 3 mAm-'. A stable, underlying
normirl polarity component was removed by 40 mT or 600"C (Fig. 2.9.2). This
component is also fairly well-grouped and is interpreted as a primary detrital remanence
direction (Fig. 2.9.3A). IRM acquisition results have an unusual double step in the
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Figure 2.9-1. Geologica!,setting of the Woodside Creek section (WC3); A: simplified snatigraphic secrion
with location of sites WC01-04, which were taken from alternating white and pink, slightly cherty Amuri
Formation limestone 
-25 m above the Cretaceous - Tertiary (KD boundary.'Erosion-of ihe sorter marl
member resulb in a discontinuous section, that is intruded by gabbro sills. Samples of the permeable
Woodside Member of the Amuri Formation (WF a-g) are not confidently placed in the stratigraphic
succession. Demagnetisation of these samples failed to produce a tectonically inlerpretabte direction. These
siliciclastic rocks may also have been thermally altered in proximity to the gabbro (see Appendix 1.7); B:
simpified location map of the WC3 and WF localities.
A: Sample Code: WC0466
J/J max Jmax= 2.65s-1
B: Sample Code: WC0463
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Figure 2.9.2.Typical AF (A) and thermal (B) demagnetisation plots of pink Amuri Formation limestone
ftom Woodside Creek (WC3). All cores from this locality were normal, some with a reverse overprint,
which, upon cleaning, initially causes the intensity to increase. These samples contrast with those analysed
by Vickery [l9941 from the same stratigraphic unit, who obtained all reverse primary magnetisations, some
with a normal overprint. However, when a structural correction is applied, both data sets are in agreement
with each other. The cause of the reverse overprint may possibly be a lightning strike or a recent thermal(tectonic?) event. All plots are jn sitr,r coordinates. Symbols are the same as in Figure 2.8.2.
Figure 2.9.3. Magnetisation directions of samples from pink Amuri Formation limestone at Woodside
Creek; A: in situ vectors are normal with a modern overprint; B: structurally conected plot of the character-
istic magnetisation directions. A clockwise vertical-axis rotation of -ll6o is inferred from these data,
which agrees reasonably well with the 138" clockwise declination anomaly of Vickery & Lamb [995] for
the same site.
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curve, with a "shoulder" at 
-100 mT, before increasing again to saturate at 300 mT
(Fig. 2.9.4). These data indicate the presence of two possible magnetic carriers. The
initial slope of the IRM acquisition curve (up to 
-100 mT) is probably due to magnetite.
The IRM of magnetite saturates at 
-300 mT, whereas haematite can have a much higher
coercivity. The fact that the IRM acquisition curve is close to saturation at 300 mT
su-sgests that haematite is not magnetically significant in this sample. This contrasts
rvith other samples of pink Amuri Formation limestone treated by this method (e.g. the
Blue Mountain Stream locality, below; Vickery, 19941).
The in .sita site mean primary direction from 9 cores with interpreted stable
magnetisation is 051.9o, -34.1" and the structurally corrected vector is 112.7", -76.1
(Fi-e. 2.9.38). The Early Tertiary reference declination and inclination for rocks of the
Pucific Plate at this site is 356o, -69.7" [Petronotis et al., 1994], therefore -116" of
clockwise rotation is infened. This is in fairly good agreement with the data of Vickery
[994], who obtained a clockwise declination anomaly of l34o for the same locality
(Table 2.3).
Wttittrct Hills localiries (WH A. WW)
A secluence of Late Cretaceous Herring Formation and Palaeocene Amuri
Forrnution lorms a topographically high-standing, NW-SE -trending ridge between the
Waima River and Woodside Creek (Fig. 2.5). This sequence is part of a structural horse
that is bounded by the Deep Creek Fault (DCF), to the SW and the Flags Creek Fault
(FCF), to the NE. Less than I km to the north, the whole sequence (including the Deep
Creek Fault) is complexly folded by the Narrows syncline (Fig. 2.5). Miocene strata on
the footwall of the DCF are folded into a synformal structure and the DCF appears to
l'orm il footwall f'lat (the fault is parallel to the footwall strata). However, structurally
above the DCF trace, the overthrust rocks form a folded hangingwall ramp (the fault
cuts up section) and bedding is not parallel to the fault.
The NE dip of this sequence allows sampling of different stratigraphic units in
proximity to each other along the ridge (Fig. 2.10.1). The Amuri Formation lower
limestone nrember (as defined by Strong et al. tl995l) was sampled at Grid Ref.
96182 179 and the younger Woodside turbidite member was sampled 600m to the west,
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Figure 2.9.4. A: Isothermal remanent magnetisation (IRM) acquisition for samples of pink limestone from
Woodside Creek (WC3) shows a two-component magnetisation, the lower coercivity component corre-
sponding to magnetite and the higher coercivity component probably haematite. B: AF demagnetisation of
the NRM of sample WC0465 and C: temperature dependent susceptibility experiments also suggests the
presence of magnetite (Curie temperature 
-580o C, indicated by "M"). Magnetically significant amounts of
haematite (Curie temperature 
-680'C, indicated by "H") are apparently not present. For B: symbols are the
same as in Figure 2.8.2.
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Figure 2.10. l. Stratigraphic section (A) and location (B) of the Waima Hills Amuri Formation limestone
locality (WH) and location of the Waima Hills Woodside member locality (WW). This stratigraphic
sequence is the lateral equivalent of strata exposed at Woodside Creek, which include the Cretaceous - Ter-
tiary boundary and which were sampled by Vickery [994] (WCl) and also this study (WC3).
at Grid Ref.95682186 (NZMS P30). Although these sites are geographically close to
each other, they contain different rocks and therefore are treated as two separate
locations in the following description.
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i) Waima Hills Amuri limestone (WH)
This locality lies within a 
-3Om-thick member of pink Amuri Formation limestone
that crops out between Late Cretaceous Herring Formation shale, stratigraphically
below and Eocene turbidites, stratigraphically above, that belong to the Woodside
Member ol' the Amuri Formation. The sampled 
-8m of exposure (Fig. 2.10.1A) is
trrnsected hy meso-scale faults: however, strata can be traced with confidence across
these minor structures that have << lm offset.
Thermal demagnetisation of the pink limestone from all sites proved this lithology
to be extremely magnetically stable. Most samples from the Waima Hills had NRM
intensities of between 0.3 and 0.6 mAm'r. Complete thermal demagnetisation at 640'C
suggests that maghemite is the magnetic remanence carrier (Ozdemir, 1990), which is
consistent with saturation of IRM at 300 mT (Fig.2.IO.2A). The IRM acquisition curve
hus a similar double step as the WC sample (above), with a shoulder at 
-100 mT and
selturation at -300 mT. This double step is consistent with the presence of two
populations of magnetic grains, although with the present data, it is difficult to
unlrnbi guously identify both populations.
All of the pink limestone cores from the Waima Hills location that were subjected
to AF dernagnetisation (up to 50 mT) initially dropped in intensity, but did not
dcrnasnetise sufficiently to isolate a primary component (e.g. Fig. 2.10.28).
Tcntperuture-dependent susceptibility data from the pink limestone (Fig. 2.10.3) have a
peak at 
-550'C, rvhich suggests that the sample has undergone thermal alteration which
makes it diftlcult to identify a reliable Curie temperature for primary magnetic minerals.
On the basis of the above evidence, it seems that the principal magnetic mineral in the
pink limestone is oxidised magnetite (maghemire).
Int-erred primary declination and inclination values from each sample are plotted in
both irr sita and structurally corrected coordinates on Figure 2.10.4A & B. While these
data are fairly scattered (c[es= 11.2"), both normal and reverse polarity vectors, which
are approximately antipodal, were obtained. The site mean direction of both normal and
reverse polarity data is 093.6", -59.9". The declination and inclination of the reference
directionatthissiteis356.3', -69.7" (seeTable2.l),thusaclockwiserotarionof 97ois
inferred fbl these Earlv Tertiarv rocks.
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Figure 2.8.2.
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Fi-eure 2.10.3. Temperature dependent susceptibility of pink Amuri Formation limestone sample
WH03 IlB. Arrows on the plot mark the Curie temperature of magnetite (M;580"C) and haematite (H;
680"C). The peak at 
-500oC probably represents thermal alteration of the sample. rendering the higher tem-
perature data for this sample ambiguous.
Figure 2.10.4. Primary componenls tiom the Waima Hills pink Amuri Formation l,imestone (WH); 'tt: iu sittt
components and b; structurally corrected. The structural correction itt this locality is unifbrm tbr the tbld
plunge (e. g., Fig. 2.6a) but subsequent bedding tilt ditl'ers fbr each site. The rct'erence deslination and incli-
nation tbr 57 Ma old rocks here is 356, -69", thus 96.5o of clockwise rotation is inf'ened. Six specimens
(shown in 
-urey) were discarded tbr the final caiculation. on the basrs of having too shallow an inclinatron,
or probably being a "modern" overprint.
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ii) Waima Hills -Woodside Formation and gabbro sill (WW)
This section traverses a baked contact between turbidites and gabbro of the
Woodside Member of the Amuri Formation, which lies 
-270m stratigraphically above
the WH locality (Fig. 2. I L l). The base of the sampled section is 
-6m from the igneous
unil and consists of fine-grained mudstone. Unfortunately, on drying, these cores
became fractured and only one survived the trip to Canberra to be measured. Thermal
demagnetisation removed an unstable, low temperature component to 
-260oC that has a
modern tield direction (353", -66"). The underlying component showed progressive
demagnetisation to the origin (within error) and is interpreted as a primary component
(Fig. 2.11.2). This single core has a normal-polarity in situ vector of ll2.8o, -37.0o,
rvhich. after structural comection, becomes l2lo, -64o.
Further up section, closer to the gabbro, sandstone and siltstone cores were more
robust. The magnetisation of these samples decreased in a series of three steps during
denra-enetisation, suggesting the possibility of three components. The lowest-blocking
component was removed by 180'C and is close to the modern field direction (Fig.
2. | 1.3). Two almost parallel components, from 300 to 350oC and 500 to 560'C, both
huve normal polarities and may indicate the demagnetisation of two separate magnetic
mineral populations. Cores from horizons 02 
- 
04 have a grouped mean in silu
direction of 050.4o, -32.3'. When a structural correction is applied, this vector becomes
039'. -75" (Fig. 2.ll.lc). The data are tightly clustered and, due to their proximity to
the gabbro body, which possibly cooled rapidly, probably do not fully account for
secular variation.
Samples from altered sandstone at the meta-contact resist demagnetisation until the
-560"C step. where a drastic decrease in magnetisation takes place (Fig.2.ll.4). The
NRM of these samples is around I mAm''. These samples from the baked contact do
nol have a modern overprint, but the primary component is parallel to the two high
temperature components of the sandstone samples (Fig.2.ll.3). The inferred mean ln
.r'ita direction of site WW05 is 058.4o, -36.4". Applying the same srructural correcrion as
above, this becomes 0l6.lo. -83.7o.
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Figure 2.I l.l. A: Stratigraphy of the Woodside member of the Amuri Formation at the Waima Hills palae-
omagnetic locality, B: location of site, C: core magnetisation vectors in both in situ and structurally correct-
ed coordinates and. D: summarv of WW site data. See text for discussion.
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Figure 2.11.2. Demagnetisation of the sole surviving mudstone core furthest away from the gabbroiclrintusion". Thermal cleaning of a modern overprint (up to 250oC) reveals the underlying component
infbrred to be prirnary and detrital. ,.{ll plots urp in sira c6ordinate$. Conventions are as tbr Figure 2,8.2.
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Figure 3.11.3 A & B. Typical demagnetisation data tbl sandstone samples of Woodside Formation trom the
Waimu Hills (WW) locittion (sites 02-04 on Figure ?.ll-l). Three possible components are seen: l. the
"modern" overprint that cleans otT prior to l80oC:2: an intermediate component that is dominant between
300 and 350oC'and; 3: r high temperature component that appeflrs to be paiallel to the intermediate compo-
nent between 500 and 560'C. All plots are in situ coordinates. Conventions are the same tbr Fieure 2.8.2.
A Sample Code: WW05l7 B Sample Code:WW0518
Equal Area
Figure 2.1 L4 A & B. Typical demagnetisation plots of contact-metamorphosed sandstone from the edge of
the gabbro intrusion (site 05 on Figure 2.ll.l). Samples resist demagnetisation until the 560oC step, where
all intensity is lost. Only a single component of magnetisation is apparent from these data. All plots are irr
srrrr coordinates. Conventions are the same as tbr Fieure 2.8.2.
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Basalt samples from the chilled mar,ein of the igneous body had NRM values of l0
- 20 mAm''. Three antiparallel components were noted during both thermal and AF
demagnetisation. The low blocking temperature/coercivity component was removed
during the first demagnetisation step and is only constrained by two points (Fig.
l.l l.5A & B). An overlyin_s, intermediate component has a direction that is almost
antipurullel with the low-blocking component and is dominant between 5 and 10 mT or
80 rnd 250'C. The third component was cleaned off by 350'C and is almost parallel
with the low-blocking component (Fig, 2.11.5). IRM acquisition (Fig. 2.tl.64') reveals
silturation of the basalt at 
-70 mT, suggesting that the remanence carrier is a low
coercivity phuse. Temperature dependent susceptibility experiments (Fig. 2.1 l.68)
indicute sample WW06 underwent thermal alteration, making the primary mineral
ussemblage di fficult to determi ne.
Figure 2.1 1,5. Chilled margin basalt demagnetised with thermal (A) and AF (B) techniques (site 06 on Fig-
ure 2.ll.l). Samples reveal three anti-parallel components that constructively or destructively add to the
NRM intensity. All plots are il sirl coordinates. Conventions are as in Figure ?.8.2,
A: Sample Code: WW619A
IN.E
B: Sample Code: WW620
F
T
Equal Area
Jmax= 20.1 mAm'l
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Figure 2.11,6, Magnetic propenies of basalt samples from the ehilled margin urd gabbro frorn several
rnet€rs into the ignitus body at locality WW; A: IRM acquisition data tbr boft roek qypee indiEate tha thp
more crystalline gabbro is "magneticafiy soft" a,nd' magocdsation is oasily re-$ct to the applied field, while
the Cbpmically identical basalt, with itc smaller grains, is hardor; B & C: t€rnpcrature dependent susceptibil-
ity experimenus fo'r both lithologies rweal thermal alterarion of the basalt Et 
-550iC, while the gabbro data
are comistcnt wilh the p-resencc qf rnag[ernite [Ozdsnii, 1990J.
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The in sila site mean direction of the high-temperature component is 041 .6o, -27.8"
for these samples and is tightly clustered (oss = 3.6"). Due to the geologically
instantaneous cooling of basalt, this direction cannot allow for secular variation. The
structurally corrected direction (using the adjacent sandstone bedding attitude of 334o,
49" NE) is 018.2o, -70.4" (Fig.2.ll.1).
Gabbro samples from within the sill had NRM intensities of -180 mAm-r,
approximately 10 times stronger than the basalt at the margins. Both thermal and AF
demagnetisation removed a low temperature/coercivity component up to 300oC, or l5
mT, that is parallel to the modern field (009.6o,42": n = 3).A stable, underlying
component demagnetises toward the origin from 350"C to be almost completely
removed by 500'C (Fig.2.l1.7A & B).The greater NRM in the gabbro is partly
explained by the three competing components in the basalt that are not observed in the
gabbro. IRM acquisition shows the gabbro to be magnetically "soft", with a sharply
Figure 2.11.7. Representative thermal (A) and AF (B) demagnetisation plots of WW gabbro, from several
metres into the igneous body. Two components are noted, the lower-blocking one (2, above) is parallel to a
modern field direction and the higher coercivity component (1, above) is interpreted as a primary thermal
remanent magnetisation. All plots are in situ coordinates. Conventions are as in Figure 2,8.2,
A Sample Code: WW0724B B Sample Code: WW0723
#E.E
Jmax= 0.151 Am''Jmax= 0.175 Am'l
N, UP
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del.ined saturation point at 
-20 mT (Fig.2.l1.6A). This is not surprising given the larger
grain size which probably includes multi-domain grains that are easily reset to the
applied field. Temperature dependent susceptibility experiments for site WW07 reveal a
Curie point near 640oC, indicating the presence of maghemite (Fig. 2.Ll.6C). The 350 
-
500"C component is interpreted as a primary thermo-remanent magnetisation and has a
mean rn silrr direction of 075,6", -41.3". A faint lamination in the gabbro is observed to
hc approximately parallel to nearby bedding in the sedimentary rocks and is used for the
local "bedding" correction at this horizon. The structurally corrected mean direction of
the gabbro sanrples is 139.4', -74.2".
The site mean directions are summarised on Figure 2.1l.lD. The high temperature/
coercivity components of sites ? 
- 
6 are similar in direction and have been grouped.
These give a primary (thermal) direction from the baked zone of 039o, -75'. This
dircction probably does not average secular variation. Because the directions of inferred
prirnary renranence from the lowermost (mudstone) and the uppermost (gabbro) horizon
are similar in declination and inclination, it is interpreted here that the igneous
"intrusion" occurred soon after deposition of the sedimentary rocks and that both
Iitholo-qies acquired their magnetisation directions in the same geomagnetic field. The
overall structurally corrected locality mean of 049, -79" is heavily biased by sampling
ol' the baked sites, which shows a smaller declination anomaly than the other sites,
possibly due to a westward excursion of secular variation at the time of quenching.
'fhus, the statistical mean vector is likely to underestimate the actual declination
anometly. which may be better approximated half way between the minimum and
maximum declinations observed, i.e., slightly more than 090". Consequently, a tentative
clockwise rotation of 095o is assigned to this location, which compares well with 097o
ol' clockwise vertical-axis rotation inferred from the nearby WH locality in Amuri
Formation limestone (above).
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Narrtttvs s),rtcline (NSI )
The Narrows syncline (Fig, 2.5) is a WNW-ESE -trending fold with a sub-
horizontal hinge that is thought to have formed in response to reactivation of the Flags
Creek Fault (FCF) as a SW-verging thrust fault in the Late Miocene [Chapter 3].
Palaeomagnetrc samples were taken from three locations with difterent bedding
attitudes within the trough-like syncline in order to perform a fold test (Fig. 2.12).
Localities NS2 and WR were weakly magnetised and did not yield stable magnetisation
directions (see Appendix 2.4).
Samples from locality NSl, however, were more strongly magnetised, but yielded
magnetisation directions that are not straightforward to interpret. Locality NSI traverses
Watert'all Stream (unofficial name), that crosses Blue Mountain Road approximately 8
krrr inland (Fig. 2.12). This site lies on the SW limb of the Narrows syncline, where
stnrta dip moderately to the NE. Erosion resistant Early Miocene Whalesback limestone
is cxposed at the base of the section. The gradational, 
-lSm-thick interbedded contact
zone into overlying softer Waima siltstone, downstream, forms the waterfall. The
stratigraphic range sampled at this locality is approximately 90 m, with 68 cores taken
ll'orn both ubove and below the road (Fig. 2.12). The base of the Whalesback limestone
(not exposed in this section) is Earliest Miocene in age [Reay, 1993]. Thin beds of
Otaian 
- 
Altonian [Prebble, IL)16J GMC crop out -30m above the top of the sampled
section. therefore the age of these rocks is inferred to be late Otaian 
- 
earliest Altonian
( l8 
- 
23 Ma),
Dema-enetisation of almost all samples from NSI sites yielded shallow mean
directions compared with the GAD field inclination, that cannot be steepened by
structural correction (Appendix 2.5). Two possibilities arise as to why this locality
exhibits shallow directions: l) it is possible that the shallow directions are not
characteristic magnetisation directions, but an overprint resulting from the complex
sequence of tectonic events that have affected this region [see Chapter 3l;2) the shallow
inclinations of magnetisation directions expressed at NSI are genuine detrital
mi.rgnetisation directions formed in a shallow GAD field (e.g., during a polarity
trartsition or geomagnetic excursion). Two sites from NSI (N0l & N05) are from either
end of a shallow sequence and have nearly antipodal mean directions with inclinations
approximately parallel to the Miocene reference inclination (Appendix 2.5). These two
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Figure 2.12. A: Stratigraphy of locality NSI (Waterfall Stream), both above and below Blue Mountain
Road. Basal samples are from Whalesback limestone but the majority are from Waima Formation siltstone.
A thin bed of Great Marlborough Conglomerate (GMC) projects to near the top of the section; B: relative
positions of the three sample locations from the Narrows syncline. Sites WR and NS2 produced only shal-
low or unstable results. See Fig. 2.5 for location of map and text for discussion.
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sites have a structurally corrected mean direction of 303", -56.6". The samples between
tlrese sites (N02, N03, N04) display a tracking in their direction from reverse to normal
polarity, indicating a transitional period during a magnetic field reversal (see Appendix
1.5). This 
-eives a more sound reason to reject the shallow directions but to keep the
steep ones and interpret a tentative vertical axis tectonic rotation from these data. If
these two sites are representative of the GAD declination during deposition of the
Waima Formation, then 123" of clockwise rotation since the Middle Miocene is
implied. This direction probably does not average secular variation, as it is obtained
lrorn only two sites.
Bltte Mottrttctitt Strettm locality (BM)
Near the confluence of Blue Mountain Stream and Waima River (Fig. 2.5), sub-
marine volcanic rocks are exposed, including a section of pillow basalt with interstitial,
rcticulate pink limestone (Fig. 2.l3; Appendix 2.3). This limestone is inferred to be part
of the Early Eocene "lower limestone" member of the Amuri Formation [Strong et al.,
19951. the pink colour arising. from precipitation of volcanogenic haematite and
sulphides. Both submarine and terrestrial volcanic rocks are well documented in
Marlborough [Reay, 1993]. In the Clarence Valley, they occur as the Eocene
"Grasseed" and early Miocene "Cookson" volcanics, which are sequences of pillow
busalts and basalt flows interdigitated with localised basaltic conglomerate and
occatsional gabbroic sills, variably in stratigraphic contact with the Amuri Formation. A
fossilised shark tooth found at the local contact between limestone and basalt pillows at
the Blue Mountain Stream locality confirms the eruption of this basalt into a marine
ettr ironment. The formation of pillow structures suggests flow onto wet (pre-lithified)
sediment, thus, the volcanic rocks at Blue Mountain Stream are interpreted as being
contentporaneous with the Amuri Formation limestone and belonging to the Eocene-
aged Grasseed volcanic group [Reay, 1993]. Remnant rafts of limestone "bedding"
rvithin areas of basalt flows dip steeply to the SE, similar in orientation to the strike of
beds elsewhere on the western limb of the Ben More anticline; however, their dip to the
SE is anomalous. The anomalous dip of bedding at this site is interpreted as a rcsult of
tilting on the NW limb of the Narrows syncline (Fig. 2.5), which was folded about a
sub-horizontal hinge [Chapter 3]. Toward the eastern end of the outcrop, the basalt has a
pyroclastic texture defined by a weak fabric of poorly fused lapilli, breaking into tabular
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strata. This fabric, which dips to the NW, may be cooling-related and may not have
formed horizontally (e.g. columnar- type jointing).
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Figure 2.13. Stratigraphy and setting of locality BM @lue Mountain Sheam). A; Representative column
showing sequence of limestone and pillow basalt with location of cores; B: location diagram.
Samples from the limestone exhibited two to three components of magnetisation,
both of which have apparently random orientations (Appendix 2.3). Basalt samples
from stratigraphically above the limestone at Blue Mountain Stream, however, have a
single component of magnetisation. The mean in situ direction of these basalt samples
(-131o, -il') is well-grouped (k=370.6; oqs = 3.2"in = 6) as would be expected for
thermally "quenched" rocks that do not average out secular variation (Appendix 2.3).
Structural correction using the remnant bedding attitude restores this direction to
097.5", -66.1". The mean expected declination for 57 Ma rocks at this site is 356o
(Table 2.1), therefore, a clockwise rotation of the Eocene volcanic rocks at Blue
Mountain Stream of 102" (not accounting for secular variation, which could be + 40") is
implied. The magnetic directions from all new localities are summarised on Table 2.3.
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Tahle 2.3, S,urnmary of Marlborough palaeomagnetic locali'ty mean vcctors from thii study and from
p,reviuus work. Data are compiled from l: Walcort et al. [981];2: Munime & Waleotr [98_5f '3: Roberts
ll992l: 4: Vie kery & Lanib ll995h 5: Little & Robens 09971.
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QtrAr,rry oF rALAEoMAcNETTC DATA SITES IN EASTERN MlRlnonoucH
Van der Voo [990] devised a quality index for palaeomagnetic poles for North
America and Europe whereby 6 parameters based on reliability were assigned to each
pulaeopole position. This allowed a direct comparison between sites and a semi-
cluuntitative approach to testin-q reconstruction parameters for closing the North Atlantic
Ocean. An adaptation of the Van Der Voo [990] quality index is proposed here to
quantify the reliability of the Marlborough palaeomagnetic declination anomalies. The
six criteria, after Van der Voo [990] are:
l) Well determined site-age and presumption that the characteristic
component of magnetisation is about the same age. An acceptable range of age
is + ljVo. or 5 Ma. whichever is smallest.
2) Sufficient data and statistical precision. The minimum number of
samples ascribed to being statistically sound by Van der Voo tl990l is 24. For
the Marlborough declination anomaly data, l2 samples are considered sufficient
if they cover a wide enough stratigraphic range to average secular variation.
Otherwise, 50Vo of palaeomagnetic localities from Marlborough fail this
cnterion. The precision parameter, K, must be greater than l0 and c6, less than
8" Imodified afier Van der Voo. 1990].
3) Plogressive demagnetisation must be performed, with isolation and
determination of the characteristic component of magnetisation.
4) Field tests. Successful/positive fold, contact or conglomerate tests make
locality mean directions much more reliable.
5) Presence of antipodal normal and reverse polarity directions (magnetic
reversals). This guarantees that enough time has elapsed during deposition to
ensure that there is no instantaneous remagnetisation, that short-lived non-dipole
effects (secular variation) have been averaged out and that there is no systematic
bias, such as that caused by a small overprint on a dual-polarity characteristic
direction.
6) Structural integrity. Confidence must be held in any structural corrections
performed on the data before a declination anomaly can be interpreted in terms
of tectonic rotation. This may include confidence in obtaining the con'ect
orientation of fold axes, identification of bedding indicators, uncertainty in
localised disturbances by intrusion, etc.
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Both new and existing palaeomagnetic data have been tabulated with regard to
these criteria (Table 2.4). The result of this analysis is that some of the previous
palaeomagnetic localities (and some of the new ones) have been statistically
unclersampled (WD2, HC3, SS, WC2, BM, WC3, BH) or have larger than acceptable
confidence margins (HC2, BB). However, the declination anomalies of all localities that
fail on the basis of statistical criteria (Fig. 2.14, white arrows), or are of intermediate
quulity (Fig.2.14, grey arrows) are not significantly difterent from declination
anontalies at high quality localities (Fig. 2.14, black arrows). Therefore, the
incorporation of low and intermediate quality localities in the overall dataset does not
bias the total amount of vertical axis rotation interpreted to have occurred in NE
Marlborough (compare Figs. 2.3 & 2.14), but the poor quality data do not help to
constrain the spatial distribution of vertical-axis rotations.
I ntpRpnnrATloN AND DrscussloN
Pattem of vertical axis rotations in space and time
The vertical axis rotation history of a region may be understood by comparing the
magnitudes of all anomalies with their respective ages. Vickery & Lamb [995]
identif ied three groups of rocks in NE Marlborough which have distinct spatial and
tenrporal palaeoma,enetic histories. New palaeomagnetic data from this study generally
corroborate their interpretation and the three groups defined by Vickery & Lamb Il995l
ut'e retained. In the following discussion, the term "domain" is used in reference to
vertical-axis rotations that are distinguished on a spatial basis, while the term "group" is
ttscd to compare rotations that occurred at different times. From a plot of declination
unomaly vet'sus site age of "accepted" palaeomagnetic data from Marlborough (Fig.
2.1-5), the three groups of ditfering rotation history are evident. The older group of
rotation can be further divided into two subgroups that are distinguished both spatially
and temporally:
. Group la) rotations
All rocks that are 17 t I Ma or older are affected by clockwise vertical axis
rotutions ol'at least 100o, regardless of location within the study area. lmplications are
that a NE-trending, coherent crustal block that is at least 50 km long and >20 km wide
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Figure 2.14. Geological map of eastern Marlborough
showing palaeomagnetic data in terms of their statistical
reliability (from Table 2.4). Declination anomalies with
r€spect to the Pacific Plate are shown a,s arows with age of containing strata. Black arrows repre-
sent the most reliable data, with a Quality Index of 4-5, grey arrows represent data that have some
question as to their quality (Index 
= 
3) and white arrows repesent sircs that are unreliable (Index S
2). See Figure 2.1 for area location. Data are compiled from Walcon et al, UgEll; Mumme &
Walcott [1985]; Rsberts UWZI: Vickery [1994]; Little & Roberts [1997] and this study.
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has rotated by 
-100" since the early Middle Miocene (Fig.2.l4). The spatial extent of
Group I rotations is poorly constrained by lack of sampling of the appropriate aged
rocks to the west.
Samples from Palaeocene limestone (60 Ma) are, on average, 10 
- 
40' more rotated
than l7 
- 
20 Ma rocks from the same area, suggesting that there may have been some
pre-Miocene clockwise rotation. However, because of the spatial distribution of these
sites of differing age, it is not possible to accurately determine whether these apparent
differences are due to increasing rotation with age or proximity to active faults. Thrust
faulting in the FCFS is inferred to have started earlier than 17 Ma (i.e. the GMC is Early
to Middle Miocene in age, or 
-24 - 20 Ma). Thus, it appears that large clockwise Class
I rotations occurred during a late phase of FCFS fold and thrust deformation, or post-
dated it entirely. Unfortunately, no data from rocks aged between 17 -r I & 8 + I Ma
have been obtained from NE Marlborough. Therefore, timing of the Class I rotation is
poorly constrained to between 18 and 7 Ma.
Figure 2.15. All accepted palaeomagnetic data from Marlborough plotted as declination anomaly versus site
age. Three main groups [after Vickery & Lamb, 1995] can be identified. Group la: all rocks 17 Ma or
older have been clockwise-rotated by 100" or more. Depending on their proximity to active strike-slip
faults, such as the Kekerengu Fault, Group I locations have received an additional clockwise rotation(Group lb) that may be related to local shear on or near those faults; Group 2 rocks of the Awatere - Wairau
region between 8 and 3.5 Ma have been clockwise-rotated by up to 44o; Group 3 unrotated rocks as old as
6-7 Ma in the Awatere Valley and south of the Kekerengu Fault define the spatial limit of Group 2 vertical
axis rotations.
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. Group lb) rotations
Additional clockwise rotation of up to 50o within -5 km of the Kekerengu Fault
distinguishesDomain lb,wherethetotal declinationanomalyis 120- l50".Theextra
20 
- 
50" ol clockwise rotation may have occurred as distributed deformation prior to the
derclopmcnt of through-going strike-slip fault segments that now make up the
Marlborough Fault System. North of the Kekerengu Fault, the 3D map pattern of NE-
dipping large-scale faults of the FCFS suggests that their eastern parts steepen through
the vertical to become overturned and SW-dipping near the coast [Chapter 3]. This
indicates that these thrust faults have been spectacularly "drag-folded" about an axis
thut is parallel to their intersection with the steeply NW-dipping Kekerengu Fault. This
z.one ol'knt-scale drag-folding is conspicuous on the map (Fi5.2.5,2.14) and apparently
al'fcctsrockswithin-3--5kmof theactiveKekerenguFault,includingsitesWC l,2&
3, BH & SS I & 2. This dextral-shear -related drag-folding is inferred to be responsible
for an extra 20 
- 
50'of local clockwise rotation of Group lb rocks relative to Group la
rocks.
. Group 2) rotations
[-lte Miocene ancl Plrocene rocks of the lower Awatere and Wairau valleys are
clockwise rotated by -20 - 45o, deiining a -40 x 40 km crustal block, the Awatere
Block IRoberts, 1992] (see Fig.2.14). This block is transected by the active Awatere
Fault and may be broken into smaller, differentially rotated structural entities. The 44'
clockwise rotation of the SV site is 
-l5o more than the "average" -30o rotation of the
Awatere Block and the 
-20o rotation of BS & UB are -[0o less. These differences may
lre explained by "edge effects" of the rotating Awatere Block [Roberts, 1992] and are
discussed below.
. Group 3)
Sites consisting of Late Miocene and Pliocene rocks that are unrotated relative to
the Pacific Plate since c. 6-7 Ma define the southern and western limit of Group 2
rol.ations. Group 2 rotations appear not to have affected the Middle Awatere Valley or
the Kekerengu areas because rocks younger than 7 Ma there are unrotated, or even
slightly anticlockwise-rotated (Fig.2.l4). Therefbre, in this area, there is no overlap of
Group I and 2 rotations and the magnitude of Group la rotations can be directly defined
by the 99o clockwise rotation at the DS palaeomagnetic site. It follows that other Group
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I sites that have undergone only 
- 
100' of clockwise rotation (BM, WH, HCZ & 3 and
possibly NS) also have not experienced any additional Group 2 rotation.
Nature of the block boundaries
Palaeomagnetically determined vertical axis rotations are widely analysed in the
literuture, but seldom are the extent of blocks or their boundaries structurally defined
Ie.9. Little & Roberts, 1997). Models of crustal deformation in strike-slip settings are
mostly viewed in terms of rotations about vertical axes. This is because over-
sinrplif ication of a 3-D world to a map-view can only account for two dimensions and
hecuuse finite (structurally corrected) palaeomagnetic vectors record nothing about the
incrcmental processes by which deformation accrues. Crustal deformation, however, is
not two dimensional. In models of vertical axis fault block rotations. vertical boundaries
ol'rotating blocks must deform if the system is to remain stable. If, on the other hand, a
block boundary is not vertical (i.e., a thrust fault), the overlapping corners of a block
that irnpinge on neighbouring, relatively unrotated blocks are avoided because it
:.rchieves translation of material out of the hodzontal plane.
It is not currently possible to constrain the spatial extent of Group I rotations in
Marlbolough. All sampled rocks older than l7 + I Ma occur east of the Clarence and
London Hill faults and have declination anomalies greater than 100o. The inferred
eustern boundary to the region of large rotations (Domains la & lb) is the offshore
Hikurangi margin subduction thrust. The other boundaries are more difficult to establish
due' to the lack of rocks of the appropriate age, but il the gradual folding of basement
rocks in the South Island from NW- to NE-striking as one approaches the Alpine Fault
(e.g,, Fig. 2.1) is a consequence of Group I rotations, then the remaining boundaries of
Domain I rocks may be represented by km-scale folding. This implies that the western
boundary of Group I rotations may lie west of the Alpine Fault, as rocks in the Nelson
region (Fig. 2.1) are also NE-sriking and 30 Ma old rocks there are clockwise-rotated
by 79' [Mumme & Walcott, 1985].
Class 2 rotations, however, have a more complicated pattern. The western boundary
ol' Domain 2, located between sites FC and BS in the Middle Awatere Valley, is
interpreted by Little & Roberts [997] as a 0.5 to 2 km wide zone of pervasive faulting
and jointing at the outcrop scale. The BS and UB sites are inferred to lie on or near the
diff use boundary marking the western edge of the Awatere Block [Little & Roberts,
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19971 and lbr this reason may not have experienced the full rotation compared with
sites closer to the centre of the block. The southern boundary of the Awatere Block
must lie betrveen NC/BS and the new palaeomagnetic sites BM, WH and WW, because
the latter Palaeogene rocks are interpreted to have experienced only the 
-100'Class la
rotrtion. Little & Roberts [997] place this NW-SE -trending boundary between the
Middle Awatere Valley and Kekerengu, transecting the Clarence Fault (Fig. 2.14).
However, il'this Pliocene to present-day rotation boundary did transect the Clarence
Fault, imblicated rocks of the FCFS, that lie to the SE of the Clarence Fault, would also
be cleflected across this boundary. which is clearly not the case (Fig. 2.14). These
otrservations lead to the possibility that the northern part of the Clarence Fault and the
FCF fbrm the southern bounding structures of the younger Group 2 rotations observed
in the Awatere Block and that Group 2 rotations do not occur anywhere to the south of
these faults. Late Miocene reactivation of the FCF as a SW-verging thrust fault is
inferred from overprinted deformation fabrics observed in outcrops along the fault trace
lnd from stratigraphic relationships in the Awatere Basin, on the reactivated backlimb
ol'the FCF [Chapter 3]. More recent movement on this fault cannot be ruled out. This
hypothesis is not incompatible with that of Roberts tl995l and Townsend & Little
[9981, who suggest that the Awatere Block is pivoting about the termination of the
Clarence Fault due to NE termination of dextral strike-slip on this crustal-scale fault.
The eastern boundary of Group 2 rotations is also apparent. The CC site is inferred
hv Torvnsend & Little [998] to be part of a crustal block that is structurally separated
I'rc'rrtr the Awatere Block by the major London Hill thrust fault (Fig. 2.14). the 24"
clockwise rotation of the CC site since c. 8 Ma is significantly less than the 30-40"
rotation recorded from Pliocene rocks of the Awatere Block, immediately to the west of
the London Hill Fault. Recent (post-Holocene) faulting adjacent to the London Hill
Fault and active folding of the NE-plunging Ward Syncline [Townsend, 1996] may be
accommodating differential vertical-axis rotation between these two crustal blocks on
either side of the LHF. The northern boundary of the Awatere Block is inferred by Little
& Roberts U9971to be the Wairau Fault, which terminates in the Cook Strait area.
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Regional versus local rotations
Plate reconstructions for New Zealand based on palaeomagnetic data indicate that
the Hikurangi margin has rotated clockwise by more than 90o since the Early Miocene
[Walcott, 1978: Lamb & Bibby, 1989; Vickery & Lamb, 1995]. Initiation of the
subduction zone at -25 Ma [Kamp, 1987] and its failure to propagate south of the
Chatlram Rise is an important fuctor in the development of the plate boundary through
New Zealand (Fig.2.l6). Between 
-24 and -18 Ma, seaward-verging thrust faulting in
the FCFS of Marlborough preceded accumulation of large vertical axis rotations there;
thrusting began in the early Miocene but middle Miocene rocks are clockwise-rotated as
nruch as Palaeogene rocks. More than 20 km of shortening in the NE-vergent FCFS is
likely to have resulted in an accumulation of dextral shear strain in the (then) unfaulted,
overriding plate near the subduction termination (Fig. 2.16). At this time, Mesozoic
busement rocks were already tilted and folded to near-vertical, with overlying Tertiary
rocks deposited above a regional angular unconformity. If the vertically dipping
Torlesse basement rocks accommodated this crustal-scale dextral shear strain by a
verticul axis rotation or folding [e.g., Little & Roberts, 1997], the overlying
subhorizontal Tertiary strata would also have been rotated about a vertical axis as
del'ormation ensued. Thus, in the early stages of the new plate boundary propagating
throu-sh New Zealand, dextral strain accumulating at the southern termination of the
Hikurangr subduction margin is likely to have resulted in the formation of a crustal-
scule, dextral "kink-band" spanning the proto-Alpine Fault.
The rotated southern ends of the FCFS, which are today the northern Marlborough
Fault System (NMFS) were NNE-striking by end of the Miocene [Lamb & Bibby,
19891 and at an angle to relative plate motion such that they could be reactivated as
oblique dextral-reverse faults. Five lines of evidence suggest this: 1) the NMD faults
strike parallel with the trend of the offshore Hikurangi margin, a feature that has rotated
rrlockw'ise to become NE-striking since the early Miocene [e.g. Walcott, 1978], 2) some
of'the Marlborough Faults contain Palaeogene and middle Miocene rocks in their
lbotwalls that are palaeomagnetically determined to have been clockwise-rotated by
l00o or more, 3) SE-vergent thrusts of the Early Miocene FCFS in the footwall of the
Clarence Fault are inferred to have been clockwise-rotated by at least 90" to be viable
with a seaward-verging relative plate convergence vector at the time of their formation,
4) l'ootwall inliers of Palaeogene rocks occur along the NMFS but not to the south of the
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Figure 2.16. A25 Ma reconstruction based on Sutherland [995, 1999], with rigidly relocated coastline for
rcference shown in black; the present-day North Island and Hikurangi margin are also shown (in grey) to
emphasise the rotation of the southern part of the Hikurangi margin since the Early Miocene. The Maitai
Terrane/Junction Magnetic Anomaly has been unfolded to match its reconstructed offset across the Alpine
Fault. Some pre-25 Ma bending of the Maitai Terrane is suggested by this method of reconstruction, which
is consistent with a 
-30o clockwise vertical axis rotation of 30 - 35 Ma old rocks in the west coast of the
North Island prior to 20 Ma [Mumme & Walcott, 1985]. The long-wavelength sigmoidal shape of the
Maitai Terrane is here inferred to be pre-Miocene in age, whereas its tighter folding in a zons near the
Alpine Fault is consistent with 
-100o clockwise vertical axis rotation of Torlesse Terrane basement [Linle& Roberts, 19971, >90o clockwise rotation of the Early Miocene Flags Creek Faults System (FCFS) [see
Chapter 3l and a l(X)o "regional" clockwise rotation of 80 - 17 Ma old rocks sampled palaeomagnetically in
Marlborough [Walcott et al., 1981; Vickery, 1994; Chapter 3].
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change in MFS strike at Kaikoura (Fig. 2.2). These strips of younger strata are
interpreted as remnants of a more extensive sheet that was deformed by thrust faulting
in the Early Miocene, in a manner similar to the FCFS, but on a broader scale and, 5)
scrisrnically active subducted Pacific Plate underlies the NMD, but not the SMD
IEberhart-Phillips & Reyners, 1997], suggesting contrasting styles of lithospheric
deformation in those two areas. Thus, the NMD contains remnant faults related to the
Miocene thrust deformation episode, but the SMD does not.
The Group 2 verrical axis rotations in Marlborough, which affect rocks as young as
4 Ma, are inferred to have an origin other than regional rotation about the termination of
a pinned subduction zone. As the Pacific 
- 
Australia subduction interface became
It'rcked (possibly because of buoyant, thickened oceanic Pacific lithosphere choking the
tr"ench), relative motion between the Pacific and Australian plates must have been
rccommodated in some other manner than differential slip on the subduction thrust. The
AIpine/Wairau Fault was already developed as a through-going structure by the end of
the Miocene [Walcott, 1978], but its northern part may have also been clockwise-
roluted beyond the critical angle fbr strike-slip motion (as a late part of the Group I
rtrtution) [Little & Roberts. 1997], resulting in crustal deformation being shunted
tr)$ards the "fiee edge" of the locked-plate region (or to the SE). Linking of the NMFS
rvith slip on the Alpine Fault may have created the southern part of the Marlborough
Frtult System (SMFS). Because relative plate motion had become more east-west
oriented by this time and because this region was not subject to the tractional effects of
underlying subducted Pacific Plate, these new linking faults formed at a more-ideal
angle lor strike-slip deformation, clockwise to the reactivated NMFS segments and the
.,\lpine Fault by 
-30'.
While linking of the rotated NMFS segments with the Alpine Fault was occurring
in southern Marlborough, slip cessation on the Clarence Fault and contemporaneous
vertical axis rotation of the Awatere Block was occurring in the northern part [Roberts,
1992, 19951. A 4 Ma reconstruction for NE Marlborough based on the available
palaeomagnetic and fault-slip data is presented in Figure 2.17. The dark grey area
rcpresents the amount of shortening across faults or across block rotation boundaries,
where crustal thickening is inferred to be responsible for the removal of this material.
This reconstruction emphasises the eff'ect of removing Group la & 2 rotations, so that at
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Figure 2.17. Possible Late Miocene reconstruction of Marlborough, prior to the initiation of Group 2
rotations. The region has been suMivided into rigid blocks that are assigned a rctation valuc according to
the available palaeomagnetic data (bold numbers). The dark grcy pattern represents the area that has trcen
shortened between faults or across boundary struchres (e.g., Little & Roberts U9971) since 4 Ma; parallel
lines indicale the finite direction of relative convergence between blocks. The fault slip vector for the Lon-
don Hill Fault is from Townsend & Little [998] and slip on the Awatere Fault is from Benson et al.
I200ll. The four southern blocks have undergone translation but negligible rotation relative to each other,
since 
-4 Ma, although SSI & 2 may have undergone additional local rotation adjacent to the active Kek-
erengu Fault. It is apparent that thc Domain I rocks in the northern part of the Flags Creek Block do not
require the additional Group 2 rotation to accrue their finite value, thus it seems that Group 2 rotations have
not affected any part of the Penk, Tapi-O-Uenuku, Flags Creek or Coastal blocks.
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4 Ma there was far less disparity among Group I palaeomagnetic vectors than there is
today (c.f. Fig, 2.14).
Coxct ustons
A period of extensive thrust deformation and crustal shortening accompanied
inception of the currently active subduction of Pacific Plate beneath Australian Plate in
the Early Miocene (24 
- 
l8 Ma). The subduction zone did not propagate southeast of
the urca that is presently the western end of the Chatham Rise.
All palaeomagnetically sampled rocks in NE Marlborough that are older than l7 +
I Mu exhibit clockwise declination anomalies of 100 - 150'. This rotation probably
occumed as a distributed deformation event due to the accumulation of dextral crustal
strrin at the southern termination of the Miocene subduction zone. Consequently, as the
Australian Plate has overridden the Pacific Plate, the southern end of the Hikurangi
murgin has acted as a pivot or hinge about which the subduction zone has rotated
clockrvise through 
-100'. Vertical axis rotation of vertically dipping strata in the
basement is the preferred method of accommodating this regional rotation, with
overlying Tertiary rocks, including those in the Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS) also
being rotated 
-100'.
Torlesse terane basement rocks of NE Marlborough contain a dominantly NE-SW
rstriking structural fabric that delineates one limb of the New Zealand orocline. Tertiary
t'rtcks uncontbrmably overlying the Torlesse temane have been clockwise-rotated by at
least l00u since the Early Middle Miocene. Clockwise rotation of the Early Miocene
Flugs Creek Fault System of >90" is also required to reconcile the observed SE
transpoft direction of thrust sheets with NE-vergent crustal shortening implied by plate
reconstructions for that time.
The two new palaeomagnetic localities that are within 
-3 km of the active dextral
strike-slip Kekerengu Fault reveal clockwise declination anomalies of up to 150o. New
structural mapping of the FCFS suggests that the eastern ends of those Early Miocene
thrust faults, which are truncated by the Kekerengu Fault near the coast, are also
clockwise-rotated with respect to more inland parts of the fault system. The dominant
transport direction within the FCFS is to the SE, but within 
-2-3 km of the Kekerengu
Fault this SE-vergence direction is clockwise-rotated approximately 45o and transport
clirections are consistently S-directed. These lines of evidence imply the presence of a
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zone sf distributed dextral she:ar and vertical-axiE rotatiron within 2-3 kfi of the
Kekerengu Fault. Local clockwise vertical-axis rotation of up to 50" is interpreted to
hEve acorued in this zone, additisnal to the regional, 
-100" clockwise vertical-axis
rotation that occurred in the Miocene.
The current NIE strike of Northern lvla,rlborough Domain (Nh[D) faults is inferned
to have been inherited fr.om a lv{iocene thrust deformation fabric that has undergone
-100o of clo-ckwisg vertisal axis rotation since <l8,Ma. Ag a result" these re-activated
faults atre now aligned cuch that there is a significant comBonent of shofiening seross
them. Subducted Pacific Flate tltrat underlies the northern region rnay play a role in the
onientation and selective reactivation of these crustal+cale struetur,es.
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Chapter 3: Evolution and tectonic significance of the Flags Creek Fault
System, Marlborough, New Zealand.
AESTRACT
The Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS) is a fold and thrust belt that formed above the Early
Mioeene subduction zone along the east coast of New Zealand. Syntectonic deposition of the Great
Murlhorough Conglomerate, an extremely poorly sorted olistostromal unit that was scoured into locally
uplit-ted parts of the tault system. attests to the timing of tault activity. Kinematic indicators are rare on
mup-scule taults. but analysis of mesoscopic struciures in the deformed belt, including faults, asymmetric
folds, cleavage. veins and minor shear zones. preserve a consistent vergence to the southeast.
Palueomagnetically-determined regional clockwise vertical axis rotation of -100o must be accounted for
in this analysis. therefore the original vergence direction of the FCFS is to the NE, in accordance with
NE-SW contraction between the Pacific and Australian plates during the Early Miocene. Fault offset
accommodated at least 20 km of horizontal shortening across a leading-edge imbricate fan. Forming as a
hackstop to the FCFS. the proto-Clarence Fault formed an easterly-verging overthrust nappe of Torlesse
'l'erlrne rock. with a steeply-drppin-e western root zone (the present Clarence Fault) and a gently-dipping
or,elthrust flap to the east (the Flags Creek Fault). By the Late Miocene, the entire region had been
clockwise-rotated by 
-100o and the tilted, folded Flags Creek Fault had become ideally oriented to be
reretivated as a SW-directed thrust tault. 'l'his later detbrmation resulted in tblding and overprinting of
ntany of the (now SE-r,erging) mesoscopic structures in the FCFS. Now part of the transcurrent
N4arlhorough Fault Systern, the eastern part ol'the FCFS has undergone additional deformation during the
l-ate Pliocene to present, when an additional increment of clockwise vertical axis rotation (up to 40')
htcully attectecl rttcks udjacent to nrajor active strike-slip taults. such as the Kekerengu Fault.
InrRooucrrox
The Flags Creek Fault System occurs in a series of imbricated Cretaceous to
Miocene rocks near the east coast of the northern South Island, New Zealand (Fig. 3.1).
The development of this thrust fault system is globally important for developing a
general understanding of the kinematic evaluation of obliquely convergent plate
boundary zones and locally important for understanding the timing and processes of
plate boundary propagation through central New Zealand during the Miocene. This
paper is concerned with initiation and development of the Pacific-Australia plate
boundary in NE South Island and of the Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS), which was
active in the Early - Middle Miocene. Evidence for timing of fault movement includes
Lhe syntectonic nature of the olistostromal Great Marlborough Conglomerate. lnitiation
ol' farrlt activity nr 
-?5 Ma was probably due to the onset of westward subduction of the
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Figure 3.lA: The tectonic setting of New Zealand with emphasis on basement terranes (redrawn from
Sutherland tl999l). B: The active Marlborough Fault System (MFS) currently accommodates 80 - 1007o of
the Pacitlc - Australia relative plate motion in central New Zealand [Holt & Haines, 1995]; approximate
rates of strike-slip offset are shown in brackets (mm a-r). After Little & Roberts [997] and Van Dissen &
Nicol [999].
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Pacific Plate beneath the Australian Plate along the Hikurangi margin [e.g. Rait et al.,
l99ll. Cenozoic plate reconstructions based on sea floor spreading data and New
Zealand geology [Sutherland, 1995; King, 2000] require that the Australian Plate
moved NE relative to the Pacific Plate in Late Oligocene 
- 
Early Miocene time. The
present-day NE-SW regional strike of both thrust faults and bedrock structural grain in
Marlborough (Fig. 3.2) is difficult to explain in terms of this kinematic scenario without
takin-e into account large magnitude vertical axis rotations of the plate boundary zone in
NE South Island [Lamb & Bibby. 1989. Chapter 2].
The Early Miocene Flags Creek Fault System provides valuable information
about the nature and orientation of the Pacific-Australia plate boundary at the time of its
formation. This paper investigates the direction, amount and timing of motion of
individual faults within the FCFS and integrates new and existing palaeomagnetically
cletermined vertical-axis rotation data fChapter 2] to provide an interpretation of the
strLlctut'rl history. Cretaceous and older deformation events recorded solely within the
Torlesse Terrane are omrtted for the pulpose of this study.
The FCFS today is folded in an arcuate pattern, extending through 
-180o of strike
from the inland Clarence Valley to the coast near Kekerengu, forming a crustal scale
strllcture that includes the NE-trending Ben More anticline (Fig. 3.2). This arcuate
pattern might be explained by -100'of vertical-axis rotation of the SE limb relative to
the NW limb. by less rotatron about a gently plunging fold hinge together with
northeast-ward tilting to produce the NE-plunging arcuate map pattern, or by some
combination of both. Various workers in the past have interpreted the arcuate FCFS to
be the result of SE -followed by SW-vergent thrust faulting [Prebble, 19761, south-
directed thrusting [Browne, 19921, SW ("landward") directed thrusting [Waters, 1988;
Rait et al.. l99llor folding of a SE-vergent thrust stack about a vertical axis [Little &
Roberts, 19971. Thus, the most fundamental kinematic aspects of the FCFS have
remained unclear.
Since the early Miocene, Marlborough has been at the transition between two
continental areas undergoing plate boundary deformation by fundamentally different
processes. Subduction of Pacific Plate beneath the Australian plate is occurring to the
north. whereas continental collision and oblique dextral-reverse slip on the Alpine Fault
accommodates plate motion to the south. A major influence on the different styles of
dclbrmation is the southward transition on the Pacific Plate from thickened oceanic
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Figure 3.2. The Flags Creek Fault System and tectonic elements of the Kekerengu region. Eastern and north-
ern thrust imbricates include younger rocks than western imbricates, consistent with thrust vergence to the SE.
Torlesse rocks on the hanging walls of both the Clarence and Flags Creek faults were part of the same thrust
sheet in the Early-Middle Miocene, with late Miocene reactivation of the FCF displacing its hanging wall rela-
tive to the SW. Active deformation in a zone parallel to the Kekerengu Fault mostly involves dextral shear.
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lithosphere of the Hikurangi Plateau to the thinned continental margin of the Chatham
Rise (Fig.3.1).
Ditficulty in interpreting the kinematics from structures exposed in this highly
deformed area arises, in part, from the many deformation phases that have affected the
area [e.g. Lamb & Bibby, 1989]. Reactivation of large-scale structures due to changing
plate boundary processes in both space and time has overprinted many of the original
conttlct relationships between units. Further structural ambiguity is due to the
cornplexity of the FCFS. The style of thrust imbrication in the FCFS may include
diff,erent amounts of vertical-axis rotation of nappes within the structural pile [e.g.,
Vickery & Lamb, 19951. Recent palaeomagnetic sampling, however [Chapter 2f,
su-qgests that 100 
- 
150'of clockwise vertical axis rotation has affected nappes
throughout the FCFS, but with no obvious relationship between structural position and
urnount of rotation. If initial slip on the whole fault system was in a common direction
(as concluded later), then later reactivation and folding of selected faults associated with
a rapidly evolving plate boundary zone, will result in partial overprinting of early-
fbrmed strLlctLlres and kinematic indicators, producing a complicated pattern of folded
imbricate faults and associated fault transport and shortening directions. This is the
situation of the FCFS today.
This paper describes the map-scale structure of the FCFS and interprets new
nreso-scale kinematic data from this complex and highly deformed region. Transport
clircctions for Eurly Miocene thrust faults are inferred from these data.
MrocnNn rccroNrc SETTING oF MARLBoRoUcH
The Early Miocene was a time of major reorganisation of the plate boundary in
New Zealand [e.g. Rait et al., l99l; Sutherland, 1995]. Increased early Miocene clastic
sedimentation suggests that an emergent landmass was present and the onset of
undesitic volcanism in the north of New Zealand indicates that subduction of the Pacific
Plate beneath the Australian Plate was well established by c,2lMa [Rait et al., l99l].
Tectonic inversion of Cretaceous extensional basins at this time by reverse faulting has
been documented from the West Coast of the South Island [Bishop & Buchanan, 1995],
from Taranaki [King & Thrasher, 1992] and from Southland [Norris et al., 1990] (see
Fi-s. 3.lA), indicating a change from an extensional or passive tectonic regime to one of
increusing convergence or transpression. Elements of a NW-SE oriented Mesozoic
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subduction zone along the eastern margin of the Torlesse Terrane, which had ceased
activity in the Middle Cretaceous [Bradshaw, 1989] may have been reactivated at this
time, as tectonic activity, including subduction of Pacific Plate lithosphere, migrated
southward along the Hikurangi margin [Walcott, 1978]. Importantly, the early Miocene
subduction front did not propagate south of the area that is today the Chatham Rise. In
the early Miocene, NW-SE -striking fold and thrust belts developed above the nascent
subduction zone. These are preserved onshore in Northland, Raukumara Peninsula, East
Coast/Wairarapa and Marlborough (the Flags Creek Fault System; FCFS) [Prebble,
lc)76: Rait et al., l99ll. Stratigraphic and structural evidence in Marlborough indicate
tlrat the FCFS wils active from -24 to 18 Ma [Prebble, 1976; Vickery, 1994].
Deposition of the deep-water marine Great Marlborough Conglomerate (GMC), an
extremely poorly-sorted olistostromal unit, accompanied activity of the FCFS,
sucgesting that Marlborough was the locus of concentrated deformation at that time.
The southward transition of Pacific Plate from oceanic to continental lithosphere
across the Hikurangi plateau strongly influenced the development of the plate boundary
throush New Zealand (Fig. 3.1). The Chatham Rise comprises submerged continental
crust, which is buoyant and difficult to subduct [Eberhart-Phillips & Reyners, 19971.
The westetn end of the Chatham Rise is interpreted to have fbrmed a hinge-zone at the
southern termination of the Miocene subduction zone, about which parts of the
overriding Australian Plate to the north have pivoted 
-100" since the middle Miocene
[Lurnb & Bibby, 1989]. Rocks of the FCFS, that were being accreted onto the edge of
tlre Australiern Plate in the Early Miocene, became incorporated into the plate boundary
zone and experienced the full effect of this rotation [Chapter 2]. As this region has
rt-rtated clockwise, the Pacific 
- 
Australia relative plate motion vector has also changed,
srvinging from 
-215o in the early Miocene to 258'today [DeMets et al., 1994;
Sutherland, 1995J. This clockwise change in both the orientation of structures within the
Hikurangi margin and the Pacific 
- 
Australia relative plate motion vector has possibly
enabled some of the clockwise-rotated Early Miocene faults to remain active throughout
the Pliocene to present-day. Thus, many of the NE-striking active structures that are
observed in the Marlborough region today may be inherited from Miocene deformation
fabrics that have been clockwise-rotated about a vertical axis by 
-100".
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PnesnNr rECToNrc SETTTNG
Marlborough is situated at the southern end of the Hikurangi margin subduction
zone, where c. 40 mm a'' of relative motion between the Pacific Plate and the Australian
Plrtte[DeMetsetal., 1994] isaccommodatedbyaseriesof fourcrustal-scalestrike-slip
faults which tbrm the Marlborough Fault System (MFS). The MFS is a transitional zone
linking partitioned subduction of oceanic lithosphere to the north with continental
collision, expressed as non-partitioned oblique dextral strike-slip motion on the Alpine
Fuult, to the south. The MFS contains four major, active dextral strike-slip faults, which
are. l}om north to south, the Wairau, Awatere, Clarence and Hope faults (Fig.3.lb).
Set'eral intermediate relay structures with varying rates of strike-slip motion are also
irtcluded in the MFS. Bourne et al. [l998] suggest that the long-term rate of strike-slip
ntution within the MFS is determined by the average velocity of lower-crustal flow,
producing basal tractions on rigid crustal blocks separated by the faults. The current rate
of finite strike-slip motion is slowest in the north of the MFS and fastest in the south.
This diff'erence has been interpreted as a southward migration in the locus of strike-slip
delormation since the Miocene formation of the MFS as the transition between
subducted oceanic and continental Pacific Plate has travelled south relative to the
Austrrlian Plrrte [e.g., Little & Roberts, 199], Little & Jones, 19981. The Motunau,
Ashley and Porters Pass faults, to the south of Marlborough, suggest the formation of a
new "Marlborough Fault" and are attributed to this southward migration of the plate
boundary and continued assimilation of Pacific Plate rocks into the plate boundary
zone.
SrR.r trcRAplry oF EASTERN MARLBoRoUcH
Basement rocks of Marlborough comprise Torlesse Terrane sandstone, siltstone
anr"l conglomerate "greywacke" that accumulated in a Late Mesozoic subduction trench
off the eastern coast of the Gondwana supercontinent. In the western Kekerengu region
(Fig. 3.2), a short hiatus occurred in the Middle Cretaceous (Motuan stage) but in the
eilst this period of non-deposition lasted a further 
-10 Ma (until the Mangaotanean)
[Crampton & Laird, 1997]. Deposited above an erosional unconformity cut into the
Torlesse bedrock, the Burnt Creek Formation conglomerate and mudstone marks the
start of a major Cretaceous - Cenozoic transgressive sequence (Fig. 3.3). The formation
of the East Coast Basin, which became widespread along the entire eastern margin of
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Figure 3.3. Generalised stratigraphic column lbr the Kekerengu area, emphasising the lithologic dif'ferences
to the SW and NE of the Deep Creek Fault. Thickness of Mead Hill and Amuri formations are from Strong
et al. [995].
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New Zealand, resulted from the break-up of Gondwana and opening of the Tasman Sea
Ic'.g.. King. 2000]. Localised marine basins with poor circulation accumulated the Paton
Formation sandstone, Heming Formation shale and Mead Hill Formation flint. Passive
nrar,e,in development by the end of the Cretaceous was accompanied by a change from
marine clastic-dominated to carbonate-dominated sedimentation in Marlborough, as
transgression ensued. Local, anoxic basins became progressively more oceanic.
Deposition of the pelagic Amuri Formation limestone and marls began in parts of
Mitrlborou.eh by the end of the Cretaceous. This period of tectonic quiescence lasted
unttl 
-45 Ma, when a major reorganisation of South Pacific plate motions took place
ISutherland, 1995].
During the Oligocene, maximum marine inundation of the New Zealand landmass
occurred [King, 2000]. Numerous local unconformities developed along the East coast
at this time [Lewis, 1992], probably as a result of both sediment starvation and the
sctutltu,ard migration of the Hikurangi subduction margin into this region. An increase
in clirstic sedimentation during the latest Oligocene (Waitakian) [Vickery, 1994) marks
tlte onset ol'the cunent subduction regime along the east coast of central New Zealand,
including ol'fshore Marlborough. This change probably corresponds to initiation of the
FCFS in Marlborough [Prebble, 1976]. Early Miocene olistostromal deposits here (the
Otaian to Altonian aged Great Marlborough Conglomerate [Prebble, 1976]) attest to the
development of a steep submarine trench slope on an evolving plate boundary at bathyal
cleptlts. Although this deformation episode was short-lived, lasting only about 5 Ma
IRait et al., l99l], rocks of this age are well represented in the Kekerengu region.
Changing sedimentation patterns accompanying development of the FCFS include a
transition from the clastic-starved, earliest Miocene early-syn-tectonic Whalesback
limestone (Weka Pass Formation) to the terrigenous-rich Waima siltstone (Otaian 
-
Mid. Altonian; Vickery [994]) as an increasing abundance of terrigenous sediment
diluted the stratigraphic sequence. Locally, (e.g. at Willawa Point and Homai Hitl; Fig.
3.2) combinations of thrust faulting and syntectonic erosion have resulted in pre-
tectottic units (both Amuri Formation and Whalesback limestone) being exhumed at a
syntectonic erosion/deposition surface and onlapped by syntectonic breccia deposits
(Fig. 3.a), Lenses of Great Marlborough Conglomerate (GMC) were deposited on a
scoured surface of Amuri Formation limestone, resulting in buttress unconformities
rvith varying angular relationships to the folded and fault-deformed underlying units
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Figure 3.4. Stratigraphic relationship of units at Willawa Point, 4 km NE of Kekerengu. A: Mapview of the
coastal region between the active Kekerengu and Heavers Creek faults. The region between the two coastal
exposures of Amuri Formation appears to represent a scour-channel infened to have been cut into the conti-
nental shelf at the time of localised uplift of the Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS), B: Schematic cross sec-
tion along A-A' transecting the channel. The stratigraphic inversion of the units on the northern side of the
channel may have occurred by overturning or rep€tition by thrust faulting. Either way, lenses of GMC and
Waima Formation abut the older units along strike.
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(Fig. 3.4A & B). These lenses of coarse clastic, tectonically derived rock often
interfinger with, and/or fine upwards into the Waima Formation siltstone (e.g., Fig. 3.4).
Syntectonic deposition of GMC and eastward dip-fanning is inferred from preliminary
rcsults of a shallow seismic reflection/refraction survey along the south bank of Heavers
Creek [Henderson, in prep.] (Fig. 3.2). As FCFS thrust activity waned, these faulted,
folded Early Miocene syntectonic sequences were overlain by Middle Miocene
sandstone and siltstone of the Upper Lillburnian 
- 
Upper Waiauian [Vickery, 1994)
Heavers Creek Formation. To the north of the FCFS, Late Miocene subsidence of the
marine Awutere basin began by the beginning of Taranaki Series time. Increasingly
conver-qent relative plate motion at the end of the Miocene may have resulted in thrust
reactivation of the (then rotated) Flags Creek Fault and erosion of its Torlesse Terrane
hanging wall rocks. This erosion is here inf'ened to be a major source of clastic detritus
that was deposited in the Awatere basin as a fining-upwards sequence, ranging from
con-e,lomerate through to siltstone and mudstone facies. This period of activity waned in
the liltest Miocene (Kapitean Stage) and deposition of fine-grained clastic rocks
continued into the Late Pliocene (Waipipian Stage) [Roberts & Wilson, 199?].
Some important local strutigraphic diff-erences within the Amuri Formation also
occur in the Kekerengu region. Rocks to the NE of the Deep Creek Fault (DCF; Fig.
3.2) record a diff'erent stratigraphic sequence than those to the SW of that fault. The
"Woodside Formation" fPrebble, 1976] crops out only on the NE side of the DCF and
consists of Heretaungan [P. Strong, pers. comm.; 1999] sandstone and mudstone
turbidites that are cut at varying stratigraphic levels by gabbroic sills and locally
interbedded with coarse-grained rocks of basaltic origin that could be flows or breccia
deposits [Vickery, 1994). This unit has been grouped by Prebble [1976) with the Amuri
Formation. based on foraminiferal content, but is often referred to as a "formation"
bectuse of its distinctive character. In this study, the "Woodside Formation" is termed
"Woodside member" of the Amuri Formation. Erosion resistant rocks forming the lower
gorge at Woodside Creek lie on the hanging wall of the DCF and include a sequence of
Herring Formation shale and Amuri Formation limestone (Fig. 3.2). The Mead Hill
Formation there is only 
-5m thick, whereas in the next lowest thrust sheet, outcropping
in Isolation Creek, the Mead Hill Formation is approximately 450m thick. This
difference in thickness, coupled with a new interpretation of the transport directions of
major faults within the FCFS [this study], implies a thickening of the Mead Hill
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Formation towards the south. These differences in stratigraphy also imply that the fault-
bounded slice of rocks between the DCF and the FCF, which includes the Woodside
nrember of the Amuri Formation, may be a far-travelled horse, transported southeast-
wards from a part of the basin with quite different facies associations relative to those in
the tbotwall of the Deep Creek Fault.
Pnnvrous woRK oN THE Fr.lcs Cnnnx Fnulr Sysrru (FCFS)
Former attempts at mapping the complex Flags Creek Fault System include
disparate interpretations of its kinematic and structural evolution. Prebble 11976l
undertook work on the regional stratigraphy and delineated most of the major faults of
the FCFS. He assumed that all fault displacements were dip-slip with respect to their
sulrenl orientations and made no account for the possibility of strike-slip, oblique-slip
movement, or later folding. Surprisingly, the fault planes themselves preserve little
direct evidence of transport direction, an observation also noted by Prebble 11976l.
Prebble [l976] interpreted the arcuate FCFS structure as the result of early, south-east
ve rging thrust faulting on the western limb of the Ben More Anticline (BMA) followed
by SW verging thrust faulting on the eastern limb, which became detached from the
'l'orlesse Terrane "basement" by a decollernent. Formation of this decollement was
thought to be coeval with slip on the Kekerengu Fault, which eventually ruptured and
offset the eastern limb of the Ben More anticline by wrench-style folding.
Horizontal shortening within the FCFS was estimated to be 20 km by Waters
ll988l, of which -7 km is attributed to slip on the Flags Creek Fault (see Fig. 3.2). He
interpreted the FCF to be the "roof thrust" of a SW-verging duplex. Waters [1988]
aguin assumed a dip-slip motion for all faults with regard to their present-day attitude,
lielding a net inferred southwest vergence for the fault system as a whole. The
interpretation of Waters [988] of southwest vergence within the FCFS is based on the
present-day NE-dip of faults in the nose of the NE-plunging BMA and requires that
faults on either limb of this fold were wrapped, post transport, around the fold core to
become NW-dipping on the western limb and E-dipping on the eastern limb, New
structural evidence, outlined below, suggests that the 20 km of shortening estimated by
Walers [988] was measured perpendicular to the mean transport direction within the
thrust svstem and is thus invalid.
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Role of vertical axis rotations in the New Zealand plate boundary zone
Vertical axis fault block rotations have been widely documented as a means of
accommodating deformation in continental crust [e.g., Mumme & Walcott, 1985;
Lamb. 1988: Little & Roberts, 19971. However, many of these studies fail to
successfully addresses the question of how deformation is accomplished and do not
identify the struct.ures that separate rotated regions from non-rotated regions,
Palaeomagnetic data from the Amuri Formation in coastal sites near Kekerengu (Fig. 2)
suggest clockwise vertical axis rotations of 100 - 150' [Mumme & Walcott, 1985;
Vickery, 1994; Chapter 21. All of these strongly clockwise-rotated sites are contained
within rocks that are 17 Ma or older and suggest that large magnitude, clockwise
vertical axis rotations took place throughout a broad tract of the NE South Island during
the Middle Miocene [see Chapter 2]. Vickery & Lamb [995] inferred that the
Marlborough region to the east of the Clarence Fault rotated clockwise by 60 
- 
100'
during the period l8 
- 
8 Ma. Roberts [992] documented rotation of the block between
the Wairau and Kekerengu faults of 20 to 45o since the Pliocene (4 Ma). Additional
clockwise rotation of 30 
- 
40' (total l-50') has locally affected rocks adjacent to active
strike slip taults near Kekerengu [Vickery & Lamb, 1995].
Torlesse strata in the core of the BMA (the "Kekerengu block") strike parallel to a
NNE "regional bedding fabric" characteristic of inland Marlborough and are near-
vertically dipping [Little & Roberts, 1997]. Steeply-dipping Torlesse strata to the east of
the Clarence Fault (the "Clarence block") strike similarly to those in the fold core near
Kekerengu; however, the strike of Torlesse Terrane bedding to the north of the FCF is
WNW-ESE and moderately north-dipping (-40-70'), suggesting that this block of
Torlesse rock (the "FCF block") has undergone a differential rotation relative to NNE-
strikrng Kekerengu and Clarence Torlesse blocks to the south and west. The westerly
strike of the FCF hangingwall strata in conjunction with coastal palaeomagnetic data
from the footwall of the FCF, which suggest 
-100o of clockwise vertical-axis rotation
occurred there, imply that the difference in bedding attitude between the Clarence and
Kekerengu blocks and the FCF block could be attributed to 100o of differential
clockwise vertical-axis rotation [Little & Roberts, 1997]. However, it will be shown
later that this difference in Torlesse bedding attitude did not result from Pliocene
venical-axis rotation [e.g., Little & Roberts, 19971, but ratheroccurred by folding about
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a gently-plunging hinge that was coeval with development of the FCFS and an
overthrust nappe of Torlesse terrane rock (the FCF block).
Vertical axis rotations continue to be a mechanism by which contemporary strain
is accommodated in Marlborough. Roberts 11992,19951 showed that a crustal block of
more than 40 kmr, including the lower Awatere Valley and Warcl area (Fig.3.l), has
rot;lted 20 
- 
4-5o since 
- 
4 Ma. Little & Roberts U9971presented palaeomagnetic data
l'or 6-7 Mu rocks from the middle Awatere Valley, l0 km NW of the FCFS, that are
tunrotated relative to rocks of a similar age to the east, defining a western boundary of
contemporury vertical-axis rotation of the Lower Awatere Valley - Ward region.
New palaeomagnetic data from the FCFS
Plate reconstructions and existing palaeomagnetic data suggest that the Hikurangi
margin has changed from an early Miocene trend of WNW to become ENE-oriented
toduy [Walcott, 1984; Lamb & Bibby, 1989]. If true, such a 90o change in strike would
prol'oundly alter shortening directions in thrust fault systems that were active before or
during the tirne that these rotations were taking place.
Published palaeomagnetic data from rocks >17 Ma in Marlborough all lie on the
ei.rstern limb o1'the BMA and thus fail to determine whether the limbs of this fold have
experiencecl different vertical axis rotations. New palaeomagnetic data [Chapter 2]
lronr the e{stern limb of the BMA generally confirm the occurrence of 
-100o+
clockrvise vertical axis rotations of coastal Palaeogene strata. New structural data
[Chapter 2] from the western part of the fold suggest that large clockwise vertical axis
rotations (80 
- 
l00o) also occun'ed there. These new data corroborate a hypothesis of
Vickery & Lamb !9951 that most of Marlborough has been affected by large
magnitude clockwise vertical-axis rotations and that the BMA is not a crustal-scale
rertical axis rotation boundary. This is an important observation foranalysing transport
directions of faults within the FCFS because it implies that the whole fault system can
be treated as part of a single, rigid crustal block.
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Kn-scrrlr srRUcruRE oF THE Frlcs CRrnr Faurr Sysrnu
The FCFS is conspicuously arcuate in map view (Fig. 3.2; stratigraphic units have
been nrapped in much finer detail than shown on the map). The general map pattern
represents an imbricate series of reverse faults that have been folded about a gently
plunging, NE-trending hinge. In the westem part of the deformed belt, strata and faults
clip homoclinally to the NW and erosion-resistant Amuri Formation limestone underlies
the topographically high-standing Chalk Range (Fig. 3.2, inset). This topographic
t'eature can be followed for a distance of -30 km to the SW in the footwall of the
Clarence Fault [Lensen, 1962]. At Mead Stream (Fig. 3.2, inset), a -70Om-thick
stratigraphic sequence of Late Cretaceous to Miocene rocks [Strong et al., 1995] in the
footwall of the Clarence Fault is not imbricated by reverse faults. At Mead Hill, 3.5 km
to the NE of Mead Stream, the Clarence Fault makes a subtle anticlockwise change in
strike and thus diverges to the north from the NE-striking Chalk Range. This divergence
dcfines a NE-opening wedge, in map-view, that allows for a structurally thickening
sr'qllence of rocks that lies structurally above the Chalk Range. The abrupt increase in
structural thickness between the Clarence Fault and the Chalk Range at Mead Hill is
here interpreted as marking the south-western limit of the imbricate FCFS.
ln the north of the study area, strata of the FCFS are folded around the BMA;
however, the traces of the Clarence and Peggioh faults are not (Fig.3.2). A narrow
rvedge of Late Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks constitute the footwall of the Clarence
Flult in this northern region, separated from Torlesse rocks to the west by the Clarence
Fault and to the east by the Peggioh Fault. The Peggioh Fault abuts the FCF in a
complex structural relationship, the development of which is uncertain. This map
pattern can be explained, in part, by E-W folding of the western end of the FCF to form
a NE-plunging synform, with the L. Cretaceous - Tertiary rocks between the Clarence
and Peggioh faults, to the west, exposed in a structural culmination.
The general map pattern of the FCFS implies a SE transport direction of the thrust
shects. Hangingwall ramps of several of the major imbricates (e.g., the Brian Boru and
Ben More faults) appear to cut up-section to the SE (Fig. 3.2). Thus, on the western,
NW-dipping limb of the BMA, structurally deep units persist to the NE and SW along
strike. Further east, in the hinge area, where strata dip to the NNE, the FCFS is exposed
in an oblique section-view at a higher structural and stratigraphic level than in the west.
This region is complicated by folding of the Narrows Syncline, but faults here ramp up-
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section to the east or SE, from low in the Herring Formation to varying stratigraphic
levels of the Amuri Formation (e.g., in the footwall ramp of the newly recognised Black
Hill Fault; Fig. 3.2). On the eastern limb of the BMA, strata dip steeply eastward and
many taults and their associated mesoscopic deformation structures exhibit an apparent
nornral sense of dip-slip offset. Here in the coastal region, the imbricates occur at a
highel stratigraphic level than in the west. Miocene rocks in the east are intelpreted as
syntectonic foredeep strata deposited and deformed at the emerging trontal edge of the
imbricate FCFS, whereas the western region is interpreted to belong to an originally
structurally deeper part of the FCFS that has only been recently exhumed. Thus, as one
moves from northwest to southeast across the FCFS, increasingly shallow structural
levels of a folded imbricate fan are exposed.
The BMA was previously mapped as a simple structure with a single fold hinge
Ie.g. Ptebble, 1976: Waters, 1988]. However, detailed mapping reveals that the larger
structure is un anticlinorium consisting of a train of several smaller folds (see Fig. 3.2).
The westernmost fold-pair, the asymmetric Brian Boru anticline and syncline, fold both
bedding and the Brian Boru Fault through a strike angle of 
-160" from -240o in the
westem limb to -040' in the central (short) limb, then back to 
-240" again on the
eastern limb. The hinges of the Brian Boru folds, like the Ben More structure as a
rvhole, plunge gently to the NE, at approximately 25", a relationship which accentuates
their arcuate map pattern. The actual interlimb angle of the Brian Boru folds in profile
section is much larger than that implied by the map pattern, approximately 60o.
The main hinge zone of the BMA lies to the east of the Brian Boru folds, near
Isolation Creek [Prebble, 1976; Waters, 1988]. This fold is expressed in map-view by a
- 
120' change in strike of bedding and the Ben More Fault. These curve from a strike of
-24O" (west-dipping) in the west to -000o (east-dipping) in the east. Not far to the east
ol' the BMA, bedding strike is deflected 
-60" anticlockwise, defining another
asynrnretric told pair with a short limb that strikes 
-300' and dips to the east. Bedding
on the eastern limb of this newly recognised syncline, the Ben More syncline, strikes
-250o and dips to the NW (Fig. 3.2). To the east, in Woodside Creek, north of Mt.
Napoleon and in Ben More Stream (Fig. 3.2), bedding is sharply deflected clockwise by
-60o (to become -000' striking) around the axis of yet another antiformal structure.
This eastern tbld, here named the Woodside anticline, is interpreted as a younger
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structure than the previously described folds on the basis of field-kinematic data (see
below).
The Narrows Syncline is unusual in that its hinge trends NW-SE, approximately
perpendicular to the NE-striking structural grain of NE Marlborough (Fig. 3.2). This
NW strike is also a peculiarity of the FCF, suggesting a possible relationship in the
kincmatic evolution of these two adjacent structures. The NW trend of the Narrows
Syncline and SW-directed reverse slip indicators on the FCF are key factors leading to
the conclusion that the FCF was reactivated as a SW-directed contractional fault, "drag-
folding" rocks in its footwall to form the Narrows Syncline. Thin beds of GMC in the
core of the Narrows Syncline are overlain by rocks of the Heavers Creek Formation and
suggest that folding of this map-scale structure took place after the early Middle
Miocene [Vickery, 1994]. This time constraint fits well with Late Miocene clastic
deposition in the Awatere basin [Roberts & Wilson, 1992], to the north of the FCF. If
the FCF wirs reactivated as a SW-vergent thrust, the Awatere basin would lie on the
rcactivated back-limb. in a position to accumulate detritus eroded from the uplifting
"for'lcsse Terrane hangingwall.
Marlborough is currently part of the Australia 
- 
Pacific transcurrent plate
boundary zone and the Marlborough Fault System (MFS) is a locus of Plio-Pleistocene
dextral shear that accommodates c. 40 mm ar of strike slip motion between the Pacific
and Australian plates [DeMets et al., 1994: Holt & Haines, 1995; e.g., Fig.3.1]. This
late Pliocene 
- 
rccent dextral shear is thought to be responsible for additional 20 
- 
40"
ol clockwise vertical-axis rotation of rocks that are in close proximity to active, dextral
strike-slip faults, such as the Kekerengu Fault [Vickery & Lamb, 1995; Chapter 2]. The
eastern part of the FCFS is truncated by the Kekerengu Fault (Fig. 3.2) and new and
existing palaeomagnetic data from this eastern region imply that there has been as much
as 40o of post-Miocene clockwise vertical-axis rotation over and above the regional
-100'that occurred during the period l8 
- 
8 Ma [Chapter2]. The map pattern of the
FCFS faults in this region imply a steepening towards the east, from gently NE-dipping,
to become vertical and, eventually, overturned near the coast before being truncated by
the Kekerengu Fault. This outcrop pattern may be explained by additional clockwise
shear induced by "drag-folding" in a zone parallel to the Kekerengu Fault (Fig. 3.5).
Because the Kekerengu Fault dips steeply to the WNW and is an oblique dextral-
reverse fault [Barnes & Audru, 1999], the axis of drag folding will not be vertical, but
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approximately perpendicular to the transport direction of that Fault (Fig. 3.5). This axis
also happens to be approximately parallel to the intersection of the FCFS and the
Kekerengu Fault. As fault offset and folding ensued, the eastern ends of the FCFS were
pro-tressively rotated about a N-plunging axis so that their coastal ends became
overtutned. It is possible that much of this folding took place in a zone of distributed
dextral shear before being offset by the Kekerengu Fault. Thus, the map pattern of extra
clockwise rotation, relative to more inland parts of the FCFS, in this zone of dextral
shear adjacent to the active Kekerengu Fault has a complex 3-D relationship with the
obliquity of slip and WNW dip of the fault. The steep- to overturned dip of Early
Miocene Waima Formntion siltstone and GMC in the Tirohanga area, also near the
Keke rengu Fault, may be a consequence of this dextral/oblique shear (see structural
nrap of FCFS, back pocket).
Figure 3.5, Dextral drag in a zone parallel to the Kekerengu Fault is thought to result in shearing of the
eustern ends of the Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS) so that these faults have become locatly overturned.
This shearing is implied by palaeomagnetic data, the folded, overturned map-pattern of the eastern ends
of the FCFS and southerly vergence of thrust transport directions in this area compared with SE-transport
observed in the remainder of the FCFS. The situation is more complex than shown because the FCFS is
not a simple parallel set of structures.
Original pre-folding
configuration
"Drag folding" in zone
adjacent to Kekerengu Fault
Early Pliocene
!_ Palaeomagnetic
vector (-1oo'
clockwise-rotated)
eastern ends of FCFS becoming
oveftU f ned ; palaeomagnetic
vector and fault transport directions
becoming more clockwlse-rotated
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Ftelo KTNEMATTc DATA FRoM MEsoscoprc srRUcruRES oF rns FCFS
Transport of large-scale thrust sheets with tens of km's of offset generally result
in an intemal fabric that records their direction and sense of slip. Mesoscopic data in the
form of faults with slickenlines, S-C ductile shear zones, folds, cleavage, veins and
joints from the study region have been measured and analysed. These have been used to
evaluate the principal horizontal shortening (PHS) or contraction direction at the time of
thrusting. Where 3D vectors cannot be defined (as in the case for veins, joints and
svntmetrical lolds) the direction of PHS is inferred from the strike of tensile
teins/joints. or the strike of fold profile planes. Such data may yield atwo-dimensional
PHS vector, which implies nothing about the transport direction or vergence; however,
in most cases, the transport or shear direction can also be inferred from the asymmetry
of diagnostic fabric elements.
Structural comection of the data to remove the effect of later deformation and
tilting include: l) a plunge-correction for the regional folding to remove the NE plunge
ot'the BMA. which has been determined by detailed field mapping to trend 052o and
plunge 28' NE (this tilting is presumed to be younger than most of the thrust structures
and), and 2) a subsequent rotation of bedding about strike to the horizontal. This last
con'ection may not be necessary for all sites due to an expected variable original stratal
tilt within the FCFS prior to folding of the BMA; however, in most cases, there are only
a l'er.v degrees difference between the final transport/shortening directions of the in .situ
\ crsus the comected data.
Outcrop-scale kinematic data that are within 
-500m of large faults of the FCFS
are interpreted to have moved synthetically with those faults. Kinematic data on
exposed fault surfaces of the major faults are rare. The lack of kinematic indicators on
the macroscopic fault planes is made up for by the abundance of nearby mesoscopic
fuults, structures which commonly record slip vectors as calcite fibre slickenlines (Fig.
3.64,).
Shear zone fabrics (Fig. 3.68) are commonly associated with major faults of the
FCFS, the fault zones of which include a brecciated and/or cataclasitised mixture of
wall-rock lithologies that is overprinted by a sigmoidal foliation that defines S-C
fabrics. Poles to foliation attitudes within a single shear band define a girdle that is
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parallel to the slip direction (the "m-plane," e.9., Marshak & Mitra [988]). The
intersection of the m-plane with the slip surface ("C-shear"; commonly parallel to
bedding) yields an estimate of the slip vector. Additional field observations are
necessary to determine the associated vergence direction or the sense of shear.
Stylolitic cleavage in Amuri Limestone forms anastomosing planes that generally
lre lt a moderate angle to bedding of 
-40o (Fig. 3.6C). Like the S-C fabrics described
atbove. poles to cleavage planes will define the girdle, or m-plane. Where bedding was
clriginally subhorizontal at the time of deformation initiation, intersection of the "m-
plane" with bedding yields the PHS direction. Where bedding is folded, the cleavage
generally forms a constant dihedral angle to the folded beds of approximately 40",
inrplyin-e thlt cleavage formed before those beds were tilted, as a response to early
horrzontal shortening strain. Other evidence that cleavage formation was early in the
development of the FCFS is that limestone clasts in the GMC (deposition presumed
coeval with fault movement) contain a variably oriented stylolitic cleavage that does not
trilnsect the conglomerate matrix [Vickery, 1994]. That the cleavage formed early in the
FCFS defbrmation event is useful in that it provides a structural marker in the rocks that
is presumed to have been regularly oriented with respect to the direction of fault
tt'unsport.
Folds with amplitudes of -l - 5m and wavelengths of 0.5 - lOm are common in
the study region. Most of these have hinges that trend NE, sub-parallel to the BMA
(Fig. 3.6D). The vergence of asymmetric folds in bedding adjacent to map-scale faults
is generally consistent with the vergence of the transport direction on those faults
inf'en'ed from other slip indicators, suggesting that the folds formed in conjunction with
thnrst detornration.
Calcite-filled veins in limestone beds of the Amuri Formation are uncommon in
the study area (Fig.3.6E). These tensile extensional veins strike 
-140o, generally
parallel to the PHS direction inferred from other, nearby kinematic indicators (such as
small faults and fold asymmetry), suggesting that the veins formed pene-
contemporaneously with the thrust deformation.
A pervasive fracturing of the brittle lithologies (especially flint and limestone)
u,as observed to the south of Mt. Ben More (Fig. 3.6F). These extension fractures
generally strike parallel to the profile plane of the BMA and may be "ac" joints related
to that fold. The restored strike of these brittle features differs slightly from the calcite
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1m
slickenlines
on Walma
Fault
-
1472: Fault zone
A
Sawcut Gorge
$30m lm
1269: asymmetric fold, cleavage
c
NE veins
-10 cm
E 1 192: Ca-tilled veins
ligure 3.6. Different types of field kinematic data that have been measured and analysed for this study; A:Slickenlines at outcrop of Waima Fault; B: Sigmoidally foliated ductile shear zone in marly limestone in
Isolation Creek, hammer is 33 cm long in all photos; C: Bedding-cleavage intersection rdlationships in
Amuri Formation limestone near Sawcut Gorge, Isolation Creek; D: Asymmetric folding of limestone and
marl beds in east branch of Isolation Creek; E: Field sketch of calcite filled veins cutting Amwi Formation
limestone on the northern flank of Mt. Ben More and F: Pervasive brittle fracturing on limbs of Ben More
Anticline. Numbers in italics refer to site locations; see Appendix 2 for more sketches and conesponding
stereo-plots ofdata.
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veins, mentioned above, as they are approximately parallel to the modern geodetic
shortening direction of -l I0' [Bibby, l98l].
Svrlrunsts oF KINEMATIc DATA
Mesoscopic kinematic data have been analysed in terms of both their transport
directions and their principal directions of horizontal bulk strain (PHS). These data,
compiled on Figure 3.7, yield remarkably consistent regional patterns throughout the
\\,estern hulf of the field area, indicating dominance of a south or southeast direction of
tr"lnsport. The axes of map-scale folds (e.g., Brian Boru folds) deforming major fault
trilces are perpendicular to these transport directions, suggesting that motion on the
FCFS and subsequent folding of those faults took place under a similar regime of NW 
-
SE horizontal contraction.
The central and eastern parts of the study area show a more complex pattern of
fuult slip directions (Fig. 3.7). For example, the Ben More Fault has SE-verging thrust
transport mechanisms, whereas the Tirohanga and Waima faults have a NE vergence
and the Deep Creek Fault and FCF exhibit SW-directed thrust transport. The
complexity of this region is interpreted as having resulted from overprinting of the
original SE-directed FCF as a SW-directed thrust fault, probably in the Late Miocene
(hatch pattern on Fig. 3.7).
The southem part of the FCFS on the NW side of the Kekerengu Fault exhibits
nrostly south-verging transport directions (Fig. 3.7), As previously mentioned, this area,
close to the erctive Kekerengu Fault, is interpreted as having received late Pliocene to
rcccnl. dextral shear (Fig. 3.7, hatch pattern), resulting in 20 
- 
40" more clockwise
rotittion than the rest of the FCFS, where transport directions are SE-verging. Thus,
palaeomagnetic data, mapped outcrop traces of the FCFS and thrust sheet transport
directions are in agreement that this south-eastern region of the FCFS has undergone
approximately 40' more clockwise rotation than the remainder of the fault system.
The structurally complex exposures of syntectonic strata south of the Kekerengu
Fault have been subjected to multiple phases of deformation [e.g., Lamb & Bibby,
19891, are stratigraphically complex and are exposed at a higher structural level than the
region to the north of that fault (e.g., Fig. 3.2). Therefore, it is difficult to correlate
faults in this area with structurally deeper exposures of the FCFS faults to the north of
the Kekerengu Fault. Slip indicators on mesoscopic faults from the southern region
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Figure 3.7. Calculated thrust she€t transport directions in the FCFS (n = 125). These directions have been
structurally corrected for the effect of subsequent Pliocene - present-day folding and tilting. Anows indi-
cate the direction of vergence, where known. The western half of the study area shows consistently SE-
vergent transport indicators, but the eastern half of the FCFS is more complicated. There, the SE-directed
structures are interpreted as having been overprinted by SW-directed transport associated with reactivation
of the FCF in that direction in the Late Miocene. In the Late Pliocene to present-day, dextral shear and
strike-slip faulting has added to the structural complexity of the eastern FCFS, especially an apparent verti-
cal-axis rotation of SE transport directions lo a more southerly direction adjacent to the Kekerengu Fault.
'>#"i
Explanation:
Transport direction
(with vergence)
Transport direction
(vergence unknown)
aclive fault
lnactlve fault
fold axis
. , 7 zona of inferred SW-T 
, thrust overprlnt of FCF
...'.1N zone of inferred Plio. -\\t recent dextral shear
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cannot be directly correlated with slip on major thrust faults, but these record mostly SE
transport directions, in agreement with most FCFS structures to the north of the
Kekerengu Fault.
Inter-fault structures as recorders of bulk strain
Mesoscopic structul€s in outcrops that are >500m from the major faults of the
FCFS are interpreted to have formed in response to intra-thrust sheet bulk deformation.
lrt ntost cases. the analysed structures are identical to those observed near the major
l'aults. Bulk strain PHS directions inferred from these data are similar to the transport
directions near the major faults and are interpreted as mostly recording deformation
rr-latin_e to the thrusting event.
In addition to transpon directions, the mesoscopic data have been formulated into
directions of principal horizontal shortening (PHS). P- and T-axes for bulk intra-thrust
sheet deformation have been calculated from inversion of slip lineations on individual
nresoscopic taults, using the fault kinematic analysis program "FaultKin" [Marrett &
Allmendinger, 19901. Without an associated slip surface, a deformed quantity of
frlctures, joints and veins do not yield a 3-D slip vector and therefore cannot be
interpreted in terms of transport directions, but the PHS direction implied by their
fbrmation can be determined. Calculated PHS directions have been further simplified by
assigning each measurement within a 2 by 2 km square grid overlain across the field
arer (Fig. 3.8). The PHS direction of each grid square has been averaged from all of the
PHS vectors of individual outcrop sets or analyses that fall in a particular square. It is
appilrent that, for most of the field area, contraction directions have chiefly NW 
- 
SE
orientations. Exceptions to this are generally in the north and east of the study region, in
tlre area that is inferred to have been overprinted by SW-directed contraction (hatch
pcLtern on Fig. 3.8). Mean PHS directions in the eastern FCFS, near the Kekerengu
Fault, exhibit a N-S contraction, implying a clockwise change in direction of
approximately 40o from the NW-SE PHS that is interpreted as the dominant bulk
shortening direction between faults of the FCFS. Most importantly for this study, near
the hinge of the BMA, where bedding strike is deflected clockwise by -l l0o, there is no
apparent change in either direction of thrust sheet transport or intra-sheet PHS (Figs. 3.7
& 3,8). This rules out the possibility of large (-100') differentialclockwise vertical-axis
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ABCDEFG
Geodetic
PHS \
2
4
6
7 Geodetic
PHS \
I
9
10
ABC
-> 
ln situ bulk PHS
$ Corrected bulk PHS
.//t Zone of inferred SW-
'//,t thrust overprint of FCF
r\ Zone of inferred Pllo. -\\' recent dextral shear
Figure 3.8. Principal directions of horizontal shortening (PHS) calculated from intra-thrust sheet field kine-
matic data from the FCFS, averaged over a zr'zkrn square quadrant spacing. Grey arrows indicate the in
.rrta mean horizontal contraction vector (PHS) for each grid square, whereas white arrows are the structural-
ly corrected equivalent. In most cases, there is very little difference between in situ and corrected vectors.
As most field data exhibit dip-slip displacements, contraction directions are similar to transport directions
(compare with Fig. 3.7). Geodetic contraction direction of -110o is after Bibby [981].
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rol.ation between the Iimbs of the BMA and implies that the entire FCFS may be treated
us l single crustal block.
Mean bedding and fold hinge attitudes for each grid square have also been
calculated using a similar vector summation method as that applied above (Fig. 3.9). It
cun be seen how changes in bedding strike across the BMA are not reflected by
corresponding changes in the direction of bulk shortening. Fold hinge directions remain
NE-plunging without being deflected across the BMA axis. In the northeast of the study
areu. close to the FCF, the mean fbld hinge direction swings from NE-plunging to
NNW-plunging in proximity to the FCF. This local reorientation of the bulk shortening
dircction is interpreted as more evidence for the later, SW-directed, dip-slip reactivation
of the FCF (Fig. 3.9, hatch pattern). Once again, in the eastern part of the FCFS near the
Kekerengu Fault, there is a consistent reorientation of the mean fold hinge directions to
become more N-S oriented, a change that appears to overprint the (already) reoriented
lirld hin,ge directions in proximity to the FCF. Thus, at least three phases of deformation
ure irrterpreted f}om the directions of bulk PHS; the early phase is related to SE-verging
thrust sheet emplacement and development of the FCFS, the second is related to
reactivation of the FCF as a SW-verging thrust fault and the third is a consequence of
Plio-Pleistocene dextral shear adjacent to the currently active Kekerengu Fault.
'l'r:crontc RECoNSTRUCTToN oF THE FCFS
Isolation Creek/Ben More Stream
A balanced cross-section through the FCFS, parallel to the south-easterly Early
Miocene transport direction, has been constructed from detailed field mapping (see
structural map; back pocket) such that faults begin to step down towards a decollement
just below ground level, thus keeping the interpreted amount of shortening to a
minimum (Fig.3.10, located on Fig. 3.2). Slip is apparently tiered into three structural
lcvels. witlr an upper decollement forming along the lower marl horizon of the Amuri
Formation and a structurally deeper decollement forming within the Herring Formation.
Surface exposures of both bedding and thrust faults in Isolation Creek are folded on a
wavelength of 
- 
I km. This folding is interpreted as a response to horizontal contraction
along an even deeper structural level, uplifting this part of the FCFS relative to the
remainder of the section (Fig. 3.10). This lower slip surface is interpreted to be the
unconformity between the Torlesse basement and the Burnt Creek Formation (BCF).
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Figure 3.9. Mean bed orientation (dip given by lower left number) and mean fold hinge direction (plunge
given by top right number) of each grid square. Bedding is deflected clockwise across the axis of the Ben
More Anticline but hinge directions do not significantly change, suggesting that the axis of the larger fold is
gently plunging and strain in this region has bcen co-axial (NW-SE contraction). Hinge directions do,
however, significantly change orientation in the footwall of the Flags Creek Fault, interpreted as reactiva-
tion of the FCF as a SW-directed thrust fault. Pliocene to recent dextral shear is infened to have affected
the eastern part of the FCFS, adding a component of vertical-axis rotation to this area. Geodetic shortening
direction of 
-ll0o is from Bibby [981].
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The Flags Creek Fault Sltstem
Field evidence for this lower decollement is the pulverised naturc of the mud-rich and
heavily slumped BCF in Ben More Stream. In addition, conglomerate pebbles in the
BCF have extremely polished and, sometimes grooved, surfaces within their matrix of
sheared-mudstone. This fabric is interpreted as the result of tectonic shearing along the
interface between the Torlesse and non-Torlesse rocks.
Restoration of section A-A"' implies about l6 km of horizontal shortening (Fig.
i.l l). The nrinimum amount of slip along the lower two decollements is 13.6 km (55Vo
strrrin), with a further 
-2 km slip along the upper decollement (437o strain), bringing the
total horizontal shortening across the section to 15.7 km. The decollement dips towards
the hinterland at approximately 30' (Figs. 3.10 & 3. I 1). This NW dip has been retained
when palinspastically restoring this section, but is interpreted as having occurred due to
tightening of the BMA (of which this section lies on the NW limb), after initial thrust
ol'f'set. Thus, the original dip of the decollement is likely to be much less than its current
30'.
Truncat.ion of the FCFS by the Kekerengu Fault with its downthrow to the east
makes correlation of FCFS imbricates across this active fault difficult. This problem is
compounded by the downthrown rocks to the east of the FCFS being structurally and
strltigraphically higher than those to the NW of the present-day Kekerengu Fault,
rvhrch have been subject to increased erosion. Local unconformities, e.g., at Willawa
Point and Valhalla Stream (Fig. 3.2) were scoured into uplifted foreland parts of the
FCFS (see Fig. 3.4). These relationships probably contribute to stratigraphic and map
pattern diff'erences across the Kekerengu Fault in the Miocene section. For this reason,
it is not possible to precisely constrain the amount of bedrock offset along the
Kekerengu Fault; however, a dextral strike separation of 5-6 km is inferred from offset
l{erring and Amuri Formations that crop out in Ben More Stream on the northern side
of the Kekerengu Fault, and near the top of Valhalla Stream on the southern side of this
fault (Fig. 3.2, FCFS map; back pocket). Because these units dip to the east and the
Kekerengu Fault lras a component of uplift to the west, the strike separation is likely to
be greater than the actual dextral offset.
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The Flags Creek Fault System
Valhalla Stream
Rocks on the downthrown side of the Kekerengu Fault are well-exposed in
Valhalla Strcam, to the SE of the fault trace. A geological section through this area (Fig.
3.12, focated on Fig.3.2) transects mostly Early Miocene strata that are, because of
their chief ly fine grain size, interyreted as having been deposited when acrivity of the
FCFS was waning. Some parts of the sequence, however, are intensely folded,
suggesting that, as thrust faulting in internal parts of the FCFS ceased, significant
deformation by folding and, later, strike-slip faulting took place in its foreland to the
SE. Due to the active strike-slip faulting in this area (Kekerengu & Heavers Creek
fuults), blocks in the section between these faults have been treated as separate
structural entities. Between the Kekerengu Fault and the Heavers Creek Fault, strata dip
steeply and almost homoclinally, with many beds overturned (Fig. 3.12). Between the
llertvers Creek Fault and the coast, strata are intensely fotded but, overall, a narrow
strutigraphic range is exposed. Folding in this area may be accommodated by
detachment at depth along incompetent, smectite-rich layers of Eocene-aged marl of the
Anturi Formntion, which is often exposed in the cores of tight anticlines and along the
ucrive taults (Fig. 3.12 & map).
The total amount of shortening in the coastal part of the section (due to folding) is
calcrttlated to be 
-800m (0.3 strain; Fig. 3.13). Shortening in the western part of the
section is more difficult to determine, because it relies on an interpretation of the
structural history. This part of the section has been constructed so as to conform to a
southeast-ward thrust fault vergence that is documented by mesoscopic deformation
fabrics in the majority of the FCFS. Thus, the observed repetition of Early Miocene
rocks of the inland block (Fig.3.l2) is interpreted as having occurred due to
eniplacement from the northwest. Due to eastward tilting of these rocks on the eastern
lrrrrb of the BMA, they have become overtumed in the direction of thrust fault transport,
or to the SE, altering their apparent sense of motion from SE-verging thrust to SE-
rerging normal faults. Additional to folding on the eastern limb of the BMA,
del'ormation interpreted to be a consequence of dextral/reverse shear adjacent to the
active Kekerengu Fault has f,urther tilted these rocks so that many structures have
become downward-facing. The total amount of slip along both faults of the inland block
(Fig. 3.13), parallel to the tilted bedding, is 3.6 km.
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'l'rurr.lc oF FAULT MovEMENT
Evidence of the timing of relative motion in different parts of the FCFS includes
the folding of higher fault-bounded slices by later ramping of structurally deeper faults
(e.-e., Fig.3.l0). In the structurally highest thrust sheet, which constitutes the footwall of
the present-day Clarence Fault, folding is generally tighter and more abundant than in
lolv€r thrust sheets. This intense deformation in parts of the fault system closer to the
hinterland implies that the general style of faulting within the FCFS was of a leading
edge type, with western (hinterland) thrusts having moved first, then being deformed
piggy-back style by stlucturally deeper (fbreland) faults to the east. A schematic cross-
section of the early development of the upper-level Headache Creek duplex system,
rvhich closely resembles rarely-exposed meso-scale duplexes formed within interbedded
limestone and marl of the Amuri Formation, is shown in Figure 3.14. Thrusting on the
proto-Clarence/Flags Creek Fault is interpreted to be one of the earliest offsets within
the FCFS, but offset may have been long-lived, eventually forming a nappe of Torlesse
rock that overrode the FCFS to the east. Evidence for this is the SE transport directions
indicated by deformation fabrics along the FCF that are interpreted to be coeval with
SE-directed thrusting on the laterally contiguous Clarence Fault, along strike to the
\vest. Other evidence fbr the relative timing of motion on the Clarence/FCF is derived
from uplitt of the Tapuae-o-uenuku plutonic complex (TPC), which, in the Late
(-'rctaceous, was emplaced into Torlesse rocks that now folm the hangingwall of the
Clrrrence Fault. An apatite fission-track age of 22 Ma attests to cooling of the TPC
through the partial annealing zone of apatire (approximately 120 
- 
60') [Baker &
Seward. 19961, implying thrust fault activity of the Clarence/FCF at this time. This 22
Ma exhumation age is bracketed by the 24 
- 
20 Ma age of the GMC [Prebble, 1976],
tvhich was most likely sourced from erosion of uplifting parts of the FCFS, including
the hangingwall of the proto-Clarence and proto-Flags Creek faults.
The youngest strata known to be deformed by the FCFS are Middle Miocene in
age (U. Lillburnian 
- 
U. Waiauian Heavers Creek Formation [Vickery, 1994]). Siltstone
overlying thin beds of GMC in the Waima River valley (i.e., Heavers Creek Formation)
are overthrust by the Deep Creek Fault, all of which are, in turn, folded by the Narrows
Syncline. Therefore, the DCF, which is structurally one of the upperrnost faults in the
system, must be younger than the GMC (24 
- 
20 Ma). If the FCFS is a leading
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Headache Creek Duplex system
subsequenl
Figure 3.14a. Early
development of the
Headache Creek duplex
system, or the upper level
decol lement represented
on Figures 3.10 & 3.11.
Detachment horizons
commonly occur belween
incompetent marl and
competent limestone lay-
ers of the Amuri
Formation.
Key:
*-lWaima Siltstone
Whalesback LST
upper marl
middle limestone
lower marl
lower limestone
continued offset
on new thrust
trailing branch line
moves up new ramp...
...subsequent tilting
by structurally lower
thrust faulting...
@
l"l
@
EI
approximate present
position of
Clarence Fault
trailing
branch line
approximate present
topographic position
last offset on
"initial" fault
initiation
of new thrust
Figure 3. l4b. Field
example of above
described duplex-style
deformaticln in upper
Waima River. Alternat-
ing layers of competent
limestone and incompe-
tent marl are repeated on
a larger scale within the
Amuri Formation. Ver-
gence is to the SE (right
hand side of figure) and
shortening strain in the
visible part of the duplex
is 63Vo (parallel to
bedding). Strata have
been tilted to the east by
folding subsequent to
reverse offset. Back pack
in right hand tbreground
for scale.
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imbricate fan (younger faulting towards the foreland), then post-middle Miocene
activity of the DCF marks one of the earliest ruptures. This relationship is also
important for constraining the relative timing of folding of the Narrows Syncline (and
tlrrust reactivation of the FCF), which must be later than the post-Middle Miocene
n'rovement on the DCF.
Due to later folding of the BMA and tilting to form its NE plunge, the youngest,
structurally deep faults of the forward-propagating FCFS are now preserved within the
core of this regional fold. No pre-Quaternary strata have been observed deposited above
any taults of the FCFS, therefore the minimum age of displacement is not directly
constrained and must be inferred from relative tectonic quiescence implied by
cle position of tlre fine-grained Heavers Creek Formation (-15 
- 
12 Ma). That this post-
tr'ctonic unit is only 
-5-7 Ma younger than the poorly-sorted, syntectonic GMC attests
to the short time interval over which the FCFS was active.
Dtscussrot{
A reconstruction for the Kekerengu region based on new and existing
pulaeomagnetic and structural data is presented in Figure 3.15, NE, seaward-verging
tltrust llulting above an Early Miocene subduction zone was laterally continuous along
the east coast for 
-400 km [Rait er al,, 1991, Delteil et al., 1996], with rhe FCFS located
near the southern termination of subduction (Fig.3.l5A). Variable uplift in association
rvith fold-thrust belt development, especially in the eastern part of the study area which
was well below sea level (foraminifera from the GMC and Waima Formation suggest
depths of outer shelf to upper continental slope [Vickery, 1994]), resulted in local
cleposition ol'the GMC in fans and canyons that were scoured into tectonically
irnbricated continental shelf (Fig.3.l5B). The proto-Clarence Fault was apparently a
backstop to the FCFS and its Early Miocene movement formed a thrust nappe of
Torlesse telrane rock (Fig. 3.15C), of which the WNW-striking FCF was the overthrust.
Structurally restored transport markers (dextral strike-slip prior to restoration) along the
FCF indicate the same SE direction of motion (present day) as for the NE-striking
Clurence Fault.
In the latter stages of FCFS development, possibly as the Alpine Fault propagated
along strike to become a through-going structure in the South lsland, the eastern
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Figure 3.15. Reconstruction of the Kekerengu region for the last 25 Ma. A: Regional setting at the southern
termination of the Early Miocene subduction zone, after Sutherland [1995]; B: activity of the Flags Creek
Fault System (FCFS).and local depositio:r of 
-the Greatlvlarlborough Conglomerate (GMC)-in submarine
canyons; provenance indicates erosion of locally uplifted parts of the FCFS and hangingwall of the proto-
Clarence Fault; C: fonnation of an overthrust nappe of Torlesse basement and folding of the overthrust
limb about a gently N-plunging axis. This axis is the same structure as the "rotation boundary segment 4"
of Little & Roberts [997], but, contrary to their interpretation, folding about this structure was early Mid-
dle Miocene in age and occured about a sub-horizontal axis. Extremely rapid regional clockwise vertical-
axis rotation was well underway by this time; D: regional vertical-axis rotation continues along with ero-
sion of Torlesse nappe. Figure continues on p. 106.
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Marlborough region began to rotate clockwise about a vertical axis in response to
distributed strike-sip shear (Figs. 3.15C & D) [e.g., Lamb & Bibby, 1989; Vickery &
Larnb, 199-51. Continued regional clockwise vertical-axis rotation, totalling 
-100" by 8
Ma, resulted in the originally NE-vergent structures becoming SE-vergent by the Late
Miocene (Fig. 3.15E). This regional rotation must have ceased by 6-7 Ma, as some Late
Miocene clastic rocks of the middle Awatere Valley are unrotated [Little & Roberts,
lL)97). New palaeomagnetic data [Chapter 2] and the similarity of thrust sheet transport
directions across the regional BMA suggests that the entire FCFS acted as a rigid block
cluring this regional rotation. Reactivation of the FCF as a SW-directed thrust fault early
in the Late Miocene may have steepened Torlesse strata in its hangingwall (Fig.3.15F)
and formed the Narrows Syncline in the footwall of the FCF. This reactivation of the
FCF may have been coeval with Late Miocene formation of the Medway Fault System,
l0 km to the north, as recorded by syntectonic deposition of coarse-grained marine fan-
glomerates within the Awatere Basin (Figs. 3.15F & G).Shortening across the Ward
ancl Cape Campbell synclines and the London Hill Fault (Fig.3.l5G; cross-hatch
ptttet'n) nray also have been initiated at this time. Northeast-ward tilting of NE
Mur.lborough throughout the Pliocene and recent times [Chapter 5] has resulted in most
l'old hinges obtaining a NE plunge. Dextral strike-slip deformation in the late Pliocene
has reactivated the proto-Clarence Fault as a strike-slip fault, offset the eastern limb of
the BMA by slip on the Kekerengu Fault and overturned the eastern, truncated ends of
the FCFS by "drag folding" (Fig.3.15H). Localclockwise vertical-axis rotation up to of
-50' (Fig. 3.15H: diagonal hatch) has aft'ected strata in proximity to these currently
itctive faults IVickery & Lamb, 1995J, also further rotating Early Miocene transport
directions to become south-verging in this zone of Plio-Pleistocene dextral shear.
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Figure 3.15 -continued. E: Regional clockwise vertical-axis rotation of 
-100o was completed by 8 Ma and
originally NE transport directions within the FCFS are now SE-oriented. Continued erosion of Torlesse
nappe and thrust faulting in the Medway Valley/Awatere basin begins; F: reactivation of the FCF as a SW-
directed thrust, tilting of Torlesse hangingwall strata, folding of the Narrows syncline (cross hatch pattern),
with the Peggioh Fault (PF) possibly accommodating differential slip at the western end of the folding
zone; G: late Pliocene rotation of Awatere basin, bounded to the SW along rotation boundary 2 (RB2
ll-ittle & Roberts, 1997]) and to the east by thrusting on the London Hill Fault (LtF). Activity of the Ward
and Cape Campbell synclines probably initiated at this time (cross hatch pattern); H: continued rotation of
Awatere basin, up to 44" in some parts, wirh further conhaction across LIIF and Ward and Cape Campbell
synclines (WS & CCS). Dexral shear of approximately 50o (clockwise) in a zone adjacent to the Kekeren-
gu Fault and wrench folding of the eastern limb of the Ben More Anticline (cross hatch pattern) is inferred
to have resulted in the overturning of the eastern, truncated ends of the FCFS and the clockwise-rotation of
SE-vergent transport directions of the FCFS to become S-vergent near the coast. See text for full
discussion.
The Flags Creek Fault Sltstem rc1
ConclusroNs
The Flags Crcek Fault System (FCFS) marks the southern limit of "thrust nappes"
that are part of a > 400 km-long belt that formed above a subduction-trench system
alon,q the east coast of the North Island in the latest Oligocene 
- 
earliest Miocene, A
minimum of l6 km of horizontal shor-tening within the FCFS since the Early Miocene is
implied by restorable cross-sections through the deformed belt. Fault, fold, shear zone
and cleavage 
-related transport directions near major faults of the FCFS record a
southeast vergence and transport direction of large-scale thrust blocks, including a
Torlesse Terrane nappe, that now forms the hangingwall of the Clarence and Flags
Creek taults. The Flags Creek Fault (FCF) and the proto-Clarence Fault are genetically
the same strLlcture, which formed as an Early Miocene "backstop" to the FCFS. The
fold hinge between the rooted limb (proto-Clarence Fault) and the nappe (FCF) was
NW-trendrng and sub-horizontal at the time of its formation (the proto-Ben More
Anticline). Regional NE tilting resulted in the nappe (FCF) having attained a moderate
NE dip by the end of the Miocene. Palaeomagnetically-determined clockwise vertical-
axis rotation of NE Marlborough (up to I00') began at about this time. This rotation
converted the entire, already extant FCFS from a NE-vergent thrust stack to a SE-
rergin-t one (present-day coordinates). Reactivation of the folded, tilted nappe (FCF) as
a SW-directed thrust fault in the Late Miocene is inferred from NE-SW contraction of
rocks on its footwall (the Namows Syncline), by overprinting of mesoscopic fault and
fold structures outcropping along the fault zone and by stratigraphic relationships on the
tilted backlimb of the FCF in the Awarere basin.
The similarity in structurally corrected transport direction on all limbs of the
(rcstored) Ben More anticline is evidence that the arcuate shape of the FCFS is not the
product of diff'erential vertical axis rotations between the limbs. Thus, the hinge of the
Ben More Anticline is not a local boundary about which these very large crustal-scale
rotations have occurred, affecting only part of the FCFS. Palaeomagnetic data for parts
of the FCFS indicate that clockwise vertical axis rotations of 
-80-100" took place
during the early Middle Miocene (younger than 
-17 Ma), slightly after the inception of
NE-directed thrust faulting at 
-24-18 Ma. These data support the theory that a large part
of eastern Marlborough has undergone a regional vertical axis rotation of up to 100'
[e-e, Vickery & Lamb, 1995]. The Clarence Fault has since become reactivated as one of
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the crustal-scale Marlborough Faults, cunently accruing strike slip offset at a rate of 
-5
mm a-' [Van Dissen & Nicol, 1999].
Restoration of SE-vergent transport in accordance with l00o of regional
clockwise vertical-axis rotation since the Early Miocene results in NE-vergent, seaward-
directed thrust faulting that is consistent with the relative plate motion vector from
Early Miocene plate boundary reconstructions. Although coastal parts of Marlborough
have undergone large clockwise vertical-axis rotations (up to l00o), sites that record
-sreater rotation than this are restricted to areas adjacent to active or recently active
clcrtral l'itults. Pliocene to recent dextral shear is favoured as a mechanism for imparting
extra clockwise vertical-axis rotation, over and above the regional amount, to rocks of
coastal NE Marlborough in a zone adjacent to the active Kekerengu Fault. This shear
has also affected the Early Miocene transport directions of the FCFS so that a southerly
vergence is observed in this zone. The eastern ends of the folded FCFS thrusts are
truncated by the Kekerengu Fault and some have become overturned in this zone of
active deformation. These observations are consistent with the style of deformation in
the plate boundary zone changing from subduction-related thrusting in the Early
Miocene to strike-slip/transform defbrmation in the Pliocene, a transition that occurred
both spatially and temporally along the margin.
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Chapter A:Late Quaternary fluvial terraces of eastern Marlborough
and their correlation within central New Zealand,
ABSTRACT
Quaternary fluvial terraces of the Awatere Valley, NE Marlborough, New Zealand, are extremely well
prescrvecl. due mainly to the aridity ol'the local climate and a constant regional uplift. Existing Quaternary
ten'i.rce stratigraphy of the Awatele River catchment is revised by the measurement of five optically
stintulated luminescence (OSL) ages on loess and applied over the widel coastal NE Marlborough region.
Neu OSI- rl;rtrng indicates an uhandonment age for the Starborough-l terrace. correlated with the last
nritirlr rggradational event in NE Marlborough, of 9.15 t 7.1 ka. This date is much younger than a
previous 
-16 ka thermoluminescence (TL) age estimate of Starborough-l terrace abandonment from loess
at exuctly the same location. Fluvial terraces assumed to be correlative of the Awatere aggradation
surllces are preserved to the south of the Awatere Valley, along the Flaxbourne River near the town of
Wald. Correlation of these surfaces that are peripheral to the Awatere Valley has been achieved by
assessing their morphostratigraphic position and by mapping tiom detailed aerial photographs. OSL dating
of kress from l tlight of fbur terraces cut by the Flaxbourne River yield abandonment ages of 70 - 80 ka
ancl 
-100 ku. indicating a mean incision rate of 1.0 mm a'' over the last 
-100 ka. This incision rate
irtclucles eustatic and tectonic components of fluctuating sh'eam base level, int'erred to be 0.7 and 0.3 mm
ar. r'espectively. The elevation of other terraces at this site, that were not optically dated, have been used
lo Inter approximate abandonment uges of 
-120 ka and -80 ka, suggesting that the chronology of terrace
aggradation in NE Marlborough can be matched to warming periods on the oxygen isotope curve. It is
ctrnr'luded that. in this peri-glacial region, terrace aggradation is due to a downstream pulse of sediment
duttng peak deglaciatior/warming, rather than glacial outwash at the time of maximum glaciation.
It,t't'Rooucttott
The Awatere River valley, eastern Marlborough (Fig.4.1), has extensive flights of
well-preserved fluvial terraces, some as old as 
-350 ka. Preservation is due mainly to
aridity of the local climate coupled with a constant uplift rate of t-2 mm a-r over the last
c. 0.5 Ma [Wellman, 1979]. This uplift allows incision by the modern Awatere River
tvhich leaves morphologically higher lateral terrace remnants. These terraces provide an
excellent record of Late Quaternary fluvial aggradation and degradation in the Awatere
Valley. In this paper, previous soil and loess mapping work on terrace surfaces in the
lower Awatere Valley is synthesised along with published luminescence ages, carbon
dates and five new optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) ages on loess. Nine new
locutions ol'the Kawakawa Tephra (Aokautere Ash) are recognised in the study which
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Figure 4. l. Location of the study area within the Marlborough Fault System (inset). This area, on the east
coast of the South Island, New Zealand, lies within an orographic rain shadow, atTording good preservation
of Late Quaternary features such as fluvial tenaces. PAC: Pacific Plate; AUS: Australian Plate.
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provides a chronostratigraphic marker for landscapes during the last glaciation. A Late
Quaternary morphostratigraphic framework is erected for eastern Marlborough from
tltese new data and is correlated with that in other central New Zealand locations.
A-rgradation surfaces within the study area are correlated with each other on the basis of
morphostratigraphy and detailed mapping from aerial photographs. A model for terrace
a-ggradation during the time of peak deglaciation is presented, which incorporates
chr.rnging eustatic sea level, sediment supply and tectonic uplift. This model is used to
predict the relative heights of aggradation surfaces and the thickness of their gravel fill
as a function of tectonic uplift and distance upstream from the river mouth.
GnolocrcAL sETTrNc
Marlborough is situated at the southern end of the Hikurangi margin, where the
active Marlborough Fault System accommodates c. 40 mm a-r of relative motion
betrveen the Pacific and Australian plates [De Mets et al., 1994] (Fig. a.l). Active
clcl'ormation in this area has provided a steady uplift rate for at least the last 
-0.5 Ma
[Wellman, 1979: Lamb & Bibby, 1989].
A prevailing westerly wind direction means that this eastern region of South Island
lres within rn orographic rain-shadow. Less than 800 mm a-' rainfall [Molloy, 1993]
l'ucilitates preservation of morphological features such as fluvial and marine teffaces and
a dry climate ts optimal for entrainment and deposition of loess. Hence the Awatere and
Wuirau valleys are ideally situated for preserving a record of climatic fluctuations within
the Late Quaternary. The area of central focus in this paper includes the coastal end of
the Awatere Valley and the region to the south towards the town of Ward (Fig. 4.1).
TSNRACT NOMENCLATURE AND GENERAL MODELs FoR TIMING oF AGGRADATIoN IN
RIII,ATION TO THE GLACIATION.DEGLACIATION CYCLE
The assumption that fluvial systems are most actively aggrading during times of
peak glaciation [Penck & Bruckner, 1909] may not be validforperi-glacial areas such as
central New Zealand, where only minor (if any) glaciers were present in the upper
reuches of the river systems. According to the model of Fisk U944), who studied
terraces of the Lower Mississippi River Valley, river incision is linked to glacial cycles
and terrace aggradation occurs during interglacial periods. Thus, two diametrically
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opllosing hypotheses regarding the timing of terrace aggradation and degradation have
been published.
In areas such as NE Marlborough, where bedrock is soft, lowering sea level will
encoLrrage rapid river incision, In the Awatere Valley, strath terraces which have a wide
floodplain suggest that, during the incision process following a drop in sea level, the
condition of .'grading to base level" has generally been met. The temperate climate of
central New Zealand means water is always present, even during times of peak
.elaciation in stream headwaters [Gage, 1965]. Physical erosion in stream headwaters
produces abundant sediment in the form of screes and ultimately glacial tills and
outwash in cilques (where glaciers arc present), but little is transported during this
period of maximum glaciation and lowered sea level. As sea level begins to rise, the
clirnate also becomes wetter and a pulse of clastic detritus is delivered downstream. This
bed-load is deposited in the stream to build an aggradation terrace, Therefore,
aggradation takes place not at the time of peak glaciation, but during the period of
deglaciation and sea level rise. Terrace aggradation may continue until the supply of
(gllcially produced) sediment "runs out" and./or until sea level stabilises at its highest
level. To preserve a flight of alluvial terraces, a furthernecessary precondition is that the
t'c-eittn in cluestion is being uplil'ted. This would have been especially true of Holocene
transgression at l7 - 6 ka, when the dramatic 120 m rise in sea level would inundate any
downstream terraces that were not uplifting fast enough to avoid being drowned.
Although loess is presently accumulating in some areas of New Zealand (e.g.,
Marlborough). the most significant loess deposits accumulate during glacial or cold
periods lEden, 1983]. Loess deposition occurs mainly because of an abundance of over-
bank silt due to physical erosion in stream headwaters and lack of significant vegetation
cover on the alluvial floodplains. The climate is usually dry and windy at this time,
which suits grain transportation and downwind formation of loess deposits. If terrace
aggradation and loess deposition were occurring simultaneously, as in the syn-glaciation
models of river aggradation, we might expect to see more interfingering of sequences of
gravel and loess, rather than the generally observed sequential superposition. In NE
Mar'lborough and othercentral New Zealand locations, sequences of aggradational river
gravel are typically sharply overlain by younger aeolian loess and their associated soils.
1'his point argues that major periods of gravel aggradation and loess deposition are not
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pene-contemporaneous, with loess accumulating during the cold periods prior to the next
cycle of fluvial aggradation.
Loess units are generally named according to when their "correlative" terrace was
being incised and/or deposited. At this time, presumably during glacial/cold periods, silt
becomes available for aeolian entrainment and deposition on older, higher terrace
remnants above the active floodplain. Commonly, before abandonment of the active
l'loodplain, sand-sized grains may become entrained, resulting in the localised
construction of dunes [Palmer, 1982].
Pnnvrous woRK rN THE Lownn AwlrnRr VaLlny
Cotton [945] concluded that there has been little time since interruption of the old
1'luvial aggradation cycle in Awatere River valley because the modern channel is narrow
compared with the aggradational plain. Many side-streams into the Awatere River form
falls or rapids down to the active river level and are largely stranded on higher terrace
surfaces (in most cases the Starborough-l surface), because unlike the Awatere River
they do not have enough power to achieve modern grade.
Eden [983, 1989] carried out important work in mapping terrace surfaces in the
Au'utere and Wairau valleys and describing and dating their loess coverbeds. In the
Auiatere Valley, Eden [983, 1989] categorised six terrace sequences sufficiently
clil'l'erent in morphostratigraphic position to warrant separate aggradation status (Table
-l.l ). Dating of terraces was achieved by recognition of the 22.6 ka Kawakawa Tephra
[Wilson et. al., 1988] and in some cases the -340 ka Rangitawa Tephra. Matching of
rvarm/cold cycles inf'erred from loess stratigraphy with the oxygen isotope ratios of Hays
et al. t1976l and low sea levels [Chappell, 1983] were also incorporated in the
stratigraphy of Eden [983, 1989].
VICTOHIA UNIVERSIW OF WELLINGTON
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Terrace Strath Age' Age' Age' Sea level peak Sea level trough
Sltclhourne c.270 >340 400 '!
Muritai c.240 320 270
ClitTord c,150 220 200
Upton c.70 r20 108
2 >100 100 96
J 80 68
Dtlu'ns I c'.40 >57 60 56
2 40 35
Star'trorough I 17 x2 >15 t2?
) L2+2 t2 8.75?
3-9 <12 7.5?
l'ahle 4.1. Molphostratigraphic sequence and age of terrace abandonment in the Awatere Valley as
des,.'tihed by: (l) Eden [989] who used morphostratigraphy and relative position of the Kawakawa
1'ephra to inl'er ages, and: (2) Berger & Pillans [1994] and (3) Little et al. [998], who used
lltet'ntoluminescence dating of loess. Sea level peaks for 400 - 100 ka are from oxygen isotope records of
Shackleton et al. [990J & Martinson et al. [19871, for 100 - l2 ka from Chappell & Shackleton [9861
.rntl litr l2 - 0 ka liom Gihb ll979l.
fhe nomenclature ol'Eden !9891 is used in this paper, not only for terraces in the
Awatere Valley, but also for extrapolation of surfaces out of the main Awatere Valley
catchment (see below), though his chronology has been revised. The oldest terrace
t'ecognised by Eden !983, 19891, the Sherbourne terrace, has upon it a loess cover
seqLrence containing 2 tephra. This surface was assigned an age of "c. 270 ka" by Eden,
rvho corelated the lower tephra with the Rangitawa Tephra. This post-abandonment age
was later refined by Berger and Pillans [994], who reported a thermoluminescence (TL)
rrge of 346 + 70 ka for loess just below the lower tephra on this terrace and Pillans et al.
[996] who inferred an age of 340 t 7 ka for the Rangitawa Tephra (Table 4.1). Berger
und Pillans [994] also reported TL dates of 80.6 t 9.9 and l13 + 18 ka for a younger
loess sequence, the "Upton Loess" of Eden [983], which is exposed not feu away at The
Castles in the lower Awatere Valley (Fig. a.l). They also recorded a TL age of 57 + 5 ka
fbr loess cover on the younger Downs-l tefface tread in the lower Awatere Valley.
The distribution of the Kawakawa Tephra in central New Zealand was reviewed by
Campbell il9861, who integrated 22 South Island sites with North Island locations.
Local tephra bed thicknesses were used to produce an isopach map of tephra airfall, on
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which the Marlborough region lies between the l0 and 15 cm contours. This airfall event
provides a useful last glacial maximum marker horizon in Marlborough for landscape
surfaces that are older than c.23 ka. Pillans et al. [993] dated five exposures of loess
close to the Kawakawa tephra in the North Island and one from Marlborough, at The
Custles (see above), using TL dating. These samples were "contaminated" and
consistently under-estimated the expected (generally accepted) age determined from r*C
dating of wood within the coeval Oruanui lgnimbrite [Wilson et al., 1988], which give
an average age of 22 590 + 230 yr BP. At Nina Brook, in the lower Awatere Valley (Fig.
4. l), the Kawakawa Tephra is exposed in colluvial/alluvial fan-glomerate, built up
behind the scarp of the active Awatere Fault. Little et al. [998] carbon-dated 4 peat
suntples from both above and below the tephra, all of which returned ages younger than
the "accepted" 22.6 ka date. Benson et al. [2001] dated lake deposits on top of the Nina
Brook fan, which contains the tephraand which have a'tC age of 
-21 ka.
Little et al. [998] dated loess on the Starborough-l terrace (St-l) at Seddon,
obtaining a TL age of 15.2 t 1.3 ka (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1). On the basis of differential
loess cover thickness and river incision levels, they inferred that the Starborough-2
tL'rr;.rce is about 3 ku younger thiln St-1. They used mean incision rates of the Awatere
Rirer'. the l8% lower elevation of Starborough-2 relative to St-l and its thinner loess
cover, which is I m less than that of St-1. This is probably a maximum age difference
due to rates of incision not being uniform during the Holocene [Little et al., 1998].
Ota et al. [995] obtained several radiocarbon ages of shell and wood from cores in
the Blind River - Lake Grassmere region, to the SE of the Awatere Valley (Fig. a.1).
Mitny of the sites chosen by Ota et al. [995] are currently undergoing local subsidence
in or near the axis of the active Ward Syncline [Townsend,1996), therefore fluvial
sut'l'uces that are correlative of tlrose within the uplifting Awatere Valley have become
successively buried in this region. Beach deposits around the northern shores of Lake
Grassmere that are 6-8 ka in age, based on carbon dating of wood and shell material [Ota
et ul., 1995], are broadly contemporaneous with degradational fluvial terraces in the
Awatere Valley, including Starborough-3 to -9.
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REctoul coRRELATToN oF TERRACE SURFAcES
From the morphostratigraphy of Eden [1989] (Table 4.1), who mapped terraces
solely within the Awatere Valley catchment, surfaces in the Blind River - Lake
Grassmere - Ward area (see Fig. 4.1) have been correlated by their morphologic position
and ulso their characteristic degree of surface dissection (Fig. 4.2; Quaternary terrace
nrap: back pocket). This association has been made by detailed study of aerial
photographs from which terrace surfaces have been traced and digitally scanned into the
GIS program "Maplnfo". Photographs are registered within a global coordinate
system/reference frame onto which a digital version of the NZ l: 50 000 Map Series
topographic contours can be projected. From this contour dataset, approximate
elevations (+ 20 metres) can be obtained for points on a specific terrace surface. Three
sepilraLe Elevation Distance Meter (EDM) surveys were also carried out, in the
Flaxboume and Dunsandel valleys, and incorporated into this digital reference frame,
git'ing millimetre precision of relative terrace heights in areas of particular interest.
These surveys were constructed to resolve differences in elevation of fluvial terraces
close to the tip of the Clarence Fault and are described in detail in another paper
re-uurding the pattern of Late Quatemary uplift and subsidence in this coastal part of NE
Marlborough [Chapter 5] (see Appendix 4).
Surl'ace morphologv
The degree of terrace surface dissection by streams has been used as a qualitative
index of relative surface age. Where terrace surfaces are contiguous with one another, or
ilt sites where preservation allows a good height comparison between different terraces,
older surfaces can generully be distinguished from younger ones by their gross
nrorphology, the degree of their dissection and the apparent degradation of their flanking
Lerrace risers. In general, older surfaces have more-rounded scarp edges than the younger
ones due to erosion, dissection by small streams and uneven blanketing by windblown
loess. Therefore, surfaces with the sharpest edge between the tread and the riser will, in
-eeneral, be the youngest ones. The oldest surfaces are commonly so dissected or
hlanketed with loess that no apparent terrace 'osurface" remains. These are sometimes
devoid of loess, in which case they are interpreted as deflation surf'aces. These properties
ure useful when correlating between disjunct surfaces as roughly contemporaneous
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ten'aces can be categorised into age-groups by their general scarp shape. A description of
the surface characteristics used in this study to achieve the correlations shown on Figure
4.? is given in Appendix 3.1.
Kawakawa tephra as a chronostratigraphic tool
The Kawakawa Tephra (Aokautere Ash) is commonly preserved in loess and/or
gravel successions in NE Marlborough. This study adds widely to the presently known
outcrop distribution of the Kawakawa Tephra in NE Marlborough (Fig. 4.3). Eden
[l989] used this isochronous marker as a mainstay for assigning ages within his loess
strirtigraphy.
Gluss chemislrv eumlysis from new sites
Electron microprobe analyses of individual tephra glass shards from new sites in
Mar'lborough (shown on Fig. 4.3) were carried out to establish the chemical identity of
tc-phras. This analysis was performed at Victoria University of Wellington, using the
JEOL-733 super-probe with a l0 pm diameter beam and an 8 nA cument. Samples from
seven of tlre nine new locations were analysed and all sample populations have
ovc'rlapping fields for CaO, FeO and l/3 KzO (Fig. a.4). Values were normalised to
l0O%, and site mean data are presented in Appendix 3.2, along with scanning electron
microscope photographs of representative glass shards. AII seven samples also overlap
tlte chemical tield for Kawakawa Tephra averaged from well-correlated sites in the
North Island [Pillans et al., 1993]. These results verify that the Marlborough tephra is the
Kawakawa Tephra.
Depositiortal regime at the time of tephra airfall
The Kawakawa Tephra is an important tool for understanding and dating Late
Quaternary stratigraphic sequences in NE Marlborough. The tephra generally forms a
macroscopic horizon 2 - l0 cm thick in loess but it is often preserved within
colluvial/alluvial fan deposits. For example, at Nina Brook (see Fig.4.l), rapidly
deposited alluvial fan gravel shedding from the northern hills has formed a thick
sequence of coarse Torlesse-derived gravel with occasional layers of peat [Benson et al.,
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New locations:
A Blind River Loop Road (10)
r-) Blind River Quarry ( l0)
r Elterwater'(15)
I Ff2 (Plateau/lowert 16)
. FSIT (Plateau/2nd; l0)
o FIQT2 (Flaxboume River; l0)
o QTI Tl (Tachalls Creek; l0)
O DunsandelCreek (12)
Previously published
(not analysed this study):
a ,*6r,2 (20)
I White Bluffs3 (ll)
!! Nina Brooks (15)
Figure 4.3. New and previously known locations of Kawakawa Tephra in eastern Marlborough. Super-
scripts on Figures 4.3 and 4.4 (below) refer to data from l) Campbell [986];2) Courtesy of P. Froggatt; 3)
Little et al. [998], and 4) Pillans et al. [993].
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Figure 4.4. Ternary plot for distinguishing elements FeO{aO-l/3 K"O for new tephra samples Iisted in
Figure 4.3 (above). Fields tbr Kawakawa and Rangitawa tephras (grey) are from Pillans et al. [993]. The
black area represents overlap of new samples (excl. Ward), See Appendix 3.2 for site means of analyses.
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2001I. The inference of local deposition is drawn from the absence of Tapuae-O-Uenuku
plutonic rocks, which are characteristic of "Awatere River" gravels and the moderately
steep southward dip of the fan surface indicates a flow direction perpendicular to the
present NE course of the Awatere River.
In Dunsandel Creek (see Fig. 4.1), the tephra is similarly contained within colluvial
grlvels and is remarkably well preserved (Fig. 4.5). As at Nina Brook, the tephra at
Dunsandel Creek is preserved only within the older fan gravels, not within the gravels
underlying the St-l aggradation surface that is extensively preserved downstream (Fig.
4.5. inset).
Along SHl, approximately I km south of Ward (Fig.a.l), the tephra is preserved
within laminated silt that is interdigitated with bars of fine gravel, suggesting a marginal
luke/deltaic environment [Townsend, 1996] and a further 3 km to the west, near Tachalls
Creek, it forms thick deposits (up to 30 cm) in fine, slightly laminated silt. That the
tephra is contained within or associated with, in many places, localised colluvial fan
gravels and not within gravels underlying aggradation terraces suggests that, at the time
ol-its eruption at 21.6 ka [Wilson et al., 1988], major aggradation was not taking place
und instead, localised fans were beine built.
linnrcts or LocAL TECToNICS oN TERRACE FoRMATIoN AND suRFACE
PRIiSERVATION
Regional terrace correlations need to account for local variations in terrace height
und character resulting from active faulting and folding and differential uplift across the
regron. Local tectonics can murkedly affect surfaces that are inferred to be older than 60
ka. The Upton-3 terrace (c. 80 ka) in the Blind River area, for example, forms ridge-like
remnants in the interfluves of tributary streams and has been displaced vertically by 40 -
50 m in an up-to-the-north sense of throw across the Hog Swamp Fault (Figs.4.l & 4.2).
This displacement appears to increase along the fault trace(s) to the NE and may be
responsible for a tectonic damming of this river system, causing a prominent north-east
detlection of Blind River. Other north-flowing streams, shedding from the Haldon Hills,
have now become pirated by Blind River where they drain into its east-flowing, deviated
course. Terraces younger than the c. 60 ka Downs-l appear not to be affected by this
luulting, suggesting little or no movement on the Hog Swamp Fault since this time.
Subsidence near the trace of the HSF may also have caused apparent burial of the
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Downs-l aggradation surface by vertical accumulation of successively younger
depositional events. The stratigraphic sequence beneath the "St-1" lerrace at Blind River
is shown Figure 4.6. The 5 to 6m-thick basal gravel deposit is inferred to represent the
Downs-l aggradation event and thin lenses of gravel, separated from the lower gravels
by Downs-l loess, correlate with locally aggrading Downs-2 fans. The Kawakawa
'l'ephra is preserved within a paleosol(?) as the prominent white band near the top of the
sequence (Fig. 4.6) and is scoured and truncated by deposition of the youngest terrace
lllrrvium, inf-erred to be equivalent to St-l aggradation. This morphological inversion
(,ceLu's ut otlrel sites that are also inferred to be undergoing local subsidence in
ltssociation with active bedrock structures, notably on the footwall of the Clarence Fault
(Dunsandel Creek; Fig.4.1) and in the axis of the Ward Syncline (Tachalls & Needles
creeksl Fig.4.l). At all of these locations only a single, young terrace surface is
preserved. These local differences in the Quaternary stratigraphy due to active tectonics
explain why a morphologically complete set of Awatere terraces is not always
preserved.
Nrw OSL DATTNG oF LoESs FRoM THE AwATERE - WARD REcroN
Starborough-l temace at Seddon (sample SL2)
Pt'evious dating of the Starborough-l terrace (St-l) includes a TL age on loess
ILrttle et al., 1998], from just north of the town of Seddon (Fig.4.[). Loess 25 cm above
the gravel (Fi-e.4.7) yielded an age of 15.2 + 1.3 ka. Assuming a linear rate of loess
accumulation at this site and that loess at the ground surface has an age of 0 ka, the 25
cm of loess below the TL sample represents approximately 1000 years of accumulation.
Extrapolating downward from the sampled loess to the top of the gravel yields a terrace
aburrdonment (tread) age of 16.0 + 1.4 ka.
OSL dating is generally regarded as being more reliable than TL techniques,
especially when dealing with poorly bleached samples from fluvial or lacustrine
sediments. A new OSL sample measured at exactly the same site as the TL sample of
Little et al. [998] has yielded an age of 8.4 t 0.7 ka for loess at the same stratigraphic
horizon (Table 4.2). This method uses the single aliquot regeneration (SAR) method
similar to thilt of Mun'ay & Wintle [2000], for coarse-grained quartz, but modified in the
Victoria University of Wellington (VUW) luminescence laboratory by Dr. Uwe Rieser
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Figure 4.5. Kawakawa Tephra preserved within colluvial Torlesse-derived gravel underlying the Starbor-
ough- I terrace near Dunsandel Creek. Hammer is 33 cm long. Inset: strati$aphic relationship of Kawaka-
wa Tephra (KKT) to Downs-2 (?) fans and the younger Starborough-l gravels, which have aggraded
vertically, mantling the older fan surface and therefore do not contain the tephra.
Figure 4.6. The Blind River quarry with thick Downs-l alluvium at the base and vertically aggrading
sequence containing the Kawakawa Tephra near the top. The tephra lies within possible lake deposits or a
palaeosol and is scoured by younger Starborough-l gravel. Hammcr (circled) is 33 cm long.
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to measure fine-grained feldspars. This is a new technique currently under review, but
tests of more than 80 OSL samples by this new SAR method at the VUW luminescence
liiboratory suggest similar, if not more accurate, results to duplicate samples tested by
the more widely accepted multiple aliquot method. For a brief description of the protocol
used in SAR dating of samples presented in this paper, see Appendix 3.3. The new OSL
date from Seddon indicates that abandonmenl of the St-l terrace occurred much later
than previously thought (extrapolated age of abandonment of 9.15 + 0.71 ka, assuming a
constant rate of loess accumulation) and that aggradation in the Awatere Valley did not
ceilse at the end of the Last Glacial Maximum.
Figure 4.7. Stratigraphy of the Seddon OSL site (SL-2) in loess on the Starborough-l terrace. The grey
square marks the position of the bulk sample taken and the small circle is the pin marking the position of
the TL sample of Liule et al. [1998].
2.2m
dark grey-brown
dark grey
polygonal tracturing,
gammate rich,
yellow-brown loess
18 cm
to centre LJ
softer loess (SAMPLE SL-2)
rounded gravels of Torlesse
Terrane rocks and Tapuae-
O-Uen uku-derived pluton ic
clasts
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Sample Material Age ($) error Age (t) error Comments
SL-2 Loess 8.4 0.7
FFS I Silr 77.4 8.8 Fluvial silt?
FFS2 silr 65.9 5.6 80.3 5.3 Fluvial silt?
FLI Loess u.6 6.4 70. I 4.3
SBI Loess >22 2.0 >19.6 2.4 Anomalous fading
.l ll.lu -1.1. New OSL dates fiom loess and silt in the Awatere Valley - Ward region. g - singte aliquot
regenerative technique [Rieser. in prep.]; i - multiple aliquot regenerative technique. See text for full
explanation and description of sites.
Flaxbourne River terraces: The Plateau
Three new OSL dates have been obtained from loess and fluvial silt overlying a
thick sequence of alluvium c. 4 km NW of Ward (Fig. a.8A). At "Corrie Downs" station,
a sequence of four terraces, known locally as The Plateau, are cut into Pliocene
rnudstone of the Starborough Formation. These surfaces range in elevation from
itppro,rimately 80 to 130 m above the present level of the Flaxbourne River (120 to 170
m above mean sea level) and are inferred to be coeval with similar tefface flights in the
neurby Awatere Valley, l5 km to the north.
The hi-ghest and oldest ten'ace (Tl / Upton-l?) caps an elongate, east-west-oriented
ridge on the north side of the Flaxbourne River and dips at c.2.5" eastward, toward the
lxis of the Ward Syncline (Fig. 4.8A), much more steeply than the c. 0.3o grade of the
modern river. This ridge drops steeply away to the north where mature, low-lying,
dissected temain has escaped the rejuvenating effects of terrace aggradation. Scattered,
angular clasts of Torlesse affinity lie on the T1 surface and it is assumed that these
gravels were deposited by the Flaxbourne River at some time in the past before their
uplift relative to the river level today. There is evidently no loess cover on this high
ten'ace, therefore it is assumed to represent a deflation surface due to its exposure to the
lvind.
The next lower terrace (T2 / Upton-2?) has three narrow remnants of original
surface. deeply dissected by small streams (Fig. a.8A). The stratigraphy includes a
section of fine cobble conglomerate overlain by >4.8 m of fluvial silt and sand (Fig.
4.88). The top of the conglomerate sequence lies approximately 15,2 m below the
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Figure 4.8A. Location of OSL samples FFSI & 2 and FLI (see Table 4.2) neu Ward. Tenaces at "The
Plateau" are correlated with terraces in the Awatere Valley on the basis of morphology and new OSL dates.
The oldest, highest terrace conelates with the Upton-l surface in the Awatere Valley [Eden, 1989] and is
assigned an extrapolated age of 120 ka. A slightly lower terrace yielded an abandonment age of 66 - 80 ka
and is correlated with the Upton-2 terrace tread. Another slightly lower terrace tjts well with the position of
Upton-3 and is assigned an age of -80 ka. The lowest of the fbur terraces at The Plateau yielded OSL ages
of 58 - 70 ka (see Table 4.2) and is correlated with the aggradational Downs-I surface of the Awatere
Valley. This surface is underlain by a thick gravel sequence in both the Flaxbourne and Awatere
catchments. See Fig. 4. I for location of map.
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ten'ace surface; the upper 
-10.4 m of section is covered or slumped. Two samples were
taken from probable fluvial silts 3.4 and 3.6 m above the top of the gravel,
approximately l0 m apart. OSL dating returned ages of 77 .4 + 4.3$ (FFS I ) and 65.9 +
5.6N and 80.3 + 5.31 (FFS2) ka, respectively (Table 4.2). These samples are from fine
over-bank silts assumed to be deposited by the Flaxbourne River but, as the top of the
sc-ction is not exposed, it is unclear how thick the fluvial silts are and how much loess
lies irbove them. No gravel, either in situ or as float, was noted above the silt, suggesting
thut this terrace ceased to be part of a major aggradational sequence after the silt was
cleposited. Hence these two samples record a minimum age for the last aggradational
terrace-forming event at this site, but must be close to the time when abandonment
occured.
Although no OSL sample was analysed from the next lowest terrace (T3 / Upton-
3'?), Kawakawa Tephra (sample FT2, above) was found in its cover sequence (Fig.
4.8C). Here, the tephra lies 47 cm below the modern soil horizon, within loess and with
colluvial gravel below, totalling a thickness of 5.5 m. This site is somewhat ambiguous
as it may represent a side channel cut into an older terrace remnant. However, the
presence of the Kawakawa Tephra in the cover sequence constrains the age minimum
(ol'either terrace) to 
-qreater than c. 22.6 ka. The gravel/conglomerate is generally clast-
supported and strongly iron-cemented, maintaining cementation as coherent blocks spall
lway fi'om il scatp eroded by the small str-eam nearby. Clasts are mostly Torlesse terrane
sandstone, but rare Late Cretaceous Herring Formation and Tapuae-O-Uenuku dyke
lithologies were recorded, suggesting a provenance from the Awatere River.
The lolvest of these locally extensive surfaces (T4 / Downs-1?) is underlain by a
gravel sequence up to 40 m in thickness (Townsend [996]; Fig.4.8D). The clasts
consist of well-rounded, weathered Torlesse rock, ranging in size from pebbles to 
-10
cm in diameter, forming a consolidated, matdx-supported conglomerate. The gravels are
overlain by 3.78 m of loess, which has a macroscopically visible tephra horizon 60 cm
below the modern surface. Electron microprobing of this tephra chemically establishes
its identity as the 22.6ka Kawakawa Tephra (sample FSIT, above). OSL dating of loess
from 36 cm above the top of the gravel terrace tread, using both single (g) and multiple
(t) rliquot methods yielded ages of 64.6 + 6.4$ and 70.1 t 4.3+ ka, respectively (Table
'l.l). The extrapolated age of surface abandonment, using a mean rate of loess
irccumulation that best-fits both dates and the tephra horizon, is between 67$ and 74r ka.
Fluvial terrace correlation -NE Marlborough 126
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This age is interpreted to be the time when the T4 surface was abandoned by the
Flaxboume River and loess began accumulating on the stranded terrace surface.
Younger ten'aces preserved in this at'ea were not OSL sampled but are interpreted
on the basis of their morphological position, relative aerial extent and the thickness or
absence of loess cover to be coeval with the Downs-2, Starborough-l and Starborough-2
ten'aces of the Awatere Valley (see Fig.8A).
Stirling Brook: site SB I
Alluvial terraces preserved at Stirling Brook offer a chance to date the Downs
tL'n'ilce tread in the Blind River area (Fig. 4.9A; located on Fig. 4.1). The Downs terrace
l'orms remnant strips adjacent to many streams draining from the Haldon Hills, always
on the south side of the NNE-trending valleys. The degree of surface dissection is
characteristic of Downs-aged terraces seen in the Awatere Valley (see Appendix 3.1).
Interfluves between these valleys commonly preserve remnants of the older Upton-l
surface (Fig. a.9A). Age control of this site by tentative correlation of a possible
Krtvakawa Tephra outcrop (not sampled) and assuming a constant rate of loess
uccumulation yields an extrapolated age of abandonment of 
-40 ka (Fig. a.9B). This
outcrop is similar to another site, downstream and closer to the coast (Fig.4.9C),
f'ealuring a pale horizon containing the Kawakawa Tephra (sample BRL, above), which
also yields a projected age of 40 ka using the same method.
OSL sample SB I collected at this locality exhibited anomalous fading during OSL
rrnrrlysis. This means that the returned dates of 22.0 + 2$ and 19,6 + 2.41 ka are minimum
ugcs only. Therefore, on the basis of tephra correlation and OSL dating, cessation of
Downs l(?) aggradation is assigned an age of greater than c.40 ka. An airgap
(abundoned stream channel) to the north of this site appears to be coeval with
uggradation of the next-youngest terrace (St-l) and attests to tectonically controlled
changes in drainage patterns during the last c. 40 ka. This and other related topics are
clealt with in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.9A. Location of the Stirling Brook OSL sample (SBl) on the Downs-l terrace tread (see Fig. 4.1
for area of diagram and Fig. 4.9B tbr stratigraphy). BRQ is the gravel quarry near Blind River where the
Kawakawa Tephra crops out (see Fig. 4.6). A prominent airgap (abandoned channel) just to thc north of the
SB I location records local tectonic responses to regional NE tilting of this area (see Chapter 5). Note that
older terrace remnants are preserved mainly on the SE sides of the valleys.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of the Downs-l terrace at Stirling Brook and Blind River. B: OSL sample SB I and
stratigraphy at Stirling Brook; the asterisk marks the position of a possible tephra (see text). C: Compara-
ble section interpreted to be the same terrace near Blind River Loop Road, closer to the coast (located on
Fig. 4.1), containing Kawakawa Tephra (sample BRL; see Figs. 4.3 & 4.4).
Rnr.l rtoNsnlp BETwEEN LJILIFT, INCIS IoN AND SBA LEvEL
In areas where bedrock is soft, rates of incision may be able to keep pace with
fluctuating stream base levels. An age-height diagram of Flaxbourne River terraces at
The Plateau using dates and terrace correlations from this study is show in Figure 4.10.
The rate of incision over the last c. 120 ka is roughly constant at 1.0 mm a-'. Some time
after the abandonment of T4 and before aggradation of the inferred St-l surface, the
Flaxbourne river was "deflected" eastward towards the Ward Syncline, leaving in its
wake a broad airgap to the south near Ward (Fig. a.8A). This conspicuous response of
the fluvial system to tectonism attests to ongoing activity and differential subsidence
related to the Ward Syncline and London Hill Fault [e.g., Townsend, 1996: Townsend
& Little, 1998; Chapter 51. This alteration of the course of the Flaxbourne River has
A
B
Pale silt (loess)
Pale silt; no mottles
Pale mottled silt
OSL sample SBI
A
B
Pale yellow
blocky loess
Kawakawa Tephra
(sample BRL)
Pale yellow loess
Medium brown,
typically weathered
Torlesse clasts; some
Tapue-O-Uenuku
mafic clasts;
occasional sand bed
Rounded to sub-
rounded tightly-
packed Torlesse
gravel, no Tapuae-
O-Uenuku plutonic
clasts
Massive, grey
Pliocene
mudstone
(Starborough
Formation)
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bypassed a major bend in the river that used to flow through the low topography
occupied by the town of Ward, resulting in a shorter, more direct route to the coast and
a sleepening of the local stream gradient. Complex hydrodynamic responses such as this
may cause young terraces (e.g., Srl and St-2) to be cut down at a different rate than the
older terraces that were formed prior to deflection of the river course.
Figure 4.10. Age-height correlations tbr Flaxbourne River terraces at The Plateau, near Ward. Dark
shatled boxes denote new OSL dates (range given; see Table 4.1) that have been extrapolated to the top of
the gravel sequences to infer an age o[ terrace abandonment. This calculation assumes a constant rate of
Irtess accumulation, an assumption that may not be valid tbr terrace T2, which is int'erred to contain
flut'ial silts as part of its cover sequence (see Fig. 4.88). If the dated deposits on T2 are fluvial and not
leolian.theageot'tbandonmentiscloserto80kaandthemeanincisionratehigherat l.0mma'r,shown
h1' the dashed line (R: = 0.744). Lighter shaded boxes indicate the elevation of intermediate terraces. that
!\rere not dated, but have been projected onto the mean linear incision rate curve to yield approximate
surtace abandonment ages.
With a long-term incision rate of 1.0 mm a'r at the Plateau (Fig.4.10), the elevation
of Tl can be used to approximate its age. It lies -50 m above the c. 70 ka T4 and 130 m
rbove the modern river. Using a linearextrapolation, the age of Tl is approximately 120
ka. This date resembles that of the Upton-l terrace in the Awatere Valley, which is
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similarly incised/degraded and is inferred to have formed during the beginning of marine
oxygen isotope stage 5 [Eden, 1983]. A similar projection of the T3 surface suggests an
age of abandonment of this terrace af c.75 ka.
Terace aggradation and degradation for peri-glacial areas on soft, easily erodable
heclrock can be predicted from a simple model incorporating changes in sea level and
tectonic uplift. A sea level curve has been constructed from the oxygen isotope data of
Martinson et al. [987], assuming that all fluctuations observed in the isotope ratio have
heen accompanied by proportional changes in sea level. This sea level curve has further
l'reen modifled into a series of effective sea level curves for an area uplifting at rates of
0.3, 1.0 and 2.0 mm a-'1Fig.4.ll). A negative slope on the effective sea level curve
represents a time when sea level is rising faster than the land is uplifting. Conversely, a
positive slope indicates a relative sea level fall, for example when sea level is falling
eustatically. A slope of zero represents a time when sea level rise and uplift rate are the
sanre. As the effective sea level falls, as the river attempts to retain its equilibrium grade,
strath terraces would be down-cut with the amplitude of incision scaling with the
magnitude of sea level fall (trough on curve in Fig.4.ll). As effective sea level rises,
lggladation 
',vould begin up to a potential thickness equivalent to the amplitude of the
rclltive seu level rise. This cycle would repeat during each glacial-deglacial cycle. As
sea level rises during a deglaciation, the climate generally becomes wetter, making
avlilable sediment to build aggradation surfaces.
The 1.0 mm a'r rate of incision at The Plateau (from Fig.4.l0) includes a
component of tectonic uplift and also a contribution from decreasing mean sea level over
tlte period 123 -26.5 ka (see Fig.4.ll). The mean linearrate of sea level drop overthis
period is 0.7 mm a'r, hence the mean tectonic uplift is the difference between the total
and the sea level components, which is 0,3 mm a-'. On the basis of this simple model,
predictions about the expected elevation of the flight of Late Quaternary terace surfaces
and the relative thickness of each gravel fill can be made. If the top end of the river
profile is fixed, so that in the headwaters, uplift is equal to erosion (not an unreasonable
assumption), the relative importance of changing sea level versus uplift experienced at a
parricular site depends upon how far laterally from the river mouth that site is (Fig.4.11,
inset). At the mouth, ideal base level receives 1007o of the effective eustatic signal.
Further inland, the difference between the high and low "ideal base levels" is less
because they are converging to a point at the headwaters. Superimposed on Figure 4.11
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are the age-height data from Figure 4.10, for terraces at the Flaxbourne River that are cut
into easily-erodable Pliocene mudstone. It can be seen from this comparison that the
elevation and approximate age of ten'aces Tl - T4 fit the modelled terrace flight levels
well. As discussed before, due to local tectonics, younger terraces at the Flaxbourne
River may have been grading to a slightly different base level, therefore they might not
fit as well into the expected terrace flight panern (Fig. 4.1l).
CoRRnr.auoN rvrrn orHER CnNrnlr Nnw ZnllAND sEeuENcBs
Though many robust dates have been published regarding New Zealand Quaternary
stratigraphy, regional correlations remain problematical. Difficulty in regional
corlelation arises mainly because individual catchments are not directly linked, therefore
they do not allow direct comparisons [e.g. Suggate, 1990], but also because many
diff'erent types of data are presented in the literature. Care must be taken, when
correlations are made between regions, that each site is responding to the same event in
tlre same manner rather than recording local variations in response to climatic changes
(e.g.. comparing signals from ,elacial areas with peri-glacial areas). Thereforc, on a
regional scale, it seems more wise to recognise and correlate events rather than directly
cornparing sections or sequences from widely different locations and environments. To
do this, we must know how different environments will react to a fluctuating climate.
Direct comparison of similar types of data can, however, be useful. The
Murlborough chronology of aggradation is compared in Table 4.3 with Rangitikei River
lcn'itces from the Wanganui region in the southern North Island [Pillans, 1994]. There is
remarkable consistency between the two locations, most notably the number of terraces,
but also in their broad pattern of relative ages.
It is likely that the Starborough Loess [Eden, 1983], which is the youngest loess in
the Awatere region, is a temporal correlative of the Ohakea Loess in the North Island.
Milne [1973] described Ohakea Loess as the youngest loess in the Rangitikei/lVlanawatu
region and it started accumulating2-3 ka after eruption of Mangaone Tephra in the
central North Island. Froggatt & Lowe [990] ascribe the Mangaone Tephra to have a
30 ka age, based on its relationship with the overlying 28 220 + 630 yr old Omataroa
Tephra. Therefore, at Murupara in the North Island, the Ohakea Loess started
accumulating at27-28 ka (calendar years [Pillans et al., 1993]). Ohakea Loess stopped
uccumulating at c. l2 000 yrs BP., based on the l2.9ka Kaihouri Tephra in Taranaki
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Tahle 4.3. Comparison of aggradation terraces from Marlborough (this study) and Rangitikei Valley
ll)illans. l9c)4 1 show a remarkable consistency in their broad pattern of ages, suggesting a common,
prohrbly climatic. influence on terrace aggradation in central New Zealand.
IAlloway, 1989], occurring just below the top of the loess section. Starborough Loess
hus been dated at 15,2 + 1.3 ll-ittle et al., 1998] and 8.0 + 0.4 ka [this study] with the
latter age probably a better estimate due to the advantages of OSL over TL dating,
indicating that, while these two units are correlative, Starborough Loess continued to
accumulate well after the cessation of Ohakea Loess. This difference can be attributed to
local conditions; loess is accumulating in the Awatere Valley at present (e.g., Townsend
ll996l). so it is not surprising that this region has had a near-continuous supply and
clcposition of aeolian material. The prevailing westerly wind direction may be the causal
factor. The Rangitikei region lies on the west coast of North Island, therefore as sea level
hegan to rise and inundate the shallow continental shelf that was exposed during the last
glaciation [e.g. Stevens, 1974], the supply of aeolian material to the Rangitikei gradually
declined, whercas the inland, upwind source of loess to the west of the lower Awatere
Valley remains today.
A tentative age of 40 ka for abandonment of the Downs terrace in the Blind River
area and subsequent accumulation of Downs-2 loess is comparable with the c. 40 ka
Rata Loess in the Rangitikei Valley (Table 4. 3). The c. 60 ka TL age of Downs-l Loess
[Berger & Pillans, 1994] agrees well with the timing of Porewa Loess, just as the
Marlborough
Terraces
Approx.
Terrace
age
Loess Unit Rangitikei
Terraces
Approx.
Terrace age
Loess Unit Tephra in
loess on
terrace
Stlrborough-3 <12 <8? Ohakea-3 l0
Starborough-2 12 -> 8? Ohakea-2 t2
Starhoroush- I 15 -> 9? Starborough Ohakea- I l8 Ohakea
Downs-2 ? 40 Rata 40 Rata Kawakawa
Downs- l/T4 60 Downs Porewa 60 Porewa
Upton--i/T3 80 Upton-3? cliff 90
Upttln-2/T? r00 Greatfbrd 100
Uptrrn- l/T I 120 Upton- l&2 Marton 130 Marton
(-l 
r fl'rrd 220 Burnand 250
Muritai <340 Aldworth 340
Sherbourne 400 Waituna? 3602 Rangitawa
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r'. l00ka Upton Loess in the Awaterc [Berger & Pillans, 1994) approximates Marton
lc-ress in the Rangitikei. Further OSL dating, in both North and South Island sequences,
will be necessary to confirm these tentative correlations.
CoNcr,usroxs:
. Terraces in NE Marlborough exterior to the main Awatere River catchment have been
successfully corelated with known Awatere Valley aggradation surfaces using optical
clating methods and mapping of surface morphological characteristics from low-altitude
ireriitl photographs.
. New OSL dating suggests that the Starborough-l terrace, the latest aggradation surface
in the Awatere Valley, may be much younger than previously thought, as young as 9.15
+ 0.71 ka. This age indicates that aggradation in the Awatere Valley was in progress
well after the last glacial maximum (c. l7 ka).
' Thc age and elevation of Late Quaternary alluvial terraces preserved in NE
Marlborough suggest that these aggradation surfaces may have been forming at the time
of peak de-glaciation, sea level rise and sediment f'lux, not during the maximum extent
of glaciation, as has been previously modelled for more inland, syn-glaciation terraces.
' Terrace aggradation chronology and loess stratigraphy in eastern Marlborough has
been broadly correlated with terrace stratigraphy of the Rangitikei Valley, North Island.
' The presence of Kawakawa Tephra within colluvial/alluvial fan deposits and not
rvilhin aggradation surface deposits in Marlborough suggests that, in the period leading
Lrp to the last glacial maximum (c.22.6 ka), localised fans were being built rather than
nru.jor aggradation surfaces.
' Detbrmation of Late Quaternary alluvial terraces imply ongoing activity of bedrock
structures such as the Ward Syncline and Hog Swamp Fault.
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Chapter 5: Neotectonic patterns of uplift at the termination of the
strike-slip Clarence Fault, NE Marlborough, New Zealand.
AnsrRacr
Patterns of contemporary uplift and directions of landscape tilting in NE Marlborough have been
unalysed by assessing the rates of stream incision and by the evolution of drainage networks. These
e;Lrarrtrtalive duta have been integrated with "absolute" upliti rates gleaned from previous studies of raised
r.ourtirl marine terraces in order to provide a map of Late Quaternary uplifi surounding the termination of
the active strike-slip Clarence Fault. Recent estimates suggest a Late Quaternary slip rate of 5 mm a'r ancl
a total dextral strike separation of -15 km for the Clarence Fault. These values have been used in
crrnjunction with a model of elastic strain tor a strike-slip tault termination to compare the expected and
ohscrved veltical motion attributable to crustal thickening in the tip region. Predicted values of total uplitt
c()mpirre well with the total observed bedrock uplift at the tip nf the Clarence Fault since the late
N'liocene. which is on the order of 2 km. High rates of incision on indurated Mesozoic rocks compared
rrrth relativelv lower rltes on Nerlsene mudstones indicates that tast incision is not directly related to a
r,rft hedrock. ratherthat the trutcrop patteln of hedrtlck retlects the pattern of uplift.
Directions of landscape tilting. independently assessed by analysing the evolution of t'luvial drainage
netrvorks. yields a pattern of tilting that is identical to the distribution of uplitt int'erred by assessing
srreum incision rates. This pattern of tilt also suggests that the tip region of the Clarence Fault is currently
undergoing rapid uplifi, a second-order pattern that is superimposed on a first-order regional NE tilt. Four
l'luvial terrace surfaces of the Awatere Valley that are younger than 120 ka all exhibit angular
clrsctrrdance. with progressively older terraces being progressively more tilted. Apparent regional tilting
rrtes have not remained constant over time: in the period 120 - 60 ka, a NE tilting rate of 3' Ma-r is
crfculrted, tbllowed by 0.2" Ma'r in the period 60 - 12 ka, 6o Ma-r in the period 12 - 6 ka and 15'Ma'l
since 6 ka. Two terraces older than 120 ka have steep, but identical downstream gradients, suggesting that
lhe onset of the regional NE tilting in NE Marlborough was after I20 ka.
lu'RouuclroN
Onshore termination of a major active strike-slip fault offers an important
opportunity to study how contemporary strain is transferred from strike-slip motion on a
disclete fault to distributed deformation in the tip area. The Clarence Fault, one of the
iour crustal-scale faults that form the Marlborough Fault System (MFS) in NE
Marlborough, terminates eastward into the study area (Fig. 5.l, 5.2). This dextral strike-
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Figure 5.1. Geological setting of the study area within the Marlborough Fault System. which
lecommodates 80 - t00% ol'the Pacifis-Australia relative plate rnotion in central New Zealand IHolt &
l-lairrcr. 199-il. The active trace of the Clarence Fault, which has an inland late Quaternary strike-slip rate
ol 
-i 11rr" u t lVan Dissen & Nicol. 19991. terminates near the centre of the study area. Figure redrawn
lrrrnr l-ittlc & Rotrerts I 19971.
slip fault has an inland slip rate of 5 mm a'r [Van Dissen & Nicol, 1999], which must be
accommodated by some mechanism other than fault-parallel translation to the NE of its
tip. Vertical-axis block rotations are an important mechanism in accommodating
Pliocene to recent deformation in the MFS, especially in the region to the NE of the
termination of the Clarence Fault [Roberts, 1995; Little & Roberts, 1997; Townsend &
Little, 19981. In addition, transfer of strike-slip motion into localised crustal thickening
associated with uplift may also play a role in accommodating crustal strain in the tip
region. A well preserved Quaternary alluvial stratigraphic record in NE Marlborough
[Chapter 4], coupled with the availability of coastal uplift rate data derived from
anulyses of raised marine terraces, allows the assessment of the distribution of uplifi
r'iltes near the termination of the Clarence Fault over the last 
-120 ka.
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Figure 5.2. Simplified geological map of the Awatere - Ward area emphasising the distribution of Mid -
Late Cretaceous Torlesse Terrane (shown in grey), after Russel tl959l and Lensen t 19621. Active structures
include the Awatere. London Hill and Clarence faults. the latter of which terminates near the centre of the
study area. Other faulg that may be active are the Hog Swamp Fault (HSF), Haldon Hills (HI{F) and Flax-
bourne faults. The Ward and Cape Campbell synclines are also taking part in active deformation
[Townsend, 1996]. Solid boxes with letterst  denote resions surveved bv ED
i l lfl t I l t r
g y y M: F: Flaxbourne; W: Ward; D:
Dunsandel (see Appendix 4) and dashed boxes a-d denote detailed examples of tilted drainage patterns
shown on Figures 5.1lA - D.
D cenozoic rocks
$ Torlesse Terrane
, Extension of active Clarencea Fault as mapped by
Cape
Campbell
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A study of Quaternary alluvial and marine terraces from an area that includes the NE
termination of the active Clarence Fault is presented in this paper. Rates of vertical
stream incision are used as a proxy for rates of uplift (with a discussion of problems
thercin). Bedrock underlying this area is mostly Late Miocene - Pliocene mudstone.
'l'his lithology is regionally homogenous, therefore the effect of bedrock type on
drainage evolution is minimal. Directions of landscape tilting are assessed by the
pattern of drainage evolution and stream piracy. These data are integrated with known
"absolute" coastal uplift rates gleaned from previous studies of uplifted marine terraces
and a tectonic uplift map of the NE Marlborough region is derived. The distribution of
l'inite vertical strain determined from uplifted terraces surrounding the Clarence Fault
trp is in accordance with the pattern of vertical displacement predicted by 3-D elastic
models of strike-slip fault terminations [ten Brink et al. I996]. This suggests that a
conrponent of dextral strike-slip motion of this crustal scale fault is being transferred
into crustal thickening in the region to the NW of the Clarence Fault tip.
l'Rr:rrtc'rr:o pAllERN oF t,ocAt- srRgss AND STRAIN AT THE TERMINATIoN oF A
Sl'R I KN.SLIP FA I-II,I'
The inhonrogeneity of delbrmation processes in the earth olten leads to distinct
zones of concentrated deformation separated from relatively undeformed areas. This
leads to perturbations in the regional stress field where structures terminate. Two-
dimensional distinct element models of elastic media [Homberg et al., 199'7) suggest
that, rn the tip region of a right-lateral shear discontinuity (fault), mean compressive
stresses will be above average to the left of the tip and below average to the right of the
trp, us viewed along the fault (Fig.5.3A). In such elastic dislocation models,
perturbation of stress magnitude is accompanied by changes in the direction of the local
principal stresses (bars on Fig. 5.3A). Factors such as the magnitude of the remote
dift'erential stress, the coefficient of friction on the fault and the strike of the fault
relltive to the regional stress system control the direction and magnitude of stress
clel-lection in the vicinity of the fault tip [Homberg et al., 1997].
Tlre manifestation of increased mean compressive stress at a fault tip (e.g. Fig.
-5.3A) relative to the regional stress may induce finite deformation such as pressure
solution, thrust faulting and folding in the "compressional" quadrant (Fig. 5.3B & C),
but because these changes in stress are relative to the regional stress, normal faulting
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and extensional deformation are not necessarily characteristic of the "tensile" quadrant.
Another mechanism that may accommodate deformation at a strike-slip fault
tcrnrrnation is vertical axis rotations of crustal blocks in the tip region, such that
horizontal translation is transferred into rigid body rotation [e.g. Roberts, 1995]. The
t'ault tip may act as a "pivot" point of a series of rotating blocks (Fig. 5.3D). This
nrechanism may produce little vertical strain.
Alternatively, increased horizontal compressive stress in the compressional
quadrant may be manifested by a component of vertical strain (crustal thickening),
l-'atling to a localised uplift of that area (Fig. 5.3E). The intensity of vertical strain
predicted by 3-D elastic models [ten Brink et al., 1996] depends upon factors such as
the width of the detorming zone, the strength of the fault and the total amount of fault
oftset. with deformation generally taking place over a broader region with increasing
shear zone width and/or increasing fault strength. However, the general pattern and
location of positive or negative uplift features is consistent over a wide range of
hourndary conditions. A component of vertical axis rotation is also predicted by these
nrodels, with the most intense rotation expected in the immediate vicinity of the fault
trp. On a crustal scale, over geological time, these finite deformations will be "plastic"
rnd non-recoverable and, rather than being a continuum, deformation will occur by slip
or' folding on discrete structures. In practice, deformation at a strike-slip fault
termination may be accommodated by some combination of several of these
nrechanisms at dif'ferent times and in different places.
The puttern of crustal thickening in tlre region sunounding the Clarence Fault tip
should reflecl the predicted uplift according to elastic models of strike-slip fault
terminations. Study of the relative uplift of well-preserved fluvial terraces in this area
allows characterisation of tinite vertical crustal motions and qurantification of how
strike-slip /translational motion is transferred into crustal thickening where transcun'ent
disc<lntinuities die out.
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Figure 5.3. Deformation state at the termination of a strike-slip fault. A: Both the magnitude (shaded
region) and direction (long bar symbol represents horizontal component of o,) of regional stress are locally
modified in the tip area of an elastic dislocation [after Homberg et al., 1997]. Termination of dextral strike-
slip may induce localised thrust faulting (B) or folding (C) in the contractional quadrant surrounding the
tip, or (D) vertical axis rotation of foult-bounded blocks to accommodate difTerential slip [e.g., Roberts,
19951; E: Predicted vertical displacement at the tip of a dextral discontinuity (bold line) in an elastic medi-
um [modified from ten Brink et al., 1996]. The grid represents an originally rectangular mesh showing the
horizontal deformation field near the fault tip. The basal fault offset is 5 km, the width of the shear zone is
zero and the vertical scale is normalised to the amount of basal offset. The column "basement uplift" is the
calculated total amount of uplift corresponding to a maximum of 15 km of dextral offset along the Clarence
Fault [Little & Jones, 1998] and assuming a linear scaling of uplift with basal offset. Other columns repre-
sent the amount of uplift corresponding to terraces with ages of 120, 60 and l0 ka. These values have been
calculated using an estimated Late Quaternary dextral strike-slip rate of 5 mm a'r for the Clarence Fault
[Van Dissen & Nicol, 1999].
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It.{trRRN oF upt,IFT AND SUBSTDENCE rN NE Mnnr,nonoucrr
Previous studies
Prior to this study, the extent of Late Quaternary uplift in NE Marlborough has
heen derived from the analysis and dating of raised coastal marine terraces [Ota et al.,
1995. 1996: Townsend, 19961. In addition, uplift gradients were identified along major
river courses by analysing the tilt of alluvial terrace sequences fEden, 1989] (Fig. 5.a).
The coastal uplift data provide important constraints, or tie-points, for using stream
incision rates and landscape tilting for measuring uplifi rates in the inland regions. In
the vicinity of the Clarence Fault termination, NE Marlborough can be divided into
several neotectonic domains of Late Quaternary uplift [e.g., Ota et al., 1995] (Fig. 5.a).
l-hc Vernon domain has no available data but is inferred by Ota et al. [995] to be
undergoing "slow uplift". In the Lower Awatere domain, the difference in slope of
nrugressively older alluvial terraces in the Awatere River Valley has been used to infer
ln Increase in uplift rate along the river length toward the headwaters of I - 2 mm a-'
IEden. 1989]. Using remnants of a 350 ka alluvial terrace near the coast, Little et al.
[998] int'erred a tilting rate of 3o Ma'r in a NE direction. The Blind River and
(irlssmere domlins are characterised by "sli,eht" uplift and active folding of the Ward
Syncline IOta et al., 1995; Townsend, 1996]. East of the London Hill Fault (Fig. 5.4),
rrpid uplift is occurring at a rate of 0,4 - 2.5 mm a'r and is accompanied by active
l'olding of the Cape Campbell Syncline. Thus, coastal NE Marlborough comprises
several neotectonic domains characterised by diff'erent rates of vertical tectonic motion.
By themselves, however, these scattered coastal uplift rates do not document how uplift
is distributed in the large inland region or in proximity to the Clarence Fault tip.
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Figure 5.4. Uplift data prior to this study have mostly been derived tiom Late Quaternary coastal marine
terraces east of the London Hill Fault and from sparse borehole data sunounding Lake Grassmere. Locali-
ties shown with a solid circle and associated black contours plot uplift dau that are younger than -8000 yrs
only, whereas open circles and grey contours combine all available estimates of uplift including remnants
of a 120 ka marine surface. Data are compiled from Ota et al. [995, 1996] (Lake Grassmere: LG; Blind
River: BR & Boo Boo Stream: BB), Townsend [996] (marine terrace: DT6) and Little et al. [998](Seddon bridge: Sdn). These data are too sparse to define any patterns of uplift. Underlined names denote
regions that are referred to in the text.
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Deformation of Ouaternary alluvial terraces
M orphost rati graphy and dating constraints
The lower Awatere Valley - Ward region preserves a superb flight of Late
Quaternary - Holocene alluvial terraces, some as old as -350 ka [Eden, 1989; Little, et
al. 19981. Revision of the Quaternary stratigraphy of this area (Chapter 4; Fig. 5.5; see
also Quaternary terrace map in back pocket) has recently been possible in the light of
analysis of five optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) ages of loess coverbeds on
these regionally extensive river terraces. Fluvial terrace remnants have been regionally
correlated between drainage basins on the basis of morpho-stratigraphic position, the
degree of surface erosionlpreservation visible from low-altitude aerial photos and the
presence or absence of well-dated tephra marker beds that have been chemically
identified [Chapter 4]. It has been suggested in Chapter 4 that formation of these
aggradation or fill terrace surfaces coincides with the advent of warm periods following
glacial maxima and can be conelated with "warming" peaks in the oxygen isotope
ratios of Martinson et al. [987] when rises in mean sea level may have occurred.
Figure 5.5. Morphostratigraphy of terraces in the Awatere Valley - Ward region [after Eden, 1989] as a
function of their preserved surface area. The total area considered for analysis is 
-1300 square km. Num-
bers in brackets refer to approximate terrace abandonment ages, in ka [Chapter, 4]. A schematic profile of
relative surface elevations is taken at a distance of 30 km upstream from the Awatere River mouth. The
extensive preservation of the Starborough-l aggradation terrace makes this the most useful in terms of sur-
face deformation analysis.
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Irtc'isiort rutes as proryfor uplift
Differential rates of vertical stream incision have been attributed to differential
teclonic uplift by various past workers [e.g., Personius, 1995; Leland et al., 1998;
Muddy et al., 20001. Using incision rate data as an estimate of uplift requires several
rssumptions. First, one assumes that the river had achieved its equilibrium gradient
profile when all temaces formed and that the modern river is also presently graded. As
the surfaces used in this study are aggradational, the assumption of grade is probably
reasonable. This may not always be the case for the modern river level (see below).
Other assumptions are that rates of incision are spatially uniform in the Cenozoic
rludstone bedrock and only slightly lower in the stratigraphically underlying Torlesse
hasement rocks. The age of euch surface used in this study is inferred to be the same
throughout the region. Loess coverbed thickness is variable throughout the region
IEden, 1989] and has not been subtracted from terrace surface elevations used in this
study. The presence of thick loess deposits on older terraces serves to increase the
upparent incision rate as the present surface elevation is higher than those terraces
rvithout loess. It will be shown later that the incision rate differences introduced by this
lilctor are negligible, because young terraces (without loess) show by far the highest
irtcrsitrn rates.
lncision rate data have been assembled by using the Quaternary terace correlations
ol'Chapter 4 and elevations of terrace remnants relative to mean sea level have been
tlken from topographic contours plotted on the digital set of l: 50 000 scale contours.
Spot height elevations on terraces were also used in this study. The uncertainty
ussociated with contour data is approximately 20 metres. The GIS program "Maplnfo"
rvas instrumental in this study to measure elevations between surfaces and to provide a
geographic ref'erence frame for the analysis. Elevation distance meter (EDM) surveys of
terrace surfaces were also carried out in three key areas close to the termination of the
Clarence Fault (boxes on Fig. 5.2) in order to measure relative terrace heights in finer
detuil than is possible from the l: 50 000 contour data.
For this study, three aggradation surfaces of differing age have been used to assess
hoth the spatial distribution of incision surrounding the termination of the Clarence
lruult and its continuity over the last 
-120 ka. These terraces are the -120 ka Upton-l
tcrrilce, the 
-50 - 60 ka Downs-l terrace and the -9 ka Starborough I terrace [Eden,
lc)89; Chapter 4]. The older terraces are only preserved along the Awatere River or in
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the Blind River - Ward region (see Fig. 5.2), therefore only a small part of the study
lurel ciln be used to compare the stability of incision rates through time. However, the
Srarhorough-l terrace crops out extensively throughout the region and has a total
surl'ace area of more than 70 square km (Fig. 5.5), thus providing a "snapshot" in time
iicross the entire region. The slightly younger Starborough-2 terrace is also extensively
preserved along the Awatere River (e.g. Fig. 5.-5), but because the only age estimates
available for this surface are based on its relative position below the Starborough-l
terrace [Little et al., 1998], it is not used in this study.
The regional pattern of incision is described next for each terrace, compared with
the nrodern strcam level. Relative incision between data is also presented, which is the
elevation diff'erence between two specified terraces, divided by their age difference.
The Upton-l surface generally shows high rates of incision in the Upper Awatere
domtrin, as expected for a river with high stream power (Fig. 5.64), with less incision in
the Lower Awatere domain. Low values of incision rate are recorded in the Blind River
uurulrn. A positive incision anomaly is seen NW of Ward, at the eastern end of the
l:lartrourne domain. and the Grassmere dornain exhibits low incision rates.
Deformation of ten"aces that occuned between 
-120 and -60 ka can be determined
by evaluating the diff'erence in elevation between the Upton-l andDowns-l aggradation
surt'aces. Rates o[ incision over this period are shown on Figure 5.68. The general
pattern reveals an incision gradient along the Awatere River, from fast incision in the
IJpper Awatere Domain to slower incision near the coast, indicating a NE tilting along
the riverprofile between 
-120 and -60 ka (see below). Rapid incision is again observed
t'n tlrc lbotwall of the London Hill Fault (Fig. 5.68). Townsend Il996l noted that the
structural style of deformation in this area chiefly involves flexural slip in association
rvith active tblding of the Ward Syncline, a pattern that is consistent with uplift of the
eilstem limb of this fold. Low rates of incision are observed in the Blind River Domain.
Downs- I temace incision shows a similar pattern to that of Upton-l (compare Figs.
(rA and 6C), with high rates in the Upper Awatere domain and low rates in the Blind
Rirer and Glassmere domains. The high anomaly at the eastern Flaxbourne domain
persists fbr the younger tefface and, with limited data, it appears that incision in the rest
of the Flaxbourne domain is moderate. A north-south gradient from low to high
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Figure 5.64. Contoured map of tenace incision rates, in mm a'1, for remnants of the 
-120 ka Upton-l
terrace. Circles are point incision rate data derived from the difference in elevation between the Upton-l ter-
race and the local modern river level. Incision is relatively high along the Awatere River in the west and low
in the Blind River region. Fast incision is observed along strike of the Clarence Fault, NE of its termination
and in the Medway area. Contour interval is 0.25 mm a'r. See text for discussion.
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Figure 5.68. Contoured map of tenace incision rates, in mm a-r, between Upton-l (-120 ka) and Downs-l(-60 ka) time. Circles are point incision rate data derived from the diffbrence in elevaton between the
Upton-l and Downs-l terraces. Note the high incision anomalies in the west (Medway area) and close to the
London Hill Fault during this time interval, with slow incision in the Blind River Lower Awatere areas.
Contour interval is 0.5 mm a-r. See text for discussion.
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Figure 5.6C. Contoured map of terrace incision rates, in mm a'r, into the 
-60 ka old Downs-l terrace. Cir-
cles are point incision rate data derived from the diffrence in elevation between the Downs-l terrace and the
local modern river level. Incision is high along the Awatere River in the west and also generally high in the
Flaxbourne region. Low incision rates are seen in the Blind River and Grassmere areas. Contour interval is
0.5 mm a-r. See text for discussion.
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incrsion rates is seen across the Haldon Hills, between the Blind River and Flaxbourne
domains. This gradient is the inverse of that expected were rates of incision purely
related to bedrock type, as Mesozoic greywacke mostly underlies the Haldon Hills (high
rates) and the Blind River area is underlain by Neogene mudstone (low rates). Thus it
lppears that rates of incision in NE Marlborough are not strictly controlled by bedrock
ty pc.
The difference in incision rates between the Downs-l and Starborough-l terraces is
shown on Figure 5.6D. A striking feature is a ridge of high incision rates extending
trorn the tip of the Clarence Fault north and east to the London Hill Fault. A region of
lou incision rates in the Ward area is consistent with downfolding in the axis of the
Ward Syncline between -60 and -t0 ka. Again, relatively low rates of incision are
noted in the Blind River Domain.
Starborough-l incision also reveals fast downcutting associated with the Awatere
Rirer (Fig. 5.6E), but perhups more surprising is a high rate of incision in the Medway
clonrain, rvhere the Starborough-l terrace is up to ll0 m above the Medway River.
Aguin, the Lower Awatere domain is dominated by incision of the Awatere River, but
lltcs in the Blind River and Grassmere domains are low. The most salient features of
the Flaxbourne Domain are the two high anomalies immediately NE of the Clarence
Flult tip, with steep gradients to the north and east. The intervening low is associated
rvith a hill about which the drainage has changed course, in effect creating two
nroderately deep channels rather than one deep one. The central part of the Flaxbourne
clomrin also shows relatively low rates of incision compared with the upper and lower
rcaches. This can be explained by the central parr of the Flaxbourne River not being
graded to stream base level, This is discussed in more detail below. Further east,
positive incision anomalies coincide with the London Hill Fault, but coastal rates in the
Clape Campbell domain are moderate. A NNE-trending trough extends from the
Grassmere Domain SSW along the footwall of the London Hill Fault, coincident with
the position of the Ward Syncline.
The similarity in the distribution of incision into terraces ranging in age from 
-120
ka to 
-10 ka suggests that the pattern of incision has not changed significantly over this
tlme interval.
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Figure 5.6D. Contour map of terrace incision rates, in mm a'r, between Downs-l (-60 ka) and Starborough-
I (-10 ka) terraces. Circles are point incision rate data derived from the difference in elevation between the
Downs-l and Starborough-l terraces. The pattern of incision reveals moderately high rates in the Upper
Awatere region and low rates in the Blind River area. A ridge of high rates is also seen in the eastern Flax-
bourne area, near the Clarence Fault tip, extending (across a region of no data) to the London Hill Fault.
Relatively low rates of incision occur neil Ward, consistent with downfolding of the Ward syncline during
this time interval. Contour interval is 0.5 mm a-r.
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Figure 5.6E. Contour map of terrace incision rate, in mm a-r, into the 
- 
l0 ka old Starborough- l surface. Cir-
cles are point incision data derived from the difference in elevation between the Starborough-l tenace and
the local modern river level. Rates of incision are especially high along the Medway River but generally low
in the Blind River area. The middle reaches of the Flaxbourne River show relatively low incision rates com-
pared with either end, interpreted here as representing an uplifted and, still not yet-graded section of the
river. Hatched boxes indicate the areas surveved with EDM. Contour interval is 1.0 mm a-r. See text tbr
discussion.
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Detbrmation of surt'aces across the northern extension of the Clarence Fault
I: I a.rhounrc Rive r P rofile
The west-to-east -flowing Flaxbourne River offers an opportunity to study
cleformation of Quaternary surfaces in a transect perpendicular to the northern extension
ol' the Clarence Fault (Fig. 5.7, inset). Two EDM surveys were carried out in this
cutchment to measure in detail the relative differences in elevation of remnant fluvial
ten'aces along its length (boxed areas on Fig. 5.7; see Appendix 4). These surveys were
tied into the l:50 000 scale topographic database by surveying the position of
geographic features visible on the map. This introduces an uncertainty in the "absolute"
Itrcltion ot'the survey, but the millimetre-accuracy within each survey is retained. This
h()r'rzontal uncertuinty involved in locating each survey within the topographic database
is, at most, only a few metres, and is therefore negligible compared with the error
associated with the topographic contours themselves.
Horizontal projection of terrace elevations onto a down-river profile reveals
difl'erences in the elevation of the variously aged terrace surfaces (Fig. 5.7). Most
noticeable is the consistent eastward tilting in the eastern end of the profile, evidenced
hy nrorpholo_eically higher terraces having progressively steeper slopes than younger,
Itr\ e r surfaces. These aggradation terraces are cut into soft Pliocene mudstone and are
rtf'crred to have been graded to stream base-level at the time of their abandonment.
Thcrefore. a tectonic genesis is adopted for the tilting, which suggests continuous
activity of the Ward Syncline, the axis of which lies to the east of these downstream
tcn'ace rcmnants (Fig. 5.7). Upstream, a range of Torlesse basement rock (the Haldon
llills) rs exhumed, through which the Flaxbourne River has cut a deep gorge. The
)olrnger Starborough-l & -2 terraces are preserved both within and on the upstream
side ol'this gorge, where their elevations above the modern river level are high (-60 m)
compared with downstream remnants of the same terraces (Fig. 5.7). Further upstream
from the gorge, these younger terraces appear to converge towards the modern river
(though they still dip downstream) and the modern river profile is clearly not in
equilibrium (Fig. 5.7). This pattern of relative elevations can be explained by the
lonnation of a monocline, where eastward tilting is taking place in the "central" limb
(wcstern limb of the Ward Syncline) but uplift without tilting is occurring to the west of
tlre arrs (Fig. 5.8). Since the modern stream is grading to the headwaters of the uplifting
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"block". an excess of uplifted material must
rvherc differences between the graded and
rc'sult in partllel. uplifted ten'aces upstream
downstrearn (Figs. 5.7 & 5.8).
first be cut from above the monocline axis,
uplifted base-levels are greatest. This will
from the axis and discordant, tilted terraces
t\v,utere River profile
Longitudinal valley profiles may indicate the amount and timing of relative tilting
hetween surfaces of different age and/or morphostratigraphic position. A longitudinal
profile of the Awatere Riveris shown in Figure 5.9, onto which the elevation of terraces
preserved only on the southeast side of the river have been projected. Old terraces have
a consistently steeper dip than younger teffaces, indicating a continuing component of
NE (downstream) tilting (Fig.5.9). At 
-30 km upstream, near the Medway River
confluence, an abrupt increase in slope of all terraces is apparent. This location
corresponds to the western end of the Haldon Hills, which consist of Mesozoic
basement rocks exhumed and uplifted to the north of the Haldon Hills and Flaxbourne
lrults (Fig.,5.2). The localised convexity of these surfaces strongly suggests the
l)resence of a previously unrecognised structure, e.g. a fault or fold, transecting the
i\$irtere profile in this location. The regional pattern of northeast-ward tilting is well
expressed in the terrace profiles up to 30 km upstream from the Awatere River mouth,
below the localised deformation near the Medway confluence. There, the difference in
slope between Clifford and Upton-l terraces is negligible (Fig.5.l0), suggesting that
little tilting occurred between 
-215 ka and -120 ka. Both of these older terraces have a
high angular discordance relative to the 
-60 ka Downs-l terrace, however, indicating a
trlting rate of 
-3o m. y.'' in the interval -120 - 60 ka. The slope difference between
Downs-l and Starborough-l is relatively small across that 
-50 k. y. timespan, indicating
l tilting rate of 
-0.2o m. y.-' over this period. However, the regional tilting rate appears
to increase in the Late Holocene, with 6.4o m. y.'' indicated by the difference in slope
between the Starborough-l and-2 terraces and, if the modern Awatere River is currently
graded, just over l5o m. y.-' since the formation of Starborough-2. In summary, the
turrse( of tilt-related deformation in the lower Awatere Valley appears to be after 
-120
ka, slowing at -60 - l5 ka and increasing markedly over the last -6000 years.
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Figure 5.7. Longitudinal profile of the Flaxbourne River, showing tilting of terrace surfaces across the
northern projection of the Clarence Fault (see inset). The obvious change in slope of the river (at -12 km)
detjnes a knickpoint, that may be related to the more resistant Torlesse bedrock, to which the upper part of
the river is grading. Tilted terraces in the central region appear to define a monocline, with the greatest
change in slope occurring at the projected position of the Clarence Fault (shaded band). The pattern of ele-
vation changes is consistent with downwarping in the Ward Syncline and 
-15 km wide broad doming to the
west of the projected Clarence Fault position. Abbreviations of terrace names are Ut -l: Upton -l; Ut -2:
Upton -2; Do -l: Downs -l; St -l: Starborough -l; St -2: Starborough -2.
Mio-Plio, bedrock mark€r
tilled
terraces
I
Ward
Syncllne
Figure 5.8. Schematic representation of Figure 5.7 (above) showing differential uplift of fluvial fill terraces
above a growing monocline. The upper catchment is constantly attempting to grade to the same level, but
uplift over, and upstream from, the fold axis (possibly cored by a blind reverse fault) requires that the
stream incises all the way to the headwaters (shaded region). This pattem of deformation produces parallel,
uplitted terraces upstream from the fold axis and tilted, sometimes buried, terraces downstream.
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Figure 5.9. Longitudinal profile of the Awatere River and associated fluvial terraces. Contours and spot-
heights on terraces have been projected onto a simplified river profile (inset), showing changes in surf'ace
elevation. A marked change in slope 30 - 35 km upstream suggests the presence of a blind, previously
unknown structure. The position of this change in slope lies near the western end of the Haldon Hills.
Figure 5.10. Detailed part of the graph of Figure 5.9 (above) inferred to represent the regional tilting pattern
over the last 
-220 ka with linear regression best-fit lines. Identical slope of the Clifford and Upton- I terrac-
es suggests a period where no tilt, but some uplift, was occurring. From the angular difference of younger
terraces, a 
-3o m.y.-l NE tilt is interpreted in the period -120 - 60 ka, -0.2o m.y.-l in the period -60 to 12
ka, increasing to 
-6o m.y.-l between -12 and -6 ka and l5o m.y.-l between 6 and 0 ka, assuming the mod-
ern river is cunently graded.
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l)R,,1, lt\Acs PATTERNS
Evolution of drainage networks in tectonically active areas
The evolution of drainage systems is often affected by active tectonics [e.g.,
Jackson & Leeder, 1994; Jackson et al., 1996; Townsend & Little, 1998; Markley &
Norlis. 1999]. In areas undergoing active deformation, particularly tilting, small streams
thal do not have enough powel to maintain their course across an uplifted region often
.1ump to another catchment that is topographically lower as a result of the tectonic
del'ormation. This piracy phenomenon produces an abandoned channel segment, or
"airgap" and a corresponding "watergap", which is the new stream course. Care must be
tlkcn in the interpretation of infered tilting directions based on changing drainage
patterns as stranded palaeo-channels may result from other processes. For example, the
lateral migrution of a river with high stream power into an adjacent, topographically
higher catchment may result in "capture" of a smaller stream, or fault movement may
l.r'ocluce an uphill-facing scarp, tectonically damming a stream that must find some
other- path around the obstruction. Several examples of stream piracy and capture can be
scen in the area studied and these geomorphic features have been used to assess local
drrcctions of landscape tilting. Examples of tectonically-induced changes in drainage
r,cttorks that have been used to infer local directions of tilting are shown in Figure 5.ll
A-D.
The inf-en'ed age range of tilting o'events" that have produced airgaps are indicated
by the time between surface abandonment and subsequent incision and deposition of the
next-youngest ten'ace, which cuts risers parallel to the new direction of flow. A channel
de flection at a certain time does not necessarily preclude continued tilt in that direction
alier the event.
Plttern of tilting in NE Marlborough
Directions of active tilt based on the pattern of stream piracy and stranded palaeo-
channels have been interpreted from detailed aerial photographs and field studies of
selected sites, These are compiled on Figure 5.12 (see Fig. 5.11 A - D for examples).
These observations of relative uplift are independent of the pattern of incision outlined
irlrove in the section on surface deformation. Data points on Figure 5.12 marked with
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Figure 5.llA. The Medway River is an important tributary to the Awatere River and
drains the mountainous region to the west of the Clarence Fault tip. The confluence of
the Awatere and Medway rivers is 
-30 km upstream from the coast, but is infened on
the basis of stranded Medway River terrace remnants and airgaps to have occurred 
-5
km downstrearn from its present location, prior to the formation of the Downs-l terrac€(-60 ka). This change in the course of Medway River is interpreted as the result of NW
tilting at the western end of the Haldon Hills, across which the Medway River once
flowed. Since the deflection of Medway River away from this area, new streams shed-
ding from the Haldon Hills with a NW flow direction have formed, cutting perpendicu-
lar to the previous flow.
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Figure 5.llB. Richmond Brook joins the Awatere River west of the town of Seddon(Fig, 5.2). The Starborough 
-l and-2 teraces are deeply incised by Richmond Brook,
which has a northward flow direction along its entire length. Other streams that have
less downcutting power than Richmond Brook remain perched on the Starborough 
-1
surface where they have NE flow directions. Marama Stream (unofficial name) is inter-
preted to have once flowed into Starborough Creek, but has since been captured by the
powerful Richmond Brook as it was diverted to a northerly flow across the Starborough
-l terrace. Also notable in this area :Ire numerous perched, abandoned meander loops,
all of which (baning one) occur on the south side of Marama Stream and Richmond
Brook, hence the modern streams are eroding preferentially into their northern banks.
This records a component of northward tilt, which is perhaps why the N-flowing
streams in this area are so straight compared with stream sections that retain a NE flow
direction.
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Figure 5.1lC. Kainui is a striking example of ENE tilt that has resulted in the deflection
of Cattle Creek by more than 270o, from a NNE to a SE flow direction. Canle Creek is
now entrenched far below the elevation of the stranded Starborough-l terrace that is
preserved in the airgap. This downcutting is probably due to a much shorter, steeper
flow path to Lake Grassmere, allowing rapid incision and upstream migration of a
knick-point ("K" on figure). This eastward tilting event is inferred to be younger than
the 
-12 ka Starborough-l terrace. Other unnamed streams east of Lovells Creek have
also been deflected into this catchment by eastward tilting, increasing the flow power of
Cattle Creek.
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Figure 5.llD. The town of Ward lies near the axis of the active Ward Syncline
[Townsend, 1996] and several instances of altered drainage indicate a strong eastward
tilting on the western limb of this fold. The most startling change in drainage is the
deviation in the course of the Flaxbourne River, which is interpreted to have flowed
through a broad airgap towards Ward and then east into its current drainage. This
change from a SSE flow to an ESE flow today is interpreted to have taken place not
long after the formation of the -60 ka Downs-l terrace, as this surface is extensively
preserved in the airgap and only slightly incised by the palaeo.river course. The young-
er Starborough-l terrace is recognised in the current Flaxburne valley (watergap), plac-
ing an age minimum of 
-12 ka on the deflection. Other airgaps near this area indicate
eastward tilt younger than Starborough-1, therefore the tilting direction is interpreted as
constant over the last c. 60 ka.
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Figure 5.12. Directions of Late Quaternary landscape tilting inferred from stream piracy patterns. A broad
doming centered on the Haldon Hills implies uplift north and west of the Clarence Fault tip (lower centre of
figure). Eastward tilting near Ward is interpreted as activity of the Ward Syncline and N-to-NE tilting in the
northern part of the area is inferred to represent a regional tilt gradient towards Cook Strait. HSF: Hog
Swamp Fault; HFIF: Haldon Hills Fault; FF: Flaxbourne Fault; WS: Ward Syncline; CCS: Cape Campbell
Svncline. See text for full discussion.
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an asterisk (.) indicate a hydrological cause for stream "piracy" (e.g., lateral migration
of a channel of lower base level) and points marked with a cross (t) indicate tectonic
damming of a stream attributed to direct uplift on a fault. The general pattern indicates
active tilting away from the Haldon Hills in an elongate E-W dome-like shape. In the
Medway and Upper Awatere domains, a NW direction of tilt is inferred, for example,
lrorn deflection of the Medway River from flowing in a NNE direction around the
\\estcm end of the Haldon Hills to join the Awatere River further upstream than it
originally did. In the Blind River Domain, an original network of NE-flowing streams
lre now connected by much shorter N-flowing segments, indicating a northward tilt.
Easterly deflection of originally N-flowing streams occurs in the eastern Blind River
lnd Grassmere domains, suggesting a tilt to the east in this near-coastal region. This
pilttem of tilting suggests the Haldon Hills are at the centre of an uplifting region that is
lpproximately l5 km in width. Due to the paucity of data in the southern part of the
study area, the southern extent of the doming is not well defined; however, it seems
likely that. because the southern area is occupied by mountainous terrain with peaks of
over 1200 m elevation, the amount of uplift here is greater than that in the Haldon Hills,
u,here the highest peaks are on the order of 700 - 800 m in elevation. The pattern and
sizc ul'the donring area loosely corresponds with the modern outcrop distribution of
l'r)r lcsse brsernent rocks (Fig. 5.12) and suggests that exhumation of these strata is
()n,sonrg. 1'he pattern of uplift suggested by tilting is identical to that derived
independently for the distribution of high incision rates, denoting the Haldon Hills as a
region of rapid uplift.
Further north and distal to uplift in the Haldon Hills, a predominantly N-NE tilting
pilttern is observed. The continuation to the coast of several small streams on the north
bank of the Awatere River (Fig. 
-5.13) suggests that the Starborough-I temace, on which
they l'low, has been tilted to the N or NE, dissuading these low-power streams from
joining the main Awatere River, despite its proximity and lower elevation.
Local structures also affect the pattern of infened regional tilt. In the Blind River
ilrea, activity of the Hog Swamp Fault is interpreted as the reason for eastward
deflection of Blind River (Fig.5.l2). Local up-to-the-north throw of -35 m is
interpreted trom offset of the 
-60 ka Downs-l surface. This would have resulted in a
soutlt-facing scarp, to defeat the flow of Blind River and deflect it eastwards in
lccordance with the regional direction of tilting.
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Figule .5.13, Shaded reliet'rnap of the low'er Ari,atere Rivcr. dow'nstrelm lhlrr Seddon. shou'ing perched
streiu.rls that lhrv dorvn valley ftlr several km befirreloining the nrain river (c.g.. Stafliud Ck). or t'lorv ull
the u'ay to the coilst:rnd do not join the Au'atere I{iver at all (e.g., Boundary and Dashwood streams).'i'hese
strearn courses suggest a c()mp()nent of northward tilting in this area. See Figure 
-5.2 tirr krcation.
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f)rscussroN : NEoTECToNIC DEFoRMATIoN SURRoLJNDINc rIIE CLARExcn Feulr
1'I]RI\IINATION
ll'variuble rates of stream incision, coupled with patterns of terrace tilting, stream
abandonment and piracy in NE Marlborough can be regarded as a consequence of
r ariable rates of vertical tectonic motion, the regional pattern of uplift delineates a
-2Okm-wide dome, or bulge to the west of the Clarence Fault tip (Fig. 5.14). High rates
ol'rncision on indurated Mesozoic rocks compared with relatively lower rates on
Neogene mudstones indicates that fast incision is not directly related to a soft bedrock,
rrther that the outcrop pattern of bedrock reflects the pattern of uplift. Slightly lower
incision rates are noted in the centre of the "dome" (See Fig. 5.68). This local area of
anomalously slower incision is not unexpected, as the small, low-powered streams are
the slowest to respond to uplift events and will not achieve equilibrium gradient until
sufl'icient tirne has elapsed for the knick point to migrate upstream (Figs. 5.7 & 5.8).
Relative uplilt may be independently assessed by analysing directions of landscape
trlt. Areas of uplift infen'ed from patterns of tilting are identical to the areas of fast
irtcrsron, cor'rcboruting the inl'erence of high uplift rates north and west of the Clarence
l;rult tip. in the Haldon Hills. The greywacke range of "Front Hills" (see Fig. 5.2),
througlt which many of the Blind River tributaries have cut deep gorges, appears to lie
outside the zone of most rapid uplift (Fig. 5.14). This lends suppoft to the suggestion of
('otton [938] Lhat the Front Hills arose first, being uplifted on the Haldon Hills Fault,
forming NE-flowing streams that incised into soii Miocene - Pliocene mudstone.
I)urin-e subsequent uplift on the Flaxboume Fault (Fig.5.14), the Haldon Hills rose and
stfeams eroded head-ward into the uplifting block. If movement on the (northern)
Haldon Hills Fault ceased prior to uplifi on the (southem) Flaxbourne Fault, these small
streams would have had a better chance of maintaining their northward courses rather
than being defeated by the uplifting greywacke range of the Front Hills. This may
e xplain why the Front Hills lie within a zone of relatively low uplift compared with the
Ilaldon Hills (Fig. 5.14).
The distribution of inferred uplift in NE Marlborough involves first-order
deformation by two spatially overlapping mechanisms. A lobe of "very high" incision/
uplift north of the tip of the Clarence Fault (Fig. 5.14) is reminiscent of the pattern of
vertical strain predicted by elastic modelling lten Brink et al., 1996] (Fig. 5.3E),
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Figure 5.14. Approximation of contemporary uplift rates in NE Marlborough. Numbers are rates of uplitl
(in mm n't) extrapolated from uplifted coastal marine terraces and constrained by the patterns of Late Qua-
ternary incision and tilting inland. High rates of uplift to the north and west of the Clarence Fault termina-
tion indicate uplift and crustal thickening to accommodate enhanced compressive tip stresses in this region.
Lack of active surface structures suggests that the deformation may be occurring by folding or by slip on
blind faults. Low rates of uplift in the Blind River - Lake Grassmere domains attest to locally active struc-
tures - the Hog Swamp Fault in the north and the Ward Syncline in the south. This pattern is superimposed
on a regional north - northeast tilt of 2" m.y.-r since - 120 ka.
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sLr-egesting that transter of horizontal strike-slip motion into permanent crustal
thickening occurs in the immediate vicinity of the fault tip. Elevation of Torlesse
basement rocks to 
-700 m in the Haldon Hills implies uplift of -1900 m in this region
(with erosion of the 
-1200 m thick Miocene - Pliocene rocks [Roberts & Wilson, 1992])
relative to the lower Awatere Valley. No doubt some erosion of the Torlesse rocks has
irlso occurred. so that the overall uplift of the Haldon Hills relative to low-lying areas is
nrorc likely to be about 2000 m overan area that is 
-15 km wide (e.g., Fig.5.3E). The
estimated total offset across the Clarence Fault of -15 km [Little & Jones, 1998] and the
elastic model of ten Brink et al. [996] have been used to compare the expected total
bedrock uplift at the termination of the Clarence Fault ("basement uplift" column on
Figure 5.38) with the observed uplift value of 
-2000 m, assuming that elastic strain is
trirnsf'erred tip-ward into permanent, non-recoverable deformation. The spatial extent
urcl total anrount of crustal thickening in this region is compared using a weak fault
rr ith shear zone width of zero [ten Brink et al., 1996]. The observed 2000 m of uplift of
the Huldon Hills over a width of 
-15 km is only slightly higher than that predicted (900
- lE00 m regions) for a total fault offset value of l5 km (e.g., Fig. 5.3E).
Recent estimates of Late Quaternary strike-slip rate for the Clarence Fault are on
the order of 5 mnr a'' lvan Dissen & Nicol, 19991. Assuming terrace ages of 120, 60
lncl l0 ku, the corresponding dextral strike-slip off'set magnitudes on the Clarence Fault
lre 600, 300 and 50 m, respectively, The corresponding amount of uplift for these
difl'erently aged terraces has been calculated using the elastic model of ten Brink et al.
[996] (Fig. 5.3E). It can be seen that, according to this model and using a strike-slip
rate on the Clarence Fault of 5 mm a-' lvan Dissen & Nicol, 1999], the maximum uplift
expected in the immediate vicinity of the fault tip for a 120 ka terrace is 90 m (Fig.
5.3E). For the younger terraces of 60 and l0 ka, the expected uplift over the same area
is 45 and 7.5 m, respectively. These predicted values of uplift record a linear scaling
rvith tge, or increasing fault offset; however, the observed pattern of terrace
ruplift/incision is such that there are smaller differences in elevation between terraces but
a larger than predicted overall uplift after the formation of the (-10 ka) Starborough-l
surferce (see also Figs. 5.64 - E). Several possible reasons for the disparity between
predicted and observed uplift of Late Quaternary terraces in the vicinity of the Clarence
[:lult tip include: l) that rates of stream incision are not linked directly to uplift and
cunnot be used to infer uplift rates,2) an erratic strike-slip rate on the Clarence Fault
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over the last 
-120 ka may have produced real discrepancies in the rates of uplift for
ten'aces of different age, 3) that the relatively simple elastic model of ten Brink et al.
[ 1996] is not applicable to the termination of the Clarence Fault due to the interaction of
several geological processes, such as the interaction of other faults and regional uplift,
not ilccolrnted for in their model.
'flre nrechanism by which uplift has occured may affect the total amount and the
ctistrrbution of vertical motion. For example, uplift on discrete structures, such as the
Haldon Hills and Flaxbourne faults, will influence the finite pattern of deformation so
that field data will not exactly resemble the modelled "elastic" distribution of uplift.
Other than the Haldon Hills and Flaxbourne faults, there is no surface evidence of any
clis,.:r'ete structure in the immediate vicinity of the Clarence Fault tip on which this
cleformation may occur. This is possible evidence for growth of a NE-trending anticline
or monocline. that. given its asymmetry, may be cored by a SE-vergent, blind reverse
t'ault that torms the eastern boundary of the region of high uplift along strike from the
termination of the Clarence Fault (Fig. 5.14).
The second mechanism involves vertical axis rotation of the "Awatere Block"
IRrrberts. 19951 (Fig. 5.14). Tectonic bulging along the southwestern boundary of the
,.\\\atere Block is inf'ered to be responsible for the extremely high rates of uplift
rrrterpreted there. The SW boundary of the Awatere Block has been described by Little
c\i Roberts U9971 as a "rotation boundary", constrained palaeomagnetically by
unrotated 6 - 7 Ma old rocks in the middle Awatere Valley and by changes in strike of
steeply dipping Torlesse bedrock. Contemporary extensional deformation is not
otrserved along the Awatere River in the vicinity of the rotation boundary [N. Hill, Pers.
Comm.l. This suggests that the pole of rotation between the Awatere Block and the
rinrotated rocks to the SW (Medway Block) must lie north of the Awatere River (Fig.
5.15). This model is similar to that of Roberts [995] and Townsend & Little [1998],
but the pole of rotation between the Awatere Block and the Medway Block lies further
to the west (Fig.5.15). As the Awatere Block rotates relative to the Medway Block,
contraction must occur across their mutual boundary, and, the greater the distance from
the pole of rotation, the greater the amount of shortening. This horizontal contraction
ti'oLtld probably result in vertical strain (uplift) along the boundary, which overlaps with
tlre arca of high uplift due to the "elastic" deformation at the Clarence Fault tip. Thus,
tlrese two mechanisms of crustal deformation, involving strike-slip fault termination and
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r erriual axis block rotation, can explain the transfer of horizontal strike-slip motion into
the observed pattem of uplift.
Figure 5.15. Block model of observed uplift rates in the Lower Awatere - Ward area, integrating two spa-
tially overlapping mechanisms to accommodate strike-slip strain. Tip sffesses at the termination of the Clar-
ence Fault apparently cause deformation to be transferred onto a blind thrust along strike to the NE, giving
rise to high uplifi rates to the north of the tip. Vertical axis rotation of the Awatere Block (AB) relative to
more inland domains causes a local convergence at the SW edge of the rotating block (dark band). This
also causes the Clarence Fault to become curved, as part of the bedrock trace forms one edge of the rotating
Awatere Block. Local activity of structures such as the Hog Swamp Fault and Ward Syncline are superim-
posed on the regional uplift, leaving a complicated pattern of deformation. See text for discussion.
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CoNcr-ustotrts
Pilttems of relative vertical tectonic motion in NE Marlborough have been assessed
hy lnalysing rates of stream incision as a proxy for uplift. The broad pattern of incision
suggests rapid uplift of a 
-15 km-wide area to the north and west of the Clarence Fault
tip, i.e. the Haldon Hills, where Mesozoic basement rocks are exhumed and uplifted to
elevations of around 700 m. Integration of previously published coastal uplift data with
tluantit.ative incision data suggest that the highest uplift rates of 4 - 6 mm a'' are
riccurring where basement rocks are exposed. Two crustal scale deformation
ntechanisms are infen'ed to be responsible for the observed pattern of uplift rates.
Vertical axis rotation of a crustal block at the termination of the dextral strike-slip
Clarence Fault may produce tectonic bulging along its SW boundary, expressed as
crustal thickening and uplift. The distribution of uplift is also consistent with the pattern
of vertical strain predicted from elastic modelling. NE of the mapped termination of the
('larence Fault, high uplift rates suggest the presence of a growing anticline, possibly
cored by a SE-verging reverse fault. Anomalously low rates of incision in the centre of
lhe rupidly uplifiing region can be accounted for by the formation of a non-graded river
cltchment, that is analogous to a perched valley. Terraces in the lower Awatere Valley
that are older than 120 ka show parallel downstream profiles compared with younger
tL-rraces that all show some degree of angular discordance. Of the younger, tilted
tcnuces, all successively older terraces have a progressively steeper downstream
gradient. This pattern suggests that the current mode of NE tilting began after the
lbrmation of the 
- 
120 ka Upton- I surface and has maintained variable rates of northeast
tilting since then.
Independently derived patterns of tilting based on the evolution of local drainage
networks also suggest that the Haldon Hills are still undergoing uplift, with a consistent
tilting away from the centre of a broad dome-like shape north and west of the Clarence
Fault tip. Timing of local tilting has been estimated by the age of abandoned surfaces
and palaeo-channels. Airgaps of different ages often indicate the same direction of
lrlting, suggesting that the pattern of local tilting over the last 
-120 ka has been stable.
ln areas distal to the local uplift of the Haldon Hills, preferential erosion of the northern
side of stream banks and prcservation of terraces and relict meander loops on the south
sidc ot'strcams indicates regional N-NE tilting.
t7r
Chapter 7: Conclusions
Six new palaeomagnetic localities have been sampled from Late Cretaceous - Early
'fertiar.l' Amuri Formation limestone and Early Miocene Waima Formation siltstone
from eastern Marlborough. Integration of new and existing palaeoma,qnetic data from
NE Marlborough shows that all rocks that are older than l8 Ma display clockwise
declination anomalies of 100 - 150o. The similarity in declination anomalies implies
regional rotation of a large expanse of NE South Island after 18 Ma. Previous
palaeomagnetic sampling in NE Marlborough constrains this regional clockwise
rotution to have occurred before 7 Ma.
Basement rocks of NE Marlborough, the Middle Cretaceous Torlesse terrane,
contaln a predominantly NE-striking, steeply-dipping structural fabric that defines one
f inrb of the New Zealand orocline. New palaeomagnetic data from Tertiary rocks of NE
Marlborough, which overlie the NE-striking Torlesse terrane, imply a regional
clockrvise vertical-axis rotation of at least 100'. The present-day NE-SW -oriented
structLtrill l'itbric of Marlborough appears to be a consequence of the regional 100'
vcrticul-axis rotution of originully NW-SE -strikin-e basement rocks, a rotation that is
ulso recorded throughout the palaeomagnetically sampled parts of NE Marlborough.
This regional clockwise rotation is int'erred to have occurred as a result of distributed
dextral shear accumulating at the southern termination of the Early Miocene subduction
zone, during early inception of the Alpine Fault as a through-going structure.
Near Keketengu, NE Marlborough, the Ben More anticline is a NNE+rending, 
-15
lirrr-ri ide structLrre that tolds an Early Miocene fold and thrust belt - the Flags Creek
Fault System (FCFS). New palaeomagnetic and structural data from both limbs of the
Ben More anticline show that the fold axis is not a vertical axis rotation boundary, as
has been previously hypothesised, and that the post-Middle Miocene "regional" l00o
clockwise rotation occurred in both limbs.
The two new palaeomagnetic localities that are adjacent to the dextral strike-slip
Kekerengu Fault exhibit clockwise declination anomalies of up to 150o. This extra
rotution is attributed to the presence of a localised zone of distributed dextral shear and
vertical-axis rotation within 2 - 3 km of the Kekerengu Fault. This zone of inferred
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Pliocene - Pleistocene clockwise vertical-axis rotation is also borne out by detailed
structural mapping of the FCFS (see below).
Thin-skinned tectonic deformation in the FCFS accompanied the inception of the
Pacific - Australia plate boundary that propagated through New Zealand in the Early
Miocene. A nappe of Torlesse terrane rock formed a backstop to the FCFS and
constitutes the present-day hanging-walls of the Clarence and Flags Creek faults.
'fnrnsport directions of large-scale thrust sheets within the FCFS have been determined
by analysis of mesoscopic delormation fabrics in proximity to the map-scale faults.
These fabrics record a consistent SE direction of transport, which is anomalous with
respect to the NE - SW direction of relative plate convergence implied by Early
Miocene Pacific - Australia plate boundary reconstructions. If, however, the regional
-l00" clockwise vertical-axis rotation is taken into account, SE transport of the thrust
shcets is restored to NE (i.e. seaward-directed transport), perpendicular to the Early
Miocene continental margin. The age of the thrust faults is interpreted to be younger to
the east (foreland), resulting in a leading edge imbricate fan. Balanced cross sections
through the FCFS imply at least 20 km of shortening in a SE direction (present-day
coordinates).
Several episodes of deformation are recorded by reactivation of fault structures
rvitltin the FCFS. implied by overprinting of defbrmation fabrics in different parts of the
I'nult systenr. The Flags Creek Fault (FCF) was originally part of the Torlesse nappe that
formed the backstop to the FCFS and was laterally contiguous with the proto-Clarence
Fault. This fault was reactivated as a SW-directed thrust in the Late Miocene, folding
rocks in its footwall to form the NW-SE -trending Narrows syncline. The eastern ends
of the FCFS become steepened and eventually overturned in proximity to the active
Kekerengu Fault, which truncates the eastern limb of the Ben More anticline and the
FCFS near the coast. Early Miocene thrust transport directions of the FCFS are SE-
directed (in present-day coordinates) over the majority of the deformed belt, but are
clockwise-rotated by 
-45o to become south-directed within 2-3 km of the Kekerengu
Fault. This structural and palaeomagnetic (above) evidence implies the presence of a
zone of Plio-Pleistocene distributed dextral shear and vertical-axis rotation within 2-3
km ol'the Kekerengu Fault, in which local clockwise vertical-axis rotations up to 50o
Irure been superimposed on the older, regional l00o Miocene rotation.
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Thus, three major tectonic processes are recorded from this highly complex and
deformed region, attesting to the style of deformation in the evolving Pacific - Australia
plate boundary zone changing from primarily thin-skinned thrusting in the Early
Miocene through a period of spatially extensive (700. sq. km), large-magnitude (100")
clockwise vertical-axis rotation to the current regime of dextral strike-slip and local
clockwise veftical-axis rotation adjacent to active strike-slip faults.
Revision of the Quaternary stratigraphy of NE Marlborough has been enabled by
l'ivc new optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dates on loess. The Starborough-l
terrace. which formed as a result of the latest aggradation episode in the Awatere
Vallev. has vielded an abandonment age of c.9 ka, several thousand years youngerthan
previously thought. This age indicates that terrace aggradation, at least in the Awatere
Valley, was in progress well after the last glacial maximum (-17 ka). Other terraces in
the morphostratigraphic sequence of NE Marlborough have approximate ages of 40, 60,
80. 100 & 120 ka. These ages comelate with warming periods on the oxygen isotope
curve, which alludes to a model of terrace aggradation and gravel outwash during
mrximum deglaciation rather than at the time of maximum glacial extent for peri-
gluciul central New Zealand.
Correlation of terrace surfaces peripheral to the Awatere Valley over a wide tract of
NE Marlborough has been achieved by aerial photogrammetry and assessment of
chirracteristic terrace surface morphology. The 22.6 ka Kawakawa Tephra has also been
used as a chronostratigraphic marker in exposures of gravel and loess. Nine new
uxposures of the tephra have been established in NE Marlborough, seven of which have
becn chenrically identified by electron microprobing as the Kawakawa Tephra.
The spatial and temporal distribution of stream incision patterns has been used to
inf'cr uplift rates, over the last 120 ka, for a large area of NE Marlborough that includes
the Clarence Fault termination. Incision rales generally display a consistent distribution
through time, with high rates of incision/uplift to the north and west of the Clarence
Fault tip. Uplifted/incised terraces in this region suggest that dextral shear strain is
trarrsf'erred tip-ward into permanent crustal thickening. Incision rates from inland areas
ure compared with uplift of coastal marine terraces and assigned rates of uplift. The
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fastest uplifi inferred in the study area of 4 - 6 mm a-r is observed immediately to the
west of the Clarence Fault tip.
Prtterns of landscape tilting derived from the evolution of drainage networks yield
estimates of local diff'erential uplift which are independent from the distribution of
uplift inferred from patterns of stream incision. Comparison of terrace incision and
drlrnage tilting directions indicate a similar overall distribution of uplift, with a broad
clorning of the arrea to the north and west of the Clarence Fault tip. Areas of high
incision rates also mirror the outcrop distribution of indurated Mesozoic basement
rocks. suggesting that the pattern of uplift observed in NE Marlborough by
uplified/incised terraces and drainage tilting directions over the last 
-120 ka is a long-
tenn patterrr which can be approximated by the outcrop of Torlesse basement rocks.
The distribution of uplift is also consistent with the pattern of vertical strain
predicted by models of fault terminations in elastic media. To the north of the Clal'ence
FaLrlt tip, high uplift rates without discrete surface structures suggest the presence of a
growin-9 anticline, that, given its asymmetry, may be cored by a SE-vergent reverse
l'ault. Total post-Miocene uplift of 
-2000 m over an area of -15 x 15 km to the north
runtl vvest of tlre Clarence Fuult tip compares well with the elastically-modelled estimate
oi 12 - 1800 m over a similar area, using a total bedrock offset of 15 km for the
Cllrence Fault. Estimates of uplift over the last 
-120 ka, using a Late Quaternary slip
ratc on the Clarence Fault of 5 mm a-' lvan Dissen & Nicol, 19991, however, do not fit
the model as well. This discrcpancy between modelled and observed uplift may be due
to ii punctuated slip rate on the Clarence Fault or to interaction of other faults/folds in
NE Marlborough that are not allowed for in the elastic model.
Vertical-axis rotation of the crustal block into which the Clarence Fault terminates.
the 
-40 kmr Awatere Block, has been documented previously by palaeomagnetic
studies. Clockwise rotation of the Awatere Block is also inferred from the distribution
ol uplift patterns. Vertical-axis rotation of this large crustal block, relative to the inland
regron to the SW, would cause local convergence (or divergence) along its boundaries.
Thrs local convergence is interpreted to be a key factor in the distribution of high uplift
rates to the west of the Clarence Fault tip, whereas the rapid uplift observed to the north
of the fault tip is inf'erred to be caused by the tip-ward dissipation of transcurrent strain
into crustal thickening by folding.
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Appendix 2.
Sites that did not yield satisfactory primary magnetisation vectors are
description. All sites described below are located on Figure A2.
given a precis
Figure A2. Location map for sites outlined in Appendix 2. Sites refer to this study only. Faults of the Early
Miocene Flags Creek Fault System are also shown, fbr reference.
locality abbrevlations:
MS Mead Stream
UW Upper Waima River
BM Blue Mountaln Stream
N52 Narrows syncline-2
NSI Narrows syncllne-l (Waterfall Stream)
WR Waima Rlver
WW Woodslde member of Amurl Formation (Walma Hills)
WH Amurl Formation limestone (Waima Hills)
LN Laings Nul
WC3 Woodside Creek
WF Woodslde member of Amurl Formation (Woodside Creek)
BH Black Hill Statlon
1t1
Appendix 2.1,.
Mead Stream locality (MS)
Rocks on the downthrown, SE side of the Clarence Fault, at Mead Stream, include
a relatively complete stratigraphic section of Late Cretaceous 
- 
Palaeocene chert of the
Mead Hill Formation, Palaeocene 
- 
Eocene Amuri Formation limestone and marl and
Early Miocene clastic rocks, including the Whalesback limestone (Weka Pass stone),
Waima Formation siltstone and Great Marlborough Conglomerate (GMC) [see Fig. 2.4,
main textl. The lower and middle part of the section (Mead Hill & Amuri formations,
Weka Pass stone, lower Waima Formation) were sampled in March 1998 as a pilot study
on the magnetostratigraphy of this section, which is internationally recognised as an
important Cretaceous 
- 
Tertiary boundary location. I sampled the upper part of the sec-
tion in late 1998, drilling the Early Miocene Waima Formation siltstone and thin siltstone
interbeds of the GMC.
Three to four cores were drilled from each sampled stratigraphic horizon. Twelve
sites, from the Mead Hill Formation to the lower Waima Formation, totalling 42 samples,
generally have weak natural remanent magnetisation (NRM) values (-2-4 mAm-r) lGary
Wilson, Pers. Comm.] and exhibited unstable demagnetisation characteristics. Primary
magnetisation components from these samples could not be unequivocally isolated for
the Mead Stream locality (Fig. A2.l.A.I).
Seventeen samples from the Miocene section (Waima Formation siltstone and
mudstone beds within the GMC) were demagnetised at Oxford University by the author.
These also had fairly weak NRM values, typically less than I mAm-r. The bulk magnetic
susceptibility of these samples consistently increased at -350"C during thermal
demagnetisation, usually before the characteristic magnetisation had been resolved (e.g.,
Fig. A2.l.A.I). Demagnetisation of the low temperature component was not directed
toward the origin of the vector component diagram, suggesting that the component being
demagnetised was not primary.
Figure 42.l.A.I: Demagnetisation plots for siltstone interbed of the Great Marlborough Conglomerate from
Mead Stream that did not reach a stable endpoint (above left). II: Great circles analysis of these specimens(above righ$ failed to produce a component that could be differentiated from an in situ modem direction.
Sample Code: MS1910B
J/J max Jmar= 2.85s-1
T€mpsralurs (cC)
ln situ
Intercopt: 346.1', -50.0'
N= 14
ln sltu
Structurally corrected
(both lower hemisphere)
Inte|cept 318.e', 8.1"
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Appendix 2.2.
Upper Waima River (UW|
Palaeocene Amuri Formation limestone and marl crop out at the base of this sec-
tion and are separated from Early Miocene [Reay, 1993] Whalesback limestone and
Waima Formation siltstone above, by a minor fault or shear zone. After only a few
metres, the Whalesback limestone grades up section into Waima Formation, which after
-20 m of stratigraphic thickness becomes a poorly sorted, matrix supported conglomerate
that contains large clasts of most of the aforementioned lithologies. This conglomerate is
inferred to be a lateral equivalent of the Otaian to Altonian aged Great Marlborough Con-
glomerate (GMC). Clasts decrease in abundance several metres further up section, giving
rise to the sampled outcrop of 
-50 m of blue-grey silty mudstone. At the top of the
section, reintroduction of large (up to I m across), sub-angular clasts visibly disturbs bed-
ding traces and the lithology here is a poorly sorted, matrix supported conglomerate that
continues up section for several hundred metres. The site age is Otaian (20 
- 
25 Ma).
NRM values of the siltstone cores were weak (at around l-1.5 mAm-l). Bulk mag-
netic susceptibility increased markedly at 
-350oC, before a stable characteristic magneti-
sation could be isolated from all but two of these samples (Gillian Turner, Pers. Comm. 
-
see Fig. A2.2.4.I) but, owing to the low sample number, cannot be statistically ratified.
Great circles analysis suggests that the component being cleaned off the other samples is
a modern overprint (Fig. A2.2.A.II).
Figure A2.2.A.1: Typical demagnetisation plot for UW sample that did not reach a stable endpoint. II: Great
circles analysis suggests that the component being cleaned is approximately parallel to a modern geomag-
netic field when viewed in situ and is therefore likely to be an overprint.
il)
Sample Code: UW143
T€mpsraturs ('C) 360 ln Situinlslcept t94.1',65.e
N= 22
Structurally corrected
235.G,24.1o
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Appendix 2.3.
Blue Mountain Strearn (BM)
The stratigraphy at the Blue Mountain Stream locality consists of Eocene
marine volcanic pillow basalt and pink Amuri Formation limestone (Fig. A2.3.A).
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Figure A2.3.A.1): stratigraphy and setting of the Blue Mountain Stream section, showing sequence and
location of samples; II): sample location map.
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Appendix 2.3. -continued.
Samples were taken from both the limestone (5 cores) and basalt (10 cores)
lithologies. Limestone samples exhibited two to three components of magnetisation. A
low-blocking temperature component that is common to all samples (ctn, = 7.6o) was
removed on heating to 
-210"C (Fig. 42.3.8 I & ID.
Figure A2.3.B. I & II: Demagnetisation of limestone cores, revealing overlap (curved demagnetisation path
on Zijderveld plots) of two components at higher temperatures. The low temperature component is repre-
sented by the relatively straight section of the plot, where most intensity is lost. Symbols are the same as in
Figure 2.8.2. Solid symbols indicate lower hemisphere equal area projection.
This component has an unusual in situ orientation, with a mean declination of
194" and mean inclination of -:70", that cannot be interpreted as a modern-day overprint(Fig. A2.3.C.I.). The other two components have overlapping blocking temperature /
coercivity spectra, making identification of the two vectors difficult. Both of these com-
ponents have apparently random orientations (Figs. A2.3.D. & E). Isothermal remanent
magnetisation (IRM) acquisition and analysis of the limestone at this site suggests a com-
ponent of single-domain magnetite (inflection at 
-100 mT; B", = 52 mT) and non-
saturation of the IRM by 850 mT indicates the presence of a high coercivity mineral,
probably haematite (Fig. A2.3.F.). Three orders of magnitude difference between the
NRM (-4 mAm-r) and IRM856 (-4 Rrn-r; is typical of a detrjtal or chemical remanent
magnetisation [e.g., Butler, 1992]. The haematite in these samples may be authigenic and
have grown grown as a separate population of secondary magnetic grains. This means
that the scattered, highest blocking- component(s) may not be indicative of a primary
magnetisation direction [e.g.,Turner 2001] and must be regarded with suspicion.
l): Sample Code BM126
Jmax= t2 mAm'l
Temperaturs (eC)
ll): Sample Code 8M536
Tsmporature (f)0
"foT
t?II
TT
--i(dll
+\tl
IJ
Jmax= 6.82 mAm'1
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Appendix 2.3. -continued.
Figure A2.3C. Low-blocking temperature component of the pink limestone cores from Blue Mountain
Stream. Plots are (I) irr sila, (II) structurally corrected using the "lapilli" f'abric and (III) using the remnant
limestone bed. A modern magnetic field inclination best fits the ,a ritrl data, but the declination of these
upper hemisphere components is 
-195". Both corrections A and B yield shallow inclinations for this low
blocking temperature component.
Figure A2.3.D. Intermediate blocking temperature component (from roughly 100 
- 
350"C) of the pink
limestone samples from Blue Mountain Stream, Plots are u in situ (I), corrected using a lapilli fabric (lI)
and using the remnant limestone bed (I[). This component shows no obvious grouping.
D, | = 194.9o, -70.7o
R =.9753
K = 33.5
095 = 7'6o
' lower hemisphere
' upper hemisphere
Gorrection "A"
D,l 
= 
174.5", -26.4o
GAD field direction D, | = 0.0, -66
expecled mean direction from
57 Ma VGP (356.3, -69.6)
Gorrection "B"
D, ! reverse = 198.5o, 10.7o
R = .9913
r = 80.3(r95 
= 6.9o
D, Inormal = 191.1o, -10.4o
R = .9971
ct95 = 4.6o
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Ei
il) |il)
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upper
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Appendix 2.3. .cortinued.
Figure A2.3.E. High temperature/coerciviry component (from roughly 350 
- 
560"C) of the pink limastone
sarnples frsm site BM. Plots are as in siar (I), corrccted using tho lapilli f'abric (II) and using the remnant
limestone bed (Itr).This component is also appar€ntly random.
Figure 42.3.F. Isothermal Remanent Magnctisation (IRM) acquisition for a sample of pink Amuri Forma-
tion limestone fron between the Blue Mountain Stream pillow basals. The initial rapid incrcase to 
-80 mT
followed by a steady increase to 
-500 mT suggests two riragnetic mineral componenis in this rock. The first
component saturates at the field strength of magnetito but non-saturation of the second component suggests
the presence of haematite.
lRi/VlRMmax
induced field (mT)
Plnk Llmestone
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Basalt samples from stratigraphically above the limestone at Blue Mountain
Stream were taken from three different flows over an interval of 
-14 m (Fig. A2.3.G.I).
These had a very strong NRM (up to 6 Am-r), making it possible to measure them on a
Molspin spinner magnetometer (demagnetisation performed at VLIW by the author). AF
demagnetisation revealed that these samples have a single component of magnetisation
that starts cleaning off at 
-5 mT and which is almost completely lost by peak fields of
-60 mT (Fig. A2.3.G.II). Thermal demagnetisation of basalt samples showed that this
component is magnetically strong, retaining 
-85Vo of the maximum intensity (J,n"*) to
temperatures of 
-450"C, finally cleaning off by 590"C, where only -27o of Jn.,o*
remained. The unblocking temperature of 
-580'C suggests that the magnetic remanence
carrier in the basalt is magnetite [Butler, L992]. The mean in situ remanence direction of
these basalt samples (-131o, -1lo) is well-grouped (k = 370.6;%s=3.2"; n = 6) as would
be expected for volcanic rocks that do not average out secular variation (Fig. A2.3.H.I).
The structural correction of the in sira magnetic vector may be applied in two
ways at this location. Both methods account for the regional fold plunge, but use different
corrections for the second step. If the pyroclastic fabric (235o ,50') in the basalt is repre-
sentative of palaeo-horizontal at the time of basalt flow (correction A), then the site mag-
netic vector from the basalt cores restores to a reverse polarity (141.1o,37.3").
Alternatively, if the remnant limestone bedding (053o, 58") is used as a horizon for the
second step (correction B), the magnetic vector restores to 097.5, -66.1 (Fig. A2.3.H.II).
Correction B is the preferred restoration because the restorcd inclination more closely
matches that of the expected mean inclination at this site (-690; see below). The mean
expected declination for 57 Ma rocks at this site is 356" (Table l), therefore, a clockwise
rotation of the Eocene volcanic rocks at Blue Mountain Stream of 102o, not accounting
for secular variation, which could be * 40o, is implied.
l) Sample Code BM638A ll) Sample Code BM739
+
Jm6x= 6.05 Am'l Jmax= 5.85 Am'l
Figure A2.3.G. Examples of typical thermal (t) and alternating field (II) characteristic magnetisation of the
Blue Mountain Stream basalt flows. All plots are in situ coordinates.
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Figure A2.3.H. Stereoplots of extremely well grouped single magnetic components from basalt samples
inferred to be thermal remanence directions. I: the in sr/lr measured directions, showing the bedding and
lapilli tabric orientations and; II: atier correction "8" (see text). The expected declination and inclination
for 57 Ma old rocks at this location is -356o. -69". therefore 102" of clockwise rotation (not accountins
secular variatir-rn) is implied.
The well clustered low-blocking temperature component of the limestone cores
does not restore to an orientation that can be easily interpreted. The in sira direction of
194.9", -70.7" restores to 174.5o, -26.3" using correction A (above -Fig. A2.3.C) and
285.9o, -42.6" using correction B. Both of these vectors have inclinations that are shallow
compared with the expected Palaeogene inclination for this site (-69") and on this basis
are not used.
If deposition of the limestone and flow of the basalt at this site are contemp-
oraneous, we might expect to observe a thermal overprint in the magnetisation of the sed-
imentary rocks, The magnetic remanence component in the basalt begins demagnetisation
at 
-450'C and is removed by -590"C. However, no consistent overprint of an orientation
similar to the component from the basalt is apparent in the limestone cores, which are all
demagnetised by 
-560"C. Therefore, it seems that there is no consistent secondary ther-
mal effect from eruption of the basalt onto/into the limestone. The same cannot be said
for the physical disruption of limestone bedding and its inferred "primary/detrital" rema-
nence (the high-blocking component), which can only be described as "random".
:g
ln Situ:
D, | = 131 .3", -10.7'
Fl = ,9981
r = 370.6
cI95 = 3.2o
ll=6 lower hemisphere
upper hemisphere
Correction'B':
D, l= 097.5o, €6.1"
(after plunge and tilt correction)
s GAD field direction
e expected 57 Ma direction
from VGP (356.3, -69.6)
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Narrows syncline (NSZ and WR)
Miocene Waima Formation siltstone is widely exposed within the Narrows
Syncline, which forms a 3-sided troughJike structure in the Waima River valley. The dif-
ferent attitudes of bedding around this structure would be ideal to perform a fold test on
palaeomagnetic data from the Waima Formation. Three sites were chosen on opposing
limbs of the fold, but principal component analysis (PCA) of the siltstone from all but
one horizon from all three sites either were not stable enough to yield a remanent magne-
tisation vector or yielded vectors that were too shallow to be regarded as primary
components.
In particular, cores that were sampled across the interbedded boundary between
Whalesback limestone and Waima Formation siltstone were generally weak and did not
have stable demagnetisation characteristics (Fig. A2.4.A). For sites WR and NS2, this
was the only part of the sequence sampled. For NSl, fresh outcrop of the muddier Waima
Formation is well exposed along Waterfall Stream (unofficial name) and demagnetisation
was more stable (see Appendix 2.5).
Sample Code: NS12X34
Figure 42.4.A. Demagnetisation plots for weakly magnetised calcareous siltstone from NS2. Locality WR
displayed similar demagnetisation characteristics of weak samples. All plots are in situ coordinates. Con-
ventions are the same as in Figure 2.8.2.
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Narrows syncline (NSf)
Thermal and AF demagnetisation results of Whalesback limestone samples from
NSI (see Fig.2.l2) were not stable enough to isolate a primary magnetisation
component. These samples were deemed unusable. Demagnetisation of cores from the
muddier Waima Formation siltstone at NSl, however, reveals a fairly stable signal with a
maximum NRM of around 5.3 mAm-l (Fig. A2.5.A. I & II). Most samples were thermal-
ly demagnetised to 
-350oC, at which point they displayed an increase in bulk magnetic
susceptibility, indicating thermal alteration of the magnetic minerals. Many samples did
not demagnetise toward the origin of the vector component diagram, suggesting an
underlying component that was not isolated. AF demagnetisation of selected samples was
not as successful in isolating the principal components as was thermal processing. Acqui-
sition of IRM for the mudstone cores (Fig. A2.5.8.I) reached saturation at inducing field
strengths of between 200 and 300 mT, indicating that the magnetic remanence carrier is a
low coercivity ferrimagnetic mineral, such as magnetite.
Figure A2.5.A. Examples of thermal demagnetisation of Waima Formation siltstone from tocality NS-l(Waterfall Stream); I: low-blocking temperature overprint (infened to be "modem") cleans off by 
-250'C,
revealing an underlying component that resembles a primary magnetisation vector; II: no modern overprint
is apparent for this sample and the entire remanence resernbles a primary component. All plots are in situ
and "primary" vectors are shallow, but the bedding correction does not satisfactorily produce final vectors
that can easily be compared with the reference inclination (- -65'). Conventions are the same as in Figure
2.8.2. See text for discussion.
Temperature dependent susceptibility experiments performed on mudstone sam-
ples (Fig. 42.5.C.) reveal an inflection at the approximate Curie temperature of magnetite(580'C) [Butler, L992]. The maximum IRM (IRMmax) attained for this mudstone litholo-
gy is 
-3 Am-l. Compared with NRM values of -l-10 mAm'r, the IRM*'* is strong, sug-
gesting that the process of natural magnetisation in these rocks is inefficient and therefore
probably detrital.
l: Sample Code: NS03X7A ll: Sample Code: NS0233
N,Up rg.E
Tempsraturo (qC) Tempsralura (T)
Jmax= 0.99 mAm-l Jmax= 4.51 mAm'l
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Figure A2.5.B.I: Isothermal remanent magnetisation (IRM) for 2 samples of Waima Formation siltstone
from locality NS-l (Waterfall Stream). Field saturation strength and coercivity values of remanence are
typical of magnetite-bearing rocks; II & III: alternating field demagnetisation of NRM of the same samples
as in A2.5.B. I. All Zijderveld plots are in situ coordinates. Conventions are the same as in Figure 2.8.2.
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Appendix 2.5. -continued
Figure A2.5.C. Temperature dependent susceptibility behaviour of samples NS06X5A (I) and NS06X6B(II) of Waima Formation siltstone from Waterfall Creek. Arrows on plots mark the Curie temperatures of
magnetite (M; 
-580'C) and haematite (H; -680'C). Inflection points at -580'C on heating suggest that
magnetite is the magnetic remanence carrier, with no measurable haematite.
The structurally corrected inclinations of the inferred primary components of both
normal and reverse polarity samples, where determined, are generally around 10-30'.
This is much shallower than the expected 
-65o for Early Miocene rocks of the Pacific
Plate. Samples that underwent AF demagnetisation, where a primary vector was obtained,
also yielded shallow inclinations. Samples from the same site are generally internally
consistent, but most have considerably different mean directions from sites only a few
metres above or below. The bedding orientation varies by only a few degrees between all
sampled sites at Waterfall Creek, therefore structural correction cannot reduce the scatter.
Two sampled horizons at NSI yielded inclinations close to the reference GAD
field (sites NOl & N05). Site NOl consists of 4 samples (7 specimens), which all give
reverse polarity magnetisation directions (Fig. A2.5.D.I), and site N05 consists of one
stable normal sample, which is approximately antipodal to N0l (Fig. A2.5.D.U). The
mean directions of the intervening sites, N02 - NM, mostly record shallow inclinations(Figs. A2.5.E & F), or directions that can be interpreted as recording a transitional field
or a magnetic reversal (as do other sites at NSI). This justifies the rejection of other sites
at NSI that yield shallow inclinations and the tentative acceptance of sites NOl and N05
as recording a GAD field direction. The in situ magnetisation direction of rhese two sites
is 272",27" and the structurally corrected vector is 302o, 54o. These data suggest a clock-
wise rotation of 
-I22", which probably does not average out secular variation.
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Appendix 2.5. -continued
Figure 42.5.D. The only two sites (out of 12 that had stable demagnetisation characteristics) at Waterfall
Stream that were not rejected on the grounds of shallow inclinations. The site vector from the 8 reverse
polarity cores is 302", 54o, but this average probably does not account for secular variation. The declina-
tion anomaly in these 
-22Ma rocks is 122o.
Figure A2.5.E. Declination and inclination of sites N20l - N205, downstream from the road at locality
NSl. Sites 01 and 05 have infened primary magnetisation directions that are nearly antipodal and which
resemble the reference direction inclination (I = 650), but interm€diate sites do not. Most of the intermedi-
ate sites are shallow or can be interpreted as recording a transitional period during a magnetic field reversal.
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Figure A2.5.F. Mean directions of each site at Waterfall Creek are fairly well-grouped, but different from
neighbouring horizons. Most of the data are shallow compared with the expected inclination of -65o.
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Appendix 2.6.
Laings Nut (LN)
Laings Nut is a prominent hill formed by a structural culmination of Amuri For-
mation limestone at the southern end of the same NW-SE -trending erosion-resistant
ridge on which the WH and WW palaeomagnetic sites lie. This site in Amuri Formation
occupies a similar stratigraphic position as the Waima Hills limestone site (WH) and also
the Woodside Creek sites WCI [Vickery, L994) and WC3 [this study], but is separated
from the latter two locations by the Black Hill Fault. The Black Hill Fault is interpreted
as part of the Early Miocene Flags Creek Fault System (FCFS) [see Chapter 3].
Five cores were sampled as part of an initial pilot study on the pink Amuri Forma-
tion limestone member which yielded I I specimens. Demagnetisation results of lime-
stone from Laings Nut showed similar characteristics to those outlined at the Waima
Hills limestone site, with the exception of an additional, low temperature, modern over-
print that is removed by 
-200'C. NRM values are around 2-4mNm. However, only four
specimens exhibited an underlying component that can be regarded as a true primary
direction (Fig. 42.6.A), whereas others have shallow inclinations and are interpreted as
"transitional" vectors that may represent major excursions of secular variation or periods
during magnetic reversals. The 4 data points from this site are statistically unquantifiable,
because the mean vector is steep and the 95To confidence cone includes the vertical. [t
can be seen, though, that the mean direction of the 4 data points with reasonable inclina-
tions lies within the 95Vo confidence cone of the Waima Hills limestone site (WH
locality; main text), located only 2 km to the north. It is therefore probable that these two
sites have undergone a similar amount of vertical-axis rotation, but the LN site is not used
due to the low sample density.
Figure 42.6.A. Plot of components from pink limestone at Laings Nut. Removal of a slightly rotated(?)
modern overprint to temperatures of 
-250oC leaves an underlying component that, when structurally
corrected, is either steep and reverse polarity or shallow and in both hemispheres. This suggests the possi-
bility of a systematic bias in the data, such as a third component of magnetisation that was not removed.
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Appendix 2.7.
Woodside Member of Amuri Formalion at Woodside Creek (WF)
The Woodside Member ("Woodside Formation" [Prebble, 1976]) of the Amuri
Formation lies above "lower marl" [Strong et al., 1995] at the lower Woodside Gorge and
consists of graded sandstone and mudstone beds on the order of 30-cm to 2-m-thick,
often with flute casts on sandstone bases that indicate a NE flow direction. The lower
contact is not satisfactorily exposed to deduce its relationship with underlying members
of the Amuri Formation, but in the north of the study area, turbidites are interbedded with
Amuri-type marl and limestone. The Woodside member includes gabbroic units up to
60-m-thick that are generally parallel to sedimentary strata and interpreted as either sills
or flows. The stratigraphic top of the Woodside Formation is not seen anywhere in the
study area, due to its truncation by the Flags Creek Fault.
Five cores were drilled from turbidite beds at stream level over a stratigraphic dis-
tance of 2.1 m. Grading of sandstone/mudstone couplets indicate that these strata are
upright. This location is probably similar in age to the Waima Hills site of the same
lithology (WW) as it occupies a similar stratigraphic position.
NRM of the siltstone from Woodside Gorge was weak, being around 4-7 mAm-|.
Demagnetisation of samples was relatively stable to approximately 450oC, where an
increase in bulk magnetic susceptibility accompanied by a distinct change in colour, indi-
cated thermal alteration. A modern-day geomagnetic field overprint (001", -64o for n=l l;
dss = 2.1") is dominant until about 250'C (Fig. A2.7 .A, A2.7 .B).
Figure A2.7.A. Examples of thermal demagnetisation of the siltstone/sandstone cores from the Woodside
Formation at Woodside Creek. A modern-field component is clearly removed up to 
-250oC, where an
underlying component is revealed. It is unclear whether this component is a detrital remanence or a later
thermal overprint that has been clockwise-rotated by -35o. All plots are in situ coordinates. Conventions
are the same as in Figure 2.8.2.
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Appendix 2.7 . -continued.
Demagnetisation of the underlying component was erratic, but a general cluster-
ing of data is mostly constrained by a few trustworthy points. All samples but one exhib-
ited reverse polarity magnetisation; the exception is shallow and is interpreted as
transitional. The structurally corrected mean vector implies a clockwise rotation of these
Eocene rocks of 32" (Fig. A23.B). As Palaeocene Amuri Formation only 
-50 m strati-
graphically below exhibits statistically well constrained clockwise rotations of l20o 
-
140", the 
-90o less rotation at WF is interpreted as a remagnetisation direction and is
therefore not used for tectonic interpretations. This overprinting may have occurred as a
result of contact metamorphism from emplacement of a nearby gabbro unit, which is
highly crystalline and probably a sill. The age of emplacement is not known.
Figure A2.'l .8. Uncorrected (above left) and corrected (above right; two cores rejected) site mean vector
for WF samples. An extremely well clustered secondary component (obs = 2. l") is indistinguishable from a
modern geomagnetic field and attests to the magnetic softness of this lithology. This suggests that the
underlying component may also be an overprint.
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Appendix 3
Figure A3.0. Location of outcrops containing mesoscopic structures that are used in thrust sheet transport
direcrion analysis. Numben next to sites refer to numbers in italics of diagrams on the following pages.
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Appendix 4.1
Characteristics of terrace surfaces that are useful distinguishing them both from the
air and from the ground are presented below. Morphological traits are derived from
analysis of aerial photographs covering well-correlated surface outcrops, whereas gravel
thickness and the degree of weathering of Tapuae-O-Uenuku plutonic complex (TPC)
igneous clasts are from Eden [1983].
SrlnnonouGH3 - 9:
Usually distinctively well preserved with sharp edges, these surfaces are generally
underlain by I 
- 
2 m of gravel. The youngest terraces often do not have grass or are not
farmed because of lack of soil development. Generally vegetated with scrub. St 
-9 is the
youngest surface recognised by Eden [989] and is analogous to the modern floodplain.
Verv little -to no -loess cover.
StlnsonoucH-2i
Well-preserved, sharp-edged terraces with little or no modern stream incision,
sometimes apparent as longitudinal strip beside Starborough-l, Starborough-2 terraces are
generally underlain by <3 m of gravel and often have many remnant (abandoned) braided
channels visible on aerial photos due to lack of loess cover; sometimes boulders are
visible at the surface. These terraces are seldom overlain by fans of lateral valleys.
Tapuae-O-Uenuku plutonic complex (TPC) igneous clasts show no visible signs of
weathering.
SrnnsonoucH-l:
The Starborough-l terrace tread is extensively preserved; broad surfaces with sharp-
edged scarps are underlain by up to 6 m of gravel. This terrace represents the last major
aggradational phase of the Awatere River. It is often dissected by streams in deep gorges
(on softer mudstone bedrock) rather than open valleys. Many of these gorges have a
knick-point some way between the front and the back edge of the terrace, upstream from
which the modern stream lies in a shallow, trough-like channel. St-l is usually
extensively farmed with good soil development and a loess cover of around 2 - 3 m.
Sometimes overlain by lateral fans shedding from gullies and steep hill country
(undifferentiated or mapped as "fan" by Eden [1989]), especially at the periphery of the
main Awatere River terraces and along the Awatere Fault. These overlying fans are not
characteristic of surfaces younger than Srl. TPC clasts may break after several hammer
blows.
DowNs-l:
Often only small remnants with rounded scarps are preserved. The surface is
characterised as undulating or rolling, underlain by 5 - 7 m of gravel. It is commonly
covered with moderately thick loess, which contains the Kawakawa Tephra, and is
dissected by shallow streams, forming open, rounded valleys. Downs-l is seldom cut by
steep-sided gorges. TPC clasts crumbly and/or break after a few hammer blows.
Dowxs-2:
Downs-2 appears not to be associated with aggradation from the Awatere River,
rather it commonly forms broad fan surfaces shedding from tributaries (such as Stafford
Creek and Kennel Brook valleys). The thickness of gravel associated with these fans,
where they are truncated by younger terrace risers or by the modern Awatere River, is
typically around 3 m. Clast lithologies generally always consist of (locally derived)
Torlesse Terrane cobbles.
UrroN-l,2 & 3:
Characteristically only preserved as flat-topped remnant ridges, this series of terraces
are hard to distinguish by using aerial photographs alone. They are frequently exposed
only as interfluves with an accordant height and common slope, fingering down the
northern flanks of the Haldon Hills into the Awatere River. One broad remnant of Ut-3 is
preserved along the drainage divide between the Awatere River and Deep Creek (of the
Blind River catchment) and may have become stranded by dip-slip displacement on the
nearby Hog Swamp Fault. It is from this remnant that the most robust correlation with
other exposures of this surface are made. The thickness of gravel cover is typically about
5 m. TPC clasts are generally fractured and break with gentle tapping. All TPC clasts
show some degree of weathering or exfoliation.
Cr,nronn:
This terrace is generally not widely preserved. The largest remnant is near Seaview,
at the coast between Awatere and Blind rivers. The surface is gently to moderately
undulating due to uneven deposition/erosion of loess cover and dissection by Station
Creek, with gravel thickness of 4 
- 
5 m.
Munrtlr:
This surface was subdivided by Eden [983] into Muritai-1, -2 and -3 on the basis of
loess units. It is morphologically very similar to the Clifford surface; slightly higher in
elevation but less extensively preserved as a surface. Mu terraces are difficult to map
from aerial photos. Gravel thicknesses are generally 2 
- 
3 m. TPC clasts are covered or
cemented by reddish oxides; most are rotten and collapse when touched.
Sunnrounnm:
This terrace is not recognised as a distinctive surface from aerial photos due to its
more-extensive erosion. Gravel deposits only, as mapped by Eden [9891, indicate
presence of this terrace.
4.2. Site means of electron of te from
OXDE sio2 Ti02 At203 FeO [ISO CaO Na2O t<20 H20
Elterwater (15) 78.83 0.18 12.82 1.22 0.15 1.11 2.66 3.04 7.O4
STDE'V 0.28 0.05 0.17 0.08 0.04 0.08 o.37 0.15 1.27
BRL (12) 78.89 0.1 8 12.97 't.22 0.13 't.12 2.43 3.07 7.58
STDB/ 4.24 0.04 0.14 0.12 0.03 0.06 0.19 0.1 3 o.77
BRO (10) 78.75 0.18 13.01 1.23 0,1 5 1 .14 2.68 2.86 7.07
STDEV 0.80 0.06 o.21 0.10 0.03 0.09 0.92 0.10 0.95
Dun. Ck. (12) 79.03 0.15 12.79 't,20 0.15 1.06 2.64 2.97 7.36
STDEV 0.57 0.04 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.50 0.1 1 0.87
F10T2 {10) 78.O4 0.16 12.76 1.30 0.1 4 1.05 3.48 3.07 5.42
STDEV 0.35 0.04 0.14 0.08 o.o2 0.07 0.36 0.09 0.9€
FS1T (10) 79.11 o.20 12.75 1.25 0.1 5 1 .10 2.51 2.93 6.58
STDEV o.62 0.05 0.08 o.12 0.04 0.08 0.65 0.15 1.O7
FTz (1s) 78.12 0.16 12.69 1.23 0.1 3 1 .10 3.4S 3,08 6.83
STDB/ 0.43 0.04 0.19 0.10 0.03 0.08 0.38 0.19 0.8c
WARD (20) 79.1 9 0.10 12.28 1 .16 0.12 1.00 3.04 3.11 4.33
STDEV 0.60 0.04 0.1 5 o.21 0.04 o.12 o.44 0.1 1 o.74
QT1T1 (10) 77.66 0.15 12.93 1.2e 0.1 5 1 .19 3,69 2.97 6.46
STDEV o.2c 0.06 0.1 1 0.07 0.02 0.06 0.1 5 0.1 4 1.03
BRL: Blind River loop Road, BRQ: Blind River Quarry, Dun. Ck.: Dunsandel Creek, F1QT2: Tachalls Creek,
FSIT: Flaxbourne terrace T4, Ff2:. Flaxbourne terrace T3, QT1T1 : Flaxboume River upper.
WARD data courtesy ol Dr. Paul Froggatt. Number of analyses per site given in brackets.
sample: 1: reworked in loess overlying Moa site (n=15)
2: tephra-rich layer 200m SE of Moa site (n=12)
3: mean analysis of Kawakawa Tephra lrom 14 Nl locations (n=14)
4: NINA BROOK (n=15) [Little et al., 1998]
5: WHITE BLUFFS (n=11) [Litile et at., 1998]
4.2 -contd. Electron analvses of Kawakawa from workers.
OXDE sio2 Ti02 A1203 FeO MqO CaO Na2O K20 H20
samole 1 78.1 1 0.1 5 12.3 1.25 0,14 1.1 1 3.79 3.09 5.88
STDEl/ o.77 0.03 0.23 0.12 0.02 o.12 0.62 0.19 1.36
samDle 2 78.75 0.2 11.97 1.29 0.15 1.05 3.83 3.21 5.96
STDEV 0.55 0.04 0.18 o.2 0.04 0.07 o.2 0.1 I 1.22
samole 3 78.4 0.14 12.2 1 .17 o.12 1.08 3.62 3.09 5.27
STDB/ 0.31 0.04 0.1 1 0.11 0.03 0.08 0.1 8 0.16 't.o7
samole 4 77.94 0.1 8 12.54 1.22 o.25 1.06 3.81 2.99 4.49
STDEV 0.37 0.04 0.23 0.11 0.11 0.08 o.24 0.1 I 0.82
samole 5 78.1 o.17 12.52 1.31 0.14 1.13 3.97 2.97 4.62
STDEV 0.45 0.04 0.19 0.09 0.03 0.09 0.1 I 0.1 I 0.93
Appcrndix 4.2 -<:ontinued. Backscattercd SEM images ol'tephra shards frorn Marlborough, chcmically iden-
til'ie'd as the Kawakawa Tephra. Thesc grains exhibit classic tephra morhpology.
Northern Lake Elterwater Dunsandcl Cleck
Dunsandel Creck Dunsandel Crcek
Dunsandcl Creck FS lT -Thc Plateau -T3
Appendix 4.3 
-notes on Optically Stimulated Luminescence technique
IRSL: Infrared Stimulated Luminescence, using the single aliquot regenerative (SAR)
process [modified by Dr. Uwe Rieser, after Murray & Wintle,2000] on fine grained
feldspars.
Stimulation: LED; 880 nm, half width of 80 nm
Detector filters: Schott BG3g
Kopp 5-58
Which give 
-410 nm (blue) 
-thought to be stable
Luminescence measured at room temperature
Sample preheated to220C for 5 minutes to remove unstable components
Sample protocol:
Preheat
Measure natural dose
Irradiate D, (test dose)
Preheat
Measure D,
Inadiate Do (dose)
Preheat
Measure D*
Repeat with:
Irradiation dose first at 0.5 D" (equivalent dose)
Then I D,
Then 1.5 D,
Then 0 D,
Then 0.5 D" to measure repeatability of first step and test corection factor
Source: *Sr / *Y (B-source +alibrated)
Appendix 5.1
f upton-r ffi upton-z Hfll upton-s Downs-1
ffiftt"roorough-1 ffistarnorough-2 ffi Staroorough-3-9
Appendix 5.1, EDM survey of fluvial tenaces at "The Platreau", along the Flaxbourne River, NIV of Ward.
Numben by survey points are elevation in metnes, relative to station "A". See Fig. 5.2 for location.
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Appendix 5.3
n Starborough-1 ffi Starborough-2
Appendix 5.3. EDM survey of fluvial terraces along Dunsandel Creek, near the termination of the
Clarence Fault. Values are in metres, relative to station "2". See Fig. 5.2 of main text for location.
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Chapter 6:
PlioceneQuaternary deformation and mechanisms of near-surface strain close
to the eastern tip of the Clarence Fault, northeast Marlborough, New Zealand
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D. B. TOWNSEND
T. A. LITTLE
Geology Department
. Victoria Universitv of Wellinston
' P.O. Box 600
Wellington, New Zealand
Abstract In coastal northeast Marlborough, New Zealand,
the termination of the dextral strike-slip Clarence Fault
requires a mechanism for the accommodation of strain about
its tip. The Awatere Block, to the northeast of the tip, is
inferred to be undergoing a clockwise vertical-axis rotation
as mid-lowercrustal simple shear is transmitted upward into
an upper crustal rigid-body rotation. Clockwise vertical-axis
rotation of the Awatere Block of up to 44" has previously
been constrained by paleomagnetic data in Pliocene rocks.
and the deflection ofnear-vertical bedding in Torlesse Terrane
basement rocks suggests a rotation of up to c. 
-55o. The
attitude and slip direction of mesoscopic faults in coastal
exposures of late Miocene-Pliocene rocks allow directions
' of faulting-related maximum instantaneous strain to be
deduced. These directions swing from east-west in the north
of the Awatere Block to southeast-northwest in the south of
. the block as the style of faulting changes from oblique-
normal to strike-slip to thrust. This changing pattern of strain
is infened to be due to a clockwise rotation of the Awatere
Block.
The London Hill Fault forms an eastenl boundary to the
rotating Awatere Block. Couge-zone foliation and
stratigraphic data reveal that the London Hjll Fault is cunently
a reverse fault that reactivates an Eocene(?) normal fault.
Post-Pliocene dip-slip on the London Hill Fault is in the
order of 2 km. New radiocarbon dating of a marine terrace to
the southwest of Cape Campbell requires a rate of uplift of
1.7-2.5 mm/yr over the last 5500 yr, much faster than other
rates nearby. This difference in rate is inferred to be due to
active folding of the adjacent Cape Campbell Syncline.
Regional Holocene northeast tilting of the Awatere Block is
inferred from stream piracy patterns and tilted fluvial and
coastal marine terraces. Local tilting patterns are more
complex and indicate surface deformation near currently
r active fault and fold structures.
Keywords Awatere Block; block rotation;Clarence Fault;
i London Hill Fault; Marlborough; mesoscopic faults;Miocene;
Pliocene: Quaternary; uplift; tectonics
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INTRODUCTION
ln northeastem Marlborough, New Zealand, the Marlborough
Fault System (MFS) is a transition zone in continental crust
that links subduction beneath theHikurangi margin tooblique
dextral strike-slip on the Alpine Fault (Fig. I ). The MFS is a
series of northeast striking, dextral strike-slip faults which,
together with the Alpine Fault and the Hikurangi subduction
zone, accommodate c. 39 mmlyr of convergence between
the Pacific and Australian plates in the northern part of the
South Island (DeMets et al. 1994). This paper is concerned
with late Cenozoic deformation at the northeastern end of the
MFS (Fie. l),
One of the principal strike-slip faults of the MFS, the
Clarence Fault, terminates in the southwestern part of the
study region (Browne 1992b). This temrination requires that
slip on the Clarence Fault must be accommodated at the
surface by structures to the northeast of the tip, such as the
Ward Syncline and the London Hill Fault (Fig.2), or by
processes of distributeddeformation. To the northwest of the
Clarence Fault in the central Awatere Valley, the Haldon
Hills and Flaxbourne Faults are part of the Medway Fault
Systemof reverse taults thatarelate Miocene in age(Melhuish
1988; Maxwell 1990; Little & Jones 1998). On the basis of
paleomagnetic and structural data, Little & Roberts (1997)
interpreted the Cape Campbell 
- 
Lake Grassmere region as
lying on a crustal block that has rotated 3(H0" clockwise
about a vertical axis since the early Pliocene. This magnitude
of clockwise rotation is much greater than the 2O-25" of
post-Pliocene rotation that the rest of northeast Marlborough
has experienced on either side of the Awatere Block to the
north of the Awatere Fault (Roberts 1992) and to the east of
the London Hill Fault (Walcott et al. l98l; Roberts 1995).
Thus, the Awatere and London Hill Faults form the northern
and eastern boundaries between surface crustal domains that
have rotated differentially in the last c. 8 m.y. in the region
to the east of the Clarence Fault tip. The western boundary of
the strongly rotated Awatere Block has been located in the
Awatere Valley as a northwest-trending discontinuity (Fig. I ,
"R.8.") across which there is a c. 56 t l8' clockwise change
in bedding strjke of mostly vertical Torlesse Terrane. To the
west of this boundary, late Miocene rocks of the Awatere
Valley are paleomagnetically unrotated (Linle & Roberts
1997). The Haldon Hills and Flaxbourne Faults undergo a
clockwise change in strike of c.40" across this boundary:
their east-west strike to the east is anomalous with respect to
the rest of the Medway faults farther to the west that strike
northeast-southwest (Fig. I ).
In this paper, the roles of faulting, folding, and block
rotation are investigated as mechanisms of strain
accommodation. We present fault-kinematic datafrom within
the Awatere Block and from the adjacent areas to the north
across the Awatere Fault. and to the east across the London
Hill Fault.
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Fig.2 Simplified geologic and
tectonic map of the Awatere to
Lake Grassmere region. Black
arrows are available
paleomagnetic declination
anomalies (relative to the Pacific
plate). with the age of rocks
sampled shown in parentheses.
Inland slip of 7-10 mm/yr on the
Clarence Fault dies out in the
southwest of the region. Data
compiled from Browne (1992a).
Roberts& Wilson ( 1992). Vickery
& Lamb ( I 995;. and Little ( I 995 ).
rhyolites erupting in the Coromandel region during the late
Miocene (Townsend 1996).
Pliocene rocks in the Awatere-Grassmere region consist
of a thick sequence of marine sandstones, siltstones. and
mudstones (the Starborough Formation) that are lithologically
monotonous and regionally extensive on the western side of
the London Hill Fault (Roberts & Wilson 1992). The only
exposure of Pliocene rocks east of the London Hill Fault is
a small down-folded inlier of Starborough Formation-
equivalent mudstone in the hinge of the Cape Campbell
Syncline (Fig. 2) (Russell 1959).
REGIONAL FOLDING OF BEDROCK UNITS
Pliocene Starborough Formation between the Awatere River
mouth and Cape Campbell is folded on a kilometre scale (see
Fig. 2). The hinge lines of the post-Pliocene Ward and Cape
Campbell Syncline trend NNE and plunge gently north
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Egcene-Oligocene on this east-dipping, high-angle fault
may have caused subsidence and preservation ofCretaceous
and Paleogene rocks on its eastern side, whereas correlative
strata may have been eroded on its uplifted footwall to the
west, thus explaining the difference in stratigraphic
preservation across the London Hill Fault (Fig. 3). Timing of
breccia deposition and, by inference, normal slip on the
paleo-London Hill Fault, is loosely constrained (strati-
graphically) to the middle Eocene on the basis of lithological
correlation with the Fells Greensand member of the Amuri
Limestone.
Today the fault clearly has a net reverse separation and
exposes Torlesse Terrane in its hanging wall to the south of
the study area (Fig.2). A foliated cataclasite (Fig.5,4)
outcropping at Marfells Beach is the only exposure of the
London Hill Fault in bedrock within the studv area. There,
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Fig. 5 Mesoscopic structures near the London Hill Fault at Marfells
Beach. A, The foliated cataclasite thatanastomoses to define an s-c foliation
within the fault zone; this view is to the south showing a northwest vergent,
reverse shear sense. B, View parallel to hinge of isoclina! fold in a thin
limestone bed in the Amuri Limestone hanging wall in the shore platform. The
isocline verges to the northwest and lies on the surface of a bedding-parallel
decollement in the Amuri Limestone. C, View in cross-section of the
tongue-like fold revealing complete stratigraphic closure. /n.ret: Orientation
of views B and C relative to folding.
Paleogene Amuri Limestone of the hanging wall sequence is
thrustoverMiocene siltstone of thefootwall, andthe resulting
foliated cataclasite deforms both blocks over a width of
c.50 m.
In a seismic study of the Clarence Basin-a marine basin
offshore from Cape Campbell inferred to contain Cretaceous
rocks-Uruski (1992) suggested a similar slip history for a
western boundary fault that, in part, controlled the basin's
sedimentation patterns. Inferred Late Cretaceous normal
faults, forming half-graben, were reactivated in the early
Miocene as contractional structures with sedimentary wedges
thickening away from the fault. Shortening on these structwes
continued into the Pleistocene.
The London Hill Fault generally strikes NNE and dips
between 45 and 55u to the east. This dip was measured in
three ways: ( I ) the map-scale trace of the fault on topography
Townsend & Little-Deformation at Clarence Fault
Fig. 7 Structural data forthe shear
zone fabrics adjacentto the London
Hill Fault at Marfells Beach: grey
squares and ellipses are Fisher
means and 957o confidence cones
of poles to foliation planes. A,
Mean c-plane inferred from low-
angle slip planes in foliated
cataclasite. B, Poles to tbliation
with best fit m-plane (great circle)
defining slip vector for the
cataclasite zone. C, Isoclinal fold
hinges in hanging wall Amuri
Limestone at Mussel Point, with
"S" and "Z'" fold asymmetries
defining the planar girdle.
Enclosed fold noses (large dots)
plot within and close to the zone of
mixed asymmetries. D, Estimates
of the attitude of the London Hill
Fault based on the mean attitude
of hanging wall beds at Mussel
Point (poles to bedding) and by
construction of structure contours
of the fault. E, Steep bedding in
the footwall siltstone with flexural
slip faults. F, Local thrust faults in
the footwall subparallel to the
London Hill Fault. G, Summary
of the fault kinematic data for the
London Hill Fault.
was used to construct structure contours that indicate a fault
dip of c. 50oi (2) the composite s-c (shear) fabrics in the
foliated gouge within the fault zone at Marfells Beach
suggest an eastward dip of45" for small-scale shear planes
at this outcrop (because ofthe gravitationally unstable nature
of reverse fault scarps, this surface dip is likely to
underestimate the dip of the fault at depth); and (3) the mean
dip of bedding in the Amuri Limestone at Mussel Point is
c. 55oE, where bedding is inteqpreted to lie parallel to the
fault (e.g., Fig. 6, section Y-Y').
Fig. 6 Detail of part of the trace of the London Hill Fault (see
Fig. 2 for location) with localised fault scarp wedge (unit "Q")
infilling incised paleocanyon along the fault and aggradational
alluvial terrace west of the fault 1"HT"). Unit Q is mantled across
the fault and does not appear to be offset by it. Section Y-Y' shows
overturned bedding immediately to west of the London Hill Fault.
Flexural slip, including the Quaternary fault, accommodates folding
in this region as do contractional faults in the footwall of the
London Hill Fault observed near the coast.
poles to footwall
thrust(?) faults
mixed
asymmerry
and sheath
lineations
cr "S" fold
cr "Z" fold
r 3D sheath
lineation
. fold hinge
sense
unknown
mean dip of
hanging-wall
limestone
low-angle
slip planes
in foliated
cataclasite at
Mussel Point
fault attitude inferred from
structure contours on mapscale
trace c.015,50o8
A mean slip-vector for the London Hill Fault cataclasite
zone at Marfells Beach was obtained by determining the
mean attitude forthe slipplanes (c-planes) within the foliated
cataclasite zone (Fig. 5A, 7A). In addition, the mean
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mean of slip surfaces
(c-planes) in s-c
foliated cataclasite
at Mussel Poinl
054,24"S
(n=14)
poles to all cataclasite
foliations (s-planesl
at Mussel Point
3 intrafolial
fold hinges ("2" vergence)
"plane of shear zone"
-012,57'E(N=44)
LHF inferred from
map-scale trace 
-015, 50oE
-mean limestone beddingplane on
hanging-wall
flat at
Mussel Point
041,55"E
(n=17)
footwall beds, some
with flexural-
plane-slip faults
(slip-vector
is dot)
flexural-slip on
overtumed beds
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Present-day
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Present-day
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Fig. 8A, B Two cross-sections across the Ward Syncline, London Hill Fault, and Cape Carnpbell Syncline (locations on Fig. 2, symbols
as fbr Fig. 2). Note the post early-Pliocene dip-slip of 1.5-2.2 km on the London Hill Fault. Regional shortening today is accomrnodated
by continued folding ofthe synclines.
west of the London Hill Fault to explain their lack of outcrop
there. The second possibility invokes a folded (Eocene?)
normal fault truncating the Cretaceous-Paleogene rocks
west of the London Hill Fault. The total amount of post-early
Pliocene reverse slip is not changed by the use of either
model.
If the London Hill Fault is considered to be a rigid
footwall ramp near the surface above which hanging wall
beds have been deformed by faulrbend folding, then the 2-
3 km dip-slip offset is equivalent to the horizontal shortening
accomplished by the fault. Stratigraphically, this slip must be
post-early Pliocene in age (<5 Ma). A dip-slip rate of
>0.4 mm/yr is suggested by the two sections. This is a
minimum value because the slip may have occurred at any
time <5 m.y. ago.
Quaternary activity of the London Hill Fault
Mapping of Quaternary features adjacent to the London Hill
Fault implies that the main trace of the fault is presently
inactive. To the south of Marfells Beach, overlying the trace
of the London Hill Fault, an extensive body of Quaternary
gravel crops out (Fig.6; "unit Q"). The gravel is poorly
consolidated, yet it is self-supporting and consists of river-
rounded to subrounded clasts up to c. I m in diameter of
chert, limestone, greywacke, and sandstone, derived locally
from the Amuri Limestone and other units of the hanging
wall of the London Hill Fault. The thickness of unit Q is
estimated to be c. 50+ m (Townsend 1996). The gravel crops
out in a series of deeply incised streams transverse to the
London Hill Fault trace and is also exposed on the intervening
steep ridges. Based on its mapped geometry, the deposit is
intelpreted to infill a c. 300 m wide paleocanyon incised into
the late Miocene footwall siltstone (Fig.6, section Y-Y').
These gravels straddle and overlap the London Hill Fault and
do not appear to be cut by it. Due to its local derivation and
proximity to the London Hill Fault, this poorly sorted deposit
is interpreted as being a fault-scarp wedge derived from
erosion of the immediately adjacent hanging wall of the
London Hill Fault. This eroded material may have initiated
as scree, but was eventually deposited as alluvium by a
stream, possibly flowing longitudinally along the trace of the
London Hill Fault.
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This northeast regional tilting is also expressed in the
Awatere Valley, where Little et al. (1998) measured a
2.5'lm.y. northeastward tilt in the Lower Awatere Valley,
based on the present tilt of a deformed c. 300 000 yr old
terrace surface near the Awatere Fault. Eden (1989)
measured an uplift rate of c. I mm/yr near the Awatere
River mouth, and Wellman ( 1979) measured c.2 mm/yr,
35 km upstream in the middle Awatere Valley. Using
differential uplift of these fluvial terraces of the Awatere
River, a tilt rate of c. 1.6"/m.y. in a northeast direction is
obtained. Northeastward tilting of the block on the northern
side of the Haldon Hills Fault (Fig. l0) is expressed as a
northeastward deflection of otherwise north-flowing
stream channels. The tilting has caused "capture" ofthese
streams by Blind River, which flows at a high angle to the
streams shedding from the Haldon Hills. This pattern is
consistent with the NNE dip of a Holocene marine terrace
surrounding Cape Campbell, as revealed by levelling with
a theodolite (Townsend 1996: Fig. l0). Theterrace occurs
at c. 4.-5 m above the current shore platform 1.5 km south
of Cape Campbell, whereas at Cape Campbell the same
terrace stands at c. 1.5 m above the shore platform. This
elevation gradient indicates a tilt of 0.08' in a NNE
direction over a distance of 2.2-5 km and suggests a tilting
rate of c. 8"/m.y.
Local growth of structures such as the Ward and Cape
Campbell Synclines, the London Hill Fault, and the eastern
extensions of the Haldon Hills and Flaxbourne Faults
superimpose second-order tilt patterns that deviate from the
regional pattern of northeast tilting. Active blind structures
(thrust faults? ) extending eastward fiom the surface traces of
the Haldon Hills Fault and Flaxbourne Fault can be int-ered
from complex drainage patterns within the Ward Syncline.
The ponding of Lake Elteru'ater occurs between tectonically
raised bulges to the north and south that have interrupted a
once-continuous drainage basin (Fig. l0). This drainage
probably originally flowed northwards to Lake Grassmere
but has been tectonically dammed by a bulge along-strike
from the trace of the Haldon Hills Fault.
Cattle Creek (Fig. I0, inset A) is another example of
stream piracy that has probably resulted from localised
uplift/bulging. This stream once flowed to the northeast
through Kainui, forming abroad terrace in the valley bottom.
It has since been deflected to the south by active uplift to the
northeast of the mapped trace of the Haldon Hills Fault,
leaving a stranded paleosurface and air gap to the north
(Kainui Homestead). Downstream from its deflection. Cattle
Creek has incised deeply into the relatively soft siltstone.
Farther to the south. swampy drainage occurs immediately
south of the inferred blind trace of the Haldon Hills Fault,
which is perhaps propagating eastward as an active fault.
lnset B (Fig. l0) shows how a small unnamed stream in the
Cape Campbell region has been progressively deflected
westward from it.s original north-bound course, producing a
dog-leg in the channel just upstream from the air gap.
The Hog Swamp Fault (Fig. l0) was last known to have
been active in 1966 dudng the Seddon earthquake, when it
caused defomation of the main trunk railway line (Adams &
Lensen l97O). No surface rupture or slip sense was
documented, but given the northeast strike of the Hog Swamp
Fault, it is most likely to be a dextral strike-slip fault, similar
to the neighbouring Awatere Fault and its paleostrands(Little & Jones 1998).
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New uplift data for a marine terrace c. 3 km southwest of
Cape Campbell lighthouse (Fig. 10, "DT6";grid ref. 1473831'
NZMS 260 P29 & Q29; Townsend I 996) eue presented here.
Accelerator mass spectrometry dating of an avian bone
found within uplifted beach gravel on the terrace tread
yielded an age of 5746 + 78 yr BP (calibrated; IGNS,
Gracefield. Lower Hutt). The position of the bone was
levelled by theodolite to a height of 13.76 + 0.I m above the
present shore platform (Townsend 1996), requiring an uplift
rate of between 1.73 and 2.52 mnlyr. This is much faster
than rates obtained previously (Ota et al. 1995, 1996) for two
terrace remnants 4 andT km to the SSW of DT6, with rates
of 0.4 and 0.6 mm/yr, respectively (see Fig. l0). This
difference in rate is inferred to be due to active folding and
westward tilting of the eastern limb of the Cape Campbell
Syncline. which has given rise to locally higher uplifi rates
farther away from the fold hinge.
A study of raised beach ridges surrounding Lake
Grassmere (Ota et al. 1995) yielded Quaternary uplift rates
of c.0.15 mm/yr, much lower than the 1.7-2-5 mm/yr of
Townsend (1996) to the south of Cape Campbell. This
difference in uplift rate reflects active westward tilting of
surface topography at c. 28 + l5o/m.y., an effect which is
most likely due to localised deformation associated with past
activity of the London Hill Fault and prese nt folding of the
Cape Campbell and Ward Synclines.
DISCUSSION
The termination of shear dislocation in an elastic medium
produces an inhomogeneity in the stress field which is
intensified at the tip of the discontinuity ( Scholz I 990 ). I f the
termination of the Clarence Fault is the tip of a mode II shear
dislocation (Scholz 1990), elastic accommodation of dextral
slip produces an increase of mean compressive stress relative
to the remote stress near the northwestern side of the tip
(Fig. I I "+" sign). Conversely, on the southeastern side of
the tip, relatively lower amounts of mean compressive stress
are expected (Fig. I I "-" sign). We might expect this
relationship to be reflected in structures observed near the tip
ofthe Clarence Fault.
Slip on an elastic dislocation will also cause deflection of
surface principal stress trajectories in the vicinity ofthe tip.
Figure I I shows part of the stress distribution field around
the tip of a discontinuity in a homogeneous elastic medium
using a 2-D distinct element numerical modelling approach
(adapted from Homberg et al. 1997). The pictured model
assumes very small (infinitesimal) increments of strain, a
dextral fau I t wi th a fri ction coeffi cient (p) of 0.0 I, a differential
stress (o1-o3) of 50 MPa, and a remote maximum principal
compressive stress orientation (or) of ll0o. There is a
clockwise swing in the trend of o I across the eastern tip of the
discontinuity. The magnitude of this deflection in stress
trajectory depends on the coefficient of friction. differential
stress, the elastic constants. and the orientation of the remote
stress (Homberg et al. 1997). The boxed area in Fig. ll
approximates an area comparable with that of the study
region. The modelled rotation of stess trajectories mirrors
the observed pattern of faulting-related PHS between the
Awatere Valley and Lake Grassmere, suggesting that elastic
tip deformation is responsible for the observed distribution
of structures. A linear, elastic fracture model cannot. however,
explain large amounts of finite deformation implied by
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Fig.12 A,Infenedinstantaneous
velocity vectors of the Awatere
Block (black arrows) relative to
adjacent domains, based on
faulting-related principal hori-
zontal shortening directions
(stippled lines). using the trans-
pressive model of Tikoff &
Tcyssier (1994). B, Tectonic
model redrawn from Roberts
(1995) to explain rotation of the
Lower Awarere Valley. C, Model
with two-stage pole location which
is consistent with contraction in
the Haldon Hills, extra paleo-
magnetic rotation of the Lower
Awatere Valley, bending of the
Clarence Fault tip, and the overall
kinernatics determined from fault
populations in the Awatere Valley
to Cape Campbell region (see text
for full discussion).
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